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ABSTRACT
A SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF THREE FU ORIONIS OBJECTS-
ACCRETION DISKS AND WIND SIGNATURES
FEBRUARY 1991
ALAN DAVID WEUTY, B.S.. UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Stephen E. Strom
It has been suggested that in outburst, FU Ori objects (FUors) are luminous accretion
disks surrounding young, low luminosity stars. We obtained high resolution, high signal-to-
noise, 3985-4920 A, 4940-6830 A, and 8030-9510 A spectra of V1057 Cyg, Z CMa, and
FU Ori at the Mayall telescope at KPNO to examine predictions of the accretion disk model
of Kenyon, Hartmann, and Hewett (1988).
Synthetic disk spectra are calculated assuming the temperature gradient, T(R), of a
classical accretion disk, and assuming that disk photospheres can be modeled by adding
contributions from concentric disk aimuli represented by spectra of supergiant stars having
Teff ^ T(R). Given the simplicity of the model, we find surprising agreement between
observed and synthetic spectra.
We examine variation of absorption linewidth with wavelength for synthetic and FUor
spectra, and find good correlations for the model and two FUors. We also investigate variation
of linewidth with lower excitation potential, and find a subtle effect, less useful as a disk
diagnostic.
We subtract synthetic spectra from object spectra to investigate overall goodness of
fit. For V1057 Cyg and Z CMa, the percentage of lines fit to < 10mA accuracy rises from
~50% at 4000 A to > 80% at 5000-6800 A. At 8000-9000 A, the goodness of fit is ~50%;
Vll
the decline attributed to disk flaring. For FU Ori, the goodness of fit is -10% at 4000 A.
rising to ~80% longward of 5700 A.
We examine residual features in V1057 Cyg and Z CMa. Most of the strongest features
are either emission or P Cygni lines, suggesting origin in powerftil winds driven by these
objects. For FU Ori, most residuals are absorption features, as expected if FU Ori has lower
surface gravity than do supergiants, or if wind absorption is particulariy strong.
The signal-to-noise ratio in Z CMa's residual spectrum is sufficient to examine the P
Cygni structure in lines of a large range of optical depths. We leave detailed analysis to a
subsequent paper, but point here to unusual line structure that may arise in a rotating wind,
suggesting tiiat FUor winds carry large amounts of angular momentum.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The RJ Ononis Phennmpnnn
During the five decades since the 1936 flare-up of FU On, a variety of explanations
for that event, and similar ones, have been proposed. Herbig (1966) was apparenUy the first
to suggest that the dramatic increase in brighmess was intrinsic to FU Ori itself, rather than
removal of obscuration from our line of sight. Because FU Ori was not observed adequately
either before or immediately after its outburst, and because it was a unique object, efforts
directed toward understanding its nature were necessarily limited. This situation has changed
dramaticaUy during the past two decades. About a half dozen more FU Ori objects, or
"FUors," have been identified (WeUn 1971a; Grasdalen 1973; Herbig 1977; Elias 1978;
Graham and Frogel 1985; Can", Haivey, and Lester 1986; Mundt etal. 1985; Stocke etal.
1988; Hartmann etal. 1989; Eisloffel, Hessman, and Mundt 1990). Table 1 lists these objects,
their (recent) V magnitudes, and 1950 coordinates. It is now generally accepted that FU Ori
eruptions are intrinsic to pre-main-sequence objects, and constitute an important phase of
eariy stellar evolution, but are not primarily changes in the forming stars themselves. The
currently popular scenario suggests that FU Ori eruptions are accretion events in circumstellar
disks. To imderstand this evolution in thinking, it is instructive first to review the early
observations of the two most studied members of the class (to be studied here also): FU
Ononis and V1057 Cygni. We will also briefly review observations of our third program
object, Z Canis Majoris.
Early Observations of FU Orionis
FU Ori, a pre-main-sequence object in the dark cloud B35, which is part of the A Ori
star-forming complex, had been an irregular variable, with a typical fiill amplitude of l.lmpg,
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ites. The following
are as given in the
are more recent. No
Name V 6
FU Ori 9.24
11.70
12.56
18.5
16.3
9.35
12.41
05 42 38.0
20 57 06.2
20 22 03.2
21 45 26.9
16 28 56.8
07 01 22.5
07 48 40.3
04 28 40.0
+09 03 03
+44 03 46
+42 02 40
+47 18 08
-44 49 08
-11 28 36
-32 58 43
+18 01 52
VI057 Cyg
V1515 Cyg
V1735 Cyg
V346 Nor
Z CMa
BBW 76
L1551 IRS 5
as judged from Harvard Patrol plates, when in 1936 it began its increase in brighmess of
six magnitutes (photographic), from ~16 to 9.7, in a period of two to nine months (Hoffleit
1939), probably close to 120 days (Herbig 1966). The post-maximum B magnitude light
curve published by Herbig (1977, Figure 1, and references therein) shows the following
fading of ~1 mag, followed by slow oscillation (At ~10 yr. Am ~0.5 mag) that ended by
1960. Over the next fifteen years, FU Ori faded another 0.2 mag. By 1985, the B magnimde
was 10.57 (Herbig and BeU 1988, and references therein). Thus it appears FU Ori has
faded at an average rate of ~0.16 mag/decade, but is still ~5.5 magnitudes brighter than its
pre-outburst brightness.
The FU Ori discovery armouncement (Wachmann 1939) mentioned fan-shaped nebu-
losity that had not been present before the outburst. The earliest published post-outburst
large scale photograph of the nebula, which shows the nebula essentially the same as in more
recent photographs, was taken 2.1 years after the outburst (Dieckvoss 1939, Herbig 1966).
It shows nebulosity extending 2!5 from FU Ori, consistent with the plane-of-sky light travel
time of 2(1 yr~\ assuming a distance of 500 parsecs to the A Ori region. Herbig (1977)
noted that a partial ring of nebulosity is also present.
behavior. After remaining near maximum light for two years, there was a sudden (~90 day)
2
Early (1962 and 1963) blue and spectrograms of FU Ori i^vealed a composite
spectrum: a "diffiise" component at the velocity of the surrounding interstellar material,
and narrower "sheU" features displaced to shorter wavelengths by
-SOkms-^. The diffuse
component, presumed to originate in a stellar photosphere, was assigned an F2:p I-II spectral
type. The peculiarity arose from the observation that Cri and All lines wer^ too weak
for that type. SheU components were strong in Ca i and Ca ii, Na i, Cr i, Sr ii, Ti ii, Sc ii,
and low excitation Fe i lines. The Balmer and Na i D lines were particulariy strong in the
sheU component, and extended to greater blue-shifted velocities (Herbig 1966). Based on
the persistence of the sheU features, Grasdalen (1973) argued that they are signatures of
continuous mass loss, rather than discrete ejection episodes.
In view of the currenUy accepted model for FUors in the post-outburst state, Grasdalen
(1973), discussing the presumed rotational widths of the photospheric Unes, made the fol-
lowing historicaUy interesting remark: "The disturbing point is that, at least for FU Ori, the
breadth of the lines depends on wavelength.
.
." While he did not specify the sense or origin
of the wavelength variation of linewidth, which may have changed in detail since the first
few years after outburst, variation of linewidth with wavelength has become the linch-pin for
the accretion disk hypothesis for FU Ori objects.
The Outburst and Evolution of VI057 Cvgni
In 1957 Herbig (1958) discovered many emission-Ha stars in the H ii region NGC 70(X)
(die North America Nebula) in Cygnus. Among these was Lk Ha 190, a star roughly centered
in a small dark cloud in the nebula. Subsequent observations revealed (Wenzel 1963) and
confirmed (Robinson and Harwood 1971, Welin 1971b) irregular light variations; the star
was designated VI 057 Cyg in the General Catalog of Variable Stars (Kukarkin etal. 1969).
Believed to be a T Tauri star (TTS) based on one low dispersion spectrogram (Herbig 1958),
the irregular variability (amplitude ~l.lmpg), and intimate association with other pre-main-
sequence objects, V1057 Cyg became the second known FUor in 1969, reaching maximum
3
light in n,id-1970. It remains the only FU On object for which thete is signiflcam Icnowlcdge
of the pre-outburst state.
one
The eruption of V1057 Cyg was almost as dramatic as that of FU Ori. In about
year, it increased by
-5.5 magnitudes in the photographic band (Welin 1971a). Unlike FU
Ori, which has remained close to maximum light for more than fifty years, V1057 Cyg has
faded more rapidly. From early 1971 to 1986, its V magnitude has dimmed by -2.3 mag,
but has remained at -11.7 since that time (Kenyon 1989, private communication).
Like FU Ori, V1057 Cyg developed a reflection nebula shorUy after the outburst (Welin
1971a). The time development of the nebula was not observed here either, and we can only
use the initial observation to place an upper limit for the distance to VI 057 Cyg at 900
pc (Grasdalen 1973). Grasdalen (1973) also derived a distance of 575 pc by plotting color
excess vs. distance modulus for stars near the line of sight to V1057 Cyg. A sharp increase
in color excess, attributed to the cloud material, was seen at a distance modulus of -8.8.
This value is still in common use in the literature (e.g., KHH).
The pre-outburst spectrum of VI 057 Cyg was suggestive of a late-type T Tauri star
(Herbig 1958). A blue spectrum taken by Welin at roughly maximum light revealed a
very different situation. It, and others taken a few months after, show an early A type,
high luminosity object. Two years later, the blue spectral type had changed to early F
(Herbig 1977), and currenUy is late F to early G. Herbig (1977) also noticed that spectral
types determined from red (6000-6600 A) spectrograms, while concurring with the blue in
indicating cooling with time, were consistently later than in the blue region by roughly one
spectral class.
Absorption line radial velocities also showed a curious wavelength dependent effect.
The metallic lines from the first blue spectrograms of early 1971 showed a large negative
velocity, -40 to -50kms~^ (heliocentric). The radial velocity shifted toward -20km s~^
during the 1971 observing season, and stabilized at --13 km s~^ by 1973. During this period
and through 1975 the red region radial velocity showed only a scatter around -15kms~^
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(Herbig 1977). The heliocentric velocity determined from our spectra (1986 Oct, 1986 Dec.
1988 Nov, and 1989 Dec) are ^-ISkms"! at all optical wavelengths. Molecular (Lo and
Bechis 1974, Bechis and Lo 1975, Minn and Greenberg 1973) and Ha (Hippelein 1973) line
studies indicate that the surrounding intersteUar material is at about the same velocity.
Observations of Z Canis Majoris
The observed history of Z CMa is different than for FU Ori and V1057 Cyg in that
no >5 mag optical outburst has been observed. It has exhibited irregular optical variability
with a range of ~2 mag (Covino etal. 1984). Its membership in the FU Ori class is based
on spectroscopic similarities to other FUors. These simUarities include strong blue-shifted
Bahner and Na i D absorption features (FinkenzeUer and Jankovics 1984, FinkenzeUer and
Mundt 1984), doubled absorption profiles (Hartmann etal. 1989), and the presence of 2.3 fim
first-overtone v'-v" = 2-0 CO absorption.
An arc, or partial ring of nebulosity similar to those associated with other FUors, is
seen in images of Z CMa (see Poetzel, Mundt, and Ray 1989). RecenUy, bipolar outflow
from Z CMa, indicated by a jet and string of 15 Herbig-Haro objects, has been discovered
(Poetzel, Mundt, and Ray 1989).
Z CMa was formeriy classified as an Ae/Be star, whose spectrum seemed to have late
B and F type components (Strom etal. 1972). The B type component depended on the great
strength of the Baimer absorption lines, which are certainly formed in an outflowing wind
(Covino etal. 1984), and on the presence of He i absorption Unes not foimd by other observers
(e.g., Herbig 1960, Covino etal. 1984, FinkenzeUer and Jankovics 1984, and FinkenzeUer
and Mundt 1984). Hartmarm etal. (1989) estimate an F5 I spectral type for Uie 2650 A region
based on lUE spectra, consistent with other FUors in outburst.
As with FU Ori and V1057 Cyg, Z CMa absorption Une radial velocities (~-|-30 km s~^
heUocentric, Hartmann etal. 1989) are nearly the same as neighboring interstellar material
(~-f32kms-i from CO, Edwards and SneU 1982, Canto etal. 1984; 30-33 km s"^ from
5
intemeUar Na i D absorption, FinkenzeUer and Mundt 1984). The pre-main-sequence nature
of Z CMa is confinned by this kinematic association with difiuse intersteUar material and a
stiTong A6707 A absorption line.
Characteristics of the FT J Qri Ohje.r.ts
Now tiiat tiiere is a small class of FU Ori objects, we can identify characteristics which
seem to be common to all members. Those properties include: association witii known star-
forming regions; strong Li A6707.7 A line; doubled absorption line profiles; P Cygni structure
in tiie Balmer and Na i D lines, witii absorption edges blue-shifted several hundred kms'^;
earlier spectral type in tiie optical (F-G) than in the near-infrared (M, based on 2.3 /xm
first-overtone v'-v" = 2-0 CO absorption); and tiie development of ring-shaped reflection
nebulae. Goodrich (1987) has reviewed observations of tiie reflection nebulae associated
witii tiie Cygnus region FU Ori objects. A large luminosity increase, tiie original identifying
characteristic, has not been observed for every FU Ori object. In tiiese cases, membership
in tiie class is based on similarities in die spectral characteristics listed here. Details of tiie
respective eruptions are given, if known, in Table 2.
Table 2. Outburst data for tiie FU Orionis objects. For several objects, outburst information
must be determined from sparce photographic plate data, hence the limits present in the
table. For some, no outburst has been observed; membership for tiiese objects is based on
specti-oscopic similarities. Data is from Herbig (1989).
Object Date of
Maximum
Magnitude
change
Rise time
(days)
Note
FU Ori 1937 6(pg) 60-380
V1057 Cyg 1970 5.5 (pg) 390
V1515 Cyg 1980? ~4 (pg) <4750
VI735 Cyg >1957, <1965 >5 (R) 7 Elias 1-12
V346 Nor >1984 >2 (V) >2555 HH-57 IRS 8
ZCMa 7 7 7
BBW 76 >1956 7 7
L1551 IRS 5 ? 7 7
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The FU Ori objects drive extremely powerful, high velocity winds. Poetzel, Mundt,
and Ray (1990) discovered a series of Herbig-Haro objects and a jet with velocities up to
-620kms-i associated with Z CMa. Ha profiles of FU Ori, V1057 Cyg, and Z CMa appear
in Figure 1, showing blue absorption wings extending to about
-400kms-\ -800kms-i,
and -llOOkms-i, respectively, at the time of our observations (1988 November). Analysis
and modeling of the Na i D Unes suggests mass loss rates, M, ^IQ-^M© yr'^ for FU Ori,
^lO-^M© yr-i for V1057 Cyg (Croswell, Hartmann, and Avrett 1987), and > IQ-^M® yr'^
for Z CMa (Hartmann etal. 1989). Mass loss rates inferred from strong Ha lines in T Tauri
stars (WA(Ha) > 5 A) are typically only < IQ-^ to IQ-'^M® yr"! (Hartmann etal. 1990,
Natta, Giovanardi, and PaUa 1988). Herbig's (1966) "sheU" lines, many of which are stiU
present, are blue-shifted with respect to the presumed steUar velocity (by ~80kms-^ in FU
Ori), and are probably associated with this mass loss.
Although no FUor has been seen to erupt more than once, reasonable arguments can be
made that FU Ori events are repetitive. During the past century, at least 6 FU Ori outbursts
have occured within about 1 kpc of the Sun, yielding a lower limit to the eruption rate of
0.06 yr~^ If we assume that aU FU Ori objects were TTS brighter than Mpg ~ 4 before
outburst (Herbig 1977), and use Herbig's estimate that ~500 such objects exist within 1 kpc,
it is estimated that each of those objects will have erupted once after < 8300 years. Assuming
a lifetime of 3 x 10^ years for the candidate objects, each would be required to erupt 36 times
to sustain the observed rate of detection (Herbig 1989).
Alternatively, if we assume that aU new-bom low mass (M < 2.5Mq) stars may experi-
ence FU Ori outbursts, and consider the average star formation rate in the solar neighborhood
(~ 4 - 10 X 10~^ stars pc~^yr~\ Miller and Scalo 1979), we can estimate eruption fre-
quencies required to support the observed eruption rate for any mass range. We find results
consistent with that above if we consider only the mass range included above (~1.5 to ~2.5
M©; Herbig 1989), and conclude that FU Ori eruptions must be repetetive in any case: even
7
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Figure 1. NaiD and Ha lines in FU Ori, VI 057 Cyg, and Z CMa. The NaiD lines
have been analyzed by CrosweU, Hartmann, and Avrett (1987) and Hartmann etal. (1989) to
estimate mass loss rates for these objects. Components at zero velocity, indicated by arrows,
are probably interstellar. The Ha profiles also indicate extensive mass loss, and demonstrate
the large velocity attained by the outflowing material. The spectrum of a G2 supergiant is
shown in each panel for comparison.
if all new-bom low mass stars experience FU Ori outbursts, each must erupt an average of
~3 times (Hartmann and Kenyon 1985, HKl hereafter, Herbig 1989).
Suggested Explanations
During the past 50 years, many explanations for FU Ori events have been suggested.
Each was intended to explain existing observations, but as new data were obtained, was
foimd to be inadequate. We will discuss several briefly here. More complete discussion of
various suggestions may be found in Herbig (1966, 1977), Grasdalen (1973), and Kenyon,
Hartmann, and Hewett (1988, KHH hereafter).
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The earliest proposed explanations dealt only with the increase in brightness, since litUe
other data was available. The major ideas in this category were that FU Ori might be a
slow nova, or that the star had emerged from an obscuring cloud. The prolonged elevated
brightness of FU Ori seemed to rule out the former option (Herbig 1966, and see Payne-
Gaposchkin 1957). In the latter case, the only geometrically acceptable situation requires
passage through a dense, thin obscuring screen. Such curtains are not known to exist. And
this explanation does not explain post-outburst fading of the FUors (Herbig 1966). Grasdalen
(1973) argued that rapid clearing of a circumsteUar dust sheU was highly unlikely.
Another group of suggestions involves dramatic changes in the stars themselves. Among
these are Herbig's (1966) suggestion that FU Ori eruptions are due to rapid collapse of a
proto-star across the forbidden region to the tip of a Hayashi track. Data from before and
after the outburst of V1057 Cyg showed that the object increased in size during the outburst.
Grasdalen (1973) proposed that a structural readjustment of an 8M© star, ending with the
star on its proper radiative-equilibrium track, was responsible for the flare-up of V1057 Cyg.
This seems unlikely as the object fades and cools (Herbig 1977). Both ideas are inconsistent
with the apparent repetetive nature of the phenomenon.
The observation that optical spectral types of FUors are earlier (F-G) than in the near
infrared (M), led Elias (1978) and Mould etal. (1978) to suggest that FUors are close binary
systems consisting of an M giant orbiting an F-G supergiant, with accretion onto the super-
giant producing the outburst. This idea fails because no radial velocity variations expected for
a close binary have been detected, and no reasonable mechanism for simultaneous eruption
of both stars has been developed.
Larson (1980) suggested that a single star, rotating near break-up could produce variation
of spectral type with wavelength, since the bloated equatorial region would be cooler and
more rapidly rotating than the polar regions. This scenario will yield a variation of linewidth
with wavelength in the opposite sense to that which is observed.
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During the past six years, Hartmann and Kenyon and their coUaborators have developed
a successful model for the post-outburst state of the FU On objects. They suggest that an
FU Ori outburst is the result of a large increase in the accretion rate through a circumsteUar
accretion disk (HKl; Hartmann and Kenyon 1987a,b. HK2 and HK3 hereafter, KHH). It is
this suggestion that v^'e investigate here.
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CHAPTER 2
MOTIVATION AND GOALS
Project Goals
The success of any theory depends on its ability to reproduce and predict observations.
Evidence for a key prediction of the accretion disk model, that the radial temperature gradient
in the disk and the disk's differential rotation produce an increase of absorption linewidth
toward shorter wavelengths (see Chapters 4 and 5 for detaUs), has been observed in FU Ori
and V1057 Cyg (HK2, HK3). This is based on cross-correlations of object and model spectra
with standard star templates at two wavelengths, 6170 A and 2.3 //m. Cross-corrclaUons
of spectral orders at 5200 A are much narrower than predicted, though wind components
to spectral lines may affect results at short wavelengths (HK2, KHH). Welty etal. (1990)
presented evidence that the linewidth variation is a continuous function of wavelength in
VI 057 Cyg on the 5820-9300 A range, in agreement with model prediction.
Conflicting results have been reported for a closely related model prediction, namely,
that linewidths should increase with increasing lower excitation potential (see Chapter 4). In
his recent review of FU Ori objects, Herbig (1989) cited unpublished spectra in which he
found no evidence for such a correlation in FU Ori and V1057 Cyg. Wclty etal. (1990) have
reported detection of this correlation in 12kms~' resolution echelle spectra of V1057 Cyg,
obtained in 1986 October (a 1 .16 ± 0.35 kms"^ eV"' slope in a 7500-9300 A spectmm), and
1986 December (1.10 ± 0.44 kms~' eV~' in a 5820-7640 A spectrum), in good agreement
with model prediction.
The goals of this study are two-fold. The first goal is to compare optical absorption
lines predicted by the accretion disk model with observed features. In addition to examining
linewidth v*. wavelength and linewidth vs. excitation potential correlations in greater detail,
we will compare line strengths and profiles in synthetic and observed FU Ori object spectra.
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A key element of this section wiU be determination of the best model parameter, for each
program object (normalization of disk temperature and rotational velocity scales, and radial
velocity; see Chapter 4), and acceptable limits on them.
The second goal is to search for spectral features which arise in the FU Ori object winds.
To study the wind components in FU Ori object hne profiles, we must be able to separate
them from the disk contributions. This wiU be accomplished by subtracting synthetic disk
spectra from FU Ori object spectra. If tiie synthetic disk spectra represented real disk spectra
perfecdy, tiiese subtractions would leave residual features associated with die wind or any
other non-disk components that may be present in die FU Ori systems. Before assuming a
residual feature is intrinsic to an FU Ori object, errors in model input parameters (radial and
rotational velocities, maximum disk temperature), and sensitivity to physical conditions such
as temperature and gravity must be eliminated or accounted for. We wiU attempt to make
use of any residual feamres tiiat do not appear to suffer from these uncertainties to constrain
wind properties. Whetiier tiie wind arises from tiie central star or from tiie disk itself, is of
particular interest.
In recent years there has been growing interest in die notion that winds may arise from
disks, rather tiian from die central stars (e. g., Hartmann and MacGregor 1982, Pudritz and
Norman 1983, 1986, Torbett 1984, Uchida and Shibata 1985, CrosweU, Hartmann, and Avrett
1987, Shu etal. 1988, Pringle 1989). There is evidence that mass loss in T Tauri stars is
driven by accretion through circumstellar disks (Cabrit etal. 1990). The FU Ori objects, widi
copious mass loss, and presumably correspondingly large accretion rates, may prove to be an
ideal laboratory for investigating this possibility.
Further Motivation
While the accretion disk model for FU Ori objects has gained wide acceptance in the
astronomical community, there is reason to continue developing and augmenting it. Until aU
relevant observations can be satisfactorily accommodated in the theory, it must be regarded
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as incomplete. Here we briefly discuss some of the points the model has not adequately
addressed. Unless otherwise noted, we will not address these concerns further at this time.
It has been pointed out by Simon and Joyce (1988) that, as V1057 Cyg fades, its
infrared magnitudes are not behaving according to model prediction, which says the infrared
spectral index should remain constant (i.e., AF, oc A-,a = 4/3, should remain tme).
provided classical viscous accretion disk theory adequately describes the radial temperature
gradient, T(R), in the disk, and such accretion remains the dominant source of luminosity.
The observations show that the decline has been slower at longer wavelengths. This could
simply be the growing relative importance of another source of infrared luminosity, having
a different a, as the disk fades. Non-steady accretion, variation of accretion rate with radius
in the disk, could also be responsible.
If the FU On objects are luminous rotating circumstellar disks, any absorption lines
produced in their "photospheres" should possess doubled profiles, owing to the geometry
involved. If we imagine the disk as a series of concentric annuli, the largest contributions to
the spectrum from each annulus are from the approaching and receding ansae. The duplicity
as observed seems to depend on wavelength and line strength, especially in FU Ori and
VI 057 Cyg (HK2, KHH). There is also evidence (Herbig 1989) that the relative strengths of
the two peaks in some doubled profiles are not constant.
Perhaps the most serious concern comes from ultraviolet observations of FU Ori objects.
Ultraviolet and optical luminosity equal to the infrared disk luminosity should be emitted by
a "boundary layer" between the rapidly rotating (vrot ~ 250kms~') inner disk and the
presumably more slowly rotating stellar surface (Typical T Tauri star rotational velocities are
<25kms~^ [Hartmann etal. 1986].). Hartmann etal. (1989) report that observed ultraviolet
fluxes fall short of those expected for a classical boundary layer by at least an order of
magnitude in FU Ori and V1057 Cyg. If the central stars have been spun-up and are rotating
near break-up, boundary layer emission would not be expected. This would seem to require
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repeated spin-up and spin-down if they are T Tauri stars with disks that experience multiple
FU Ori outbursts.
In view of the pre-main-sequence status of the FU Ori objects and ailments for the
repetitive nature of their outbursts, understanding the physical processes responsible for their
peculiar characteristics wiU continue to be very important in star-fonnation studies. If. as
appears to be the case, the FU Ori emptions are accretion events in T Tauri star disks, the
tremendous accretion rates implied suggest that a significant portion of the final steUar mass
is accumulated during these episodes. Whatever the nature of FU Ori outbursts, the powerful
winds generated deposit large amounts of energy in, and may therefore have a significant
impact on the immediate environment of the fomiing star (Herbig 1977, KHH). Further study,
aimed at determining the applicabiUty of the accretion disk hypothesis to the FU Ori objects
and determining better constraints on such models, seems warranted.
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CHAPTER 3
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Program Requirements
The data required to achieve the goals stated in Chapter 2 must meet several require-
ments. The spectra must be of adequate spectral resolution, must be characterized by high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and must offer relatively complete wavelength coverage over a
broad range of wavelength.
SpecificaUy, to obtain useful measurements of Unewidths, and to aUow adequate analysis
of potential residual features, several resolution elements must span each absorption line, hi
the sample to be discussed here, the object whose absorption lines are narrowest, VI057
Cyg, has an implied rotational velocity, u sin i ~ 35 km s'^ at optical wavelengths (HK2).
Resolution of < 15kms~^ would provide five or more resolution elements for each line in
the object spectra.
Visual comparison of the data and models of Hartmann and Kenyon (HK2, HK3, KHH)
suggests that residual features in difference spectra (object minus model) may appear at the
5% level. A signal-to-noise ratio of ~200 would thus provide a SNR ~10 in the residual
features. It should also be noted that Welty etal. (1990) attribute much of the scatter in their
linewidth vs. wavelength and Unewidth vs. excitation potential plots to the noise in their SNR
~100 data, which are otherwise similar to the data obtained for this work (see below).
Broad wavelength coverage is required for several reasons. A statistically signifi-
cant number of unblended absorption lines is required for the linewidth vs. wavelength and
linewidth vs. excitation potential tests. The former test also requires a long wavelength base-
line for adequate treatment. In the accretion disk models, the wavelength range 4000 A to
90(X) A corresponds to disk radii from ~ 1.8 to ~ 3.1 stellar radii, and probes to some extent
the region within ~6 to ~15 stellar radii from the center (see Tables 4 and 5 in Chapter 4).
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So we expect, in a Keplerian disk, a decease of .24% in linewidth over that wavelength
range (see Chapter 5). Should residual features appear in the difference spectra. ±c presence
or lack of wavelength dependent effects will be critical for their interpretation.
Object Selertinn
The task of selecting objects for this study is manageable, since there arc no more
than eight recognized FU On objects. Some may be eliminated from consideration here
for practical reasons. We wish to have spectra obtained with the same instrumentation and
methods, to eliminate problems associated with comparing spectra that, for example, do
not have identical wavelength coverage and dispersion, especiaUy for the comparison with
theoretical models to be discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Requirements on the nature and
quality of data demand that objects be bright. Even for the brightest of these objects (FU
On itself), the necessary data currenUy can only be obtained with instnmientation on par
with the echelle spectrograph and charge-coupled device detector available at the 4-meter
Mayall telescope at the Kitt Peak National Observatory^ The impact of the proposed study
will be greatest if the objects chosen have a solid record of previous observation, providing a
context in which to interpret the data. These constraints dictate, as suggested by the foregoing
discussion, that FU Orionis, V1057 Cygni, and Z Canis Majoris be the target objects (see
Table 1).
Observations and Data Reduction
Spectra of the desired resolution (<15kms~'), and signal-to-noise (>2(X)), can be
obtained with the echelle spectrograph and a charge-coupled device (CCD) detector at the
Mayall 4-meter telescope at the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) with integration
' Operated by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which is operated by the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. (AURA) under cooperative
agreement with the National Science Foundation
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times of an hour or less per program object. With that instrumentation and desimd resolution,
observations must be made at three grating settings to cover the 4000-9000 A range. Spectra
of a grid of bright supergiant standard stars, from early F through early M type, required for
modeling, can be obtained in a few minutes or less each.
Spectra of FU On, V1057 Cyg, Z CMa, and supergiant standards meeUng the require-
ments of this sttidy (see the discussion in Chapter 4) were obtained in 1988 November. Strom
and Welty obtained spectra with wavelength coverage of 3985-4920 A and 8030-9510 A on
1988 November 19-21. KPNO's TI2 CCD was employed for those observations. Hartmann
and Stauffer obtained similar data for this project on the 4940-6830 A range on 1988 Novem-
ber 30, using KPNO's TI3 CCD. The TI3 CCD chip was used because the TI2 CCD was
damaged between the two observing runs. In each case, the UV fast camera was employed,
with a 31.6 groove mm"^ echelle grating and a 226 groove mm"* cross-disperser, yielding
~12kms-' resolution at all wavelengths observed. A brief log of these observations and
other data to be discussed may be found in Table 3.
We did not obtain a 8030-9510 A spectrum of a rapidly rotating B star, so we are unable
to divide out the telluric spectrum, which is significant over much of that region, especially
longward of 9000 A.
Each observing night, in addition to object exposures, various calibration images were
obtained. Bias frames were taken to correct for the zero integration time CCD response. Hat-
field frames (images obtained by illuminating the spectrograph and detector system with a
"bright quartz" lamp) were obtained to correct for pixel-to-pixel variations in CCD sensitivity.
Wavelength calibration was obtained by observing the known spectrum of a thorium-argon
arc before or after each object exposure. A light-emitting diode was used to pre-flash all
exposures to guarantee a background level sufficient to insure linear CCD response at low
light levels.
Both the TI2 and the TI3 CCD are 800 x 800 pixel detectors. Each has 0.015 mm
pixels, corresponding to 0.38" on the sky at our decker setting. Our data were binned 2:1
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Table 3. Log of FU On object obseivauons cited in this wo*. The 1988 November data
obse* ing™r °' ^'^'^ ''^'^ obtait^dZtog each
Date (UT)
1983 Dec 10
1983 Dec 12
1984 Dec 5
1986 Oct 15
1986 Dec 15
1988 Jan 7
1988 Nov 19
1988 Nov 19
1988 Nov 20
1988 Nov 21
1988 Nov 30
1989 Dec 6
1989 Dec 7
1989 Dec 8
FU Ori VI057 Cyg
5820-7580 A
5125-6865 A
3985-4920 A
8030-9510 A"^
4940-6830 A
4985-6840 A
7245-9005 A"
7500-9370 A"'^
5820-7580 A'^
8030-9510 A"
3985^920 A
4940-6830 A
4985-6840 A
7245-9005 A"
°- wavelength coverage is not complete
^ also appears in Hartmann etal. (1989)
also appears in Welty etal. (1990)
also appears in Hessman etal. (1991)
Z CMa
6260-6835 A"**
4720-5330 A"''
6275-6735 A"
3985^920 A
8030-9510 A"
4940-6830 A'^
4985-6840 A
7245-9005 A"
perpendicular to the dispersion axis, yielding 800 x 400 pixel echeUe images. This was done
primarily to save computer tape and disk space, and has no significant effect on the resultant
spectra. Because the echelle orders cross the CCD rows, a sawtooth-like component can easily
be introduced into the extracted orders. This problem is potentially more serious for binned
data, but can be avoided if extraction task order-following parameters are carefully chosen.
In aU cases, the background (sky, scattered solar spectrum) contributes no more than
~5% of the total extracted intensity, except in a number of sharp night sky emission lines
(e. g., [O i] and OH lines), and we did not attempt background subtraction. For the 3985-
6830 A data, subtraction of the background is impractical because the narrow decker and
2-3" seeing left little or no pure background adjacent to the orders. We also wanted to avoid
the degradation of signal-to-noise that would be caused by sky subtraction.
i8
The echeUe fonnat data were reduced to the final one-dimensional vectors (order.) using
the National Optical Astronomy Observatories' Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF)
on the Five CoUege Astronomy Department's Sun386/ workstations. The CCD images were
de-biased and flat-fielded in the usual manner for echeUe data. A Thorium-Argon arc spectmm
obtained after set-up and before observing provides the absolute wavelength calibration for
all exposures and the Okms-^ reference. The shift between this comparison spectrum and
one taken immediately before or after each object exposure, with the telescope pointed at the
target, corrects for movement of the CCD detector in its dewar as the telescope moves. We
estimate that errors in our shifts between comparison spectra to be < 1 km s"'. Because the
count rates are not important for this work, and due to requirements of the program which
calculates model disk spectra, all the object spectral orders were nonnalized to unit continuum.
The other data to be discussed in the foUowing Chapters (see Table 3) was also obtained
with the echeUe spectrograph system at the 4-m telescope at Kitt Peak. Minor differences in
instrumentation and set up characterized each observing run, and there were trivial differences
in reduction techniques. These do not significandy affect the usefulness of any of the data
for the present purpose.
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CHAPTER 4
ACCRETION DISK MODELING
Background
During the past several years, the suggestion that the FU On objects, in the post-outburst
state, are luminous accretion disks has gained widespread acceptance in the astronomical
community. This acceptance is based largely on evidence presented in a series of papers by
Hartmann and Kenyon and their collaborators {e.g., HKl, HK2, HK3, KHH). They show,
for FU Ori and VI057 Cyg, that accretion disk models adequately reproduce observed broad-
band spectral energy distributions from 4000 A to -10 ^m, color evolution, spectral features,
line profiles, and signatures of differential rotation, and offers natural explanation for the
observed variation of spectral type with wavelength.
Method of Model Calculation
The starting point for calculation of synthetic disk spectra begins with the accretion disk
formalism developed in the early 1970's by Shakura and Sunyaev (1973) and Lynden-Bell
and Pringle (1974, LB? hereafter). In their theory, viscous accretion drives mass and angular
momentum transport through a disk. The disk will be self-luminous, deriving energy from
the release of gravitational potential energy as material spirals in toward the central object.
The total luminosity due to accretion is Lace = GM^^Macc/R*, where and are the
mass and radius of the central star, respectively, and Mace is the mass accretion rate through
the disk. Half of this will be radiated by the disk; half is converted to kinetic energy and, if
the stellar surface is rotating slowly compared to the inner disk, must ultimately be converted
into boundary layer emission.
In this picture, an FU Ori outburst is essentially a dramatic increase in the accretion rate
through a circumstellar disk. To match the observed fluxes (see below), the model demands
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M„,e
-
lO-^M^yr-i for objects in outburst (KHH). AccreUon rates for T Tauri star disks are
estimated to be M ^ IQ-^M^ yr-^ g., Basri and Bertout 1989). The physical mechanism
for this proposed increase in accretion rate is not known, but may involve gravitational
instabUity in a massive circumsteUar disk (M^isk ^ M*).
In a steady accretion disk (Mace = constant), the energy per unit surface area dissipated
at radius R is
Fd(R) =
R (1)
If the energy is radiated locally at the effective temperature, T^iR) = [Fd(R)/a]^/'^, this
expression provides the temperature, radius relation needed to synthesize the spectrum of a
disk (KHH). The maximum temperature in this distribution is given by
T_. 13,000k(^)^''(
lO-5M0yr-1
1/4 RA
Rq)
-3/4
(2)
and occurs at R^^ax = 1.36i2^ (LBP). Equation (1) implies that the disk temperature declines
within this radius, approaching zero at the stellar surface. This behavior is probably unreal-
istic. The model assumes the inner annulus {\R^ < R<\.5R^) radiates the energy required
by Equation (1) at T^ax (KHH).
Broad-Band Energy Distributions
The production of synthetic disk spectra begins with the calculation of "weight tables"
for models having different Tmax- The disk is assimied to be spatially thin and flat (non-
flaring). It is divided into concentric annuli, each having irmer and outer radii such that
standard supergiant effective temperatures may be used to approximate the local effective
temperature of each annulus, and further constrained by the radial temperature distribution
of a classical accretion disk given above. Supergiant distributions are used because the FU
Ori objects appear best matched by absorption spectra of low surface gravity stars, such as
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supergiants (Herbig 1966, 1977). Each annulus is assumed to radiate as a supergiant of the
specified temperature. For a set of standard wavelengths, the r^laUve contribution of each
annulus is calculated, taking geometric factors, primarily the surface area of each amiulus, into
account. The required optical and ultraviolet spectrophotometry was provided by the steUar
spectrum libraries of Wu etal. (1983) and Jacoby, Hunter, and Christian (1984). For the
coolest annuli, having T, < 3500 K and > 6i^„ blackbody energy distributions werx. used.
Blackbody distributions provide poor representations of optical steUar fluxes, but such cool
annuli contribute < 10% of tiie optical flux (KHH). The appropriately weighted supergiant and
blackbody distributions are added to produce the predicted distribution for an accretion disk.
The weight tables we have used for calculation of tiie high resolution syntiietic disk spectra
(see below) are given in Tables 4 and 5, which are portions of Tables 3 and 4, respectively,
in KHH.
The accretion disk hypotiiesis demands an infrared energy distribution with \Fx oc
A-"*/^, which constitutes infrared emission in excess of that from a star of appropriate optical
specti-al type alone. In tiie 4000 A to 10 /xm region, model energy distributions provide
a good fit to tiie observed fluxes for FU On and V1057 Cyg (see KHH Figure 2). At
longer wavelengths, additional excess emission is present in botii objects, hi Z CMa, tiiere is
emission far in excess of disk model prediction at all infrared wavelengths (see Hartinann etal.
1989, Figure 9). In all three objects, tiie outer portions of flared disks may be reprocessing
photons from tiie inner disk, producing the observed infrared excesses (Hartmann etal. 1989).
High Resolution Spectral Svnthesis
Calculation of high resolution model disk spectra makes use of tiie same procedure, with
the additional assumption that each armulus radiates the line spectrum of stellar photoshere of
the appropriate spectral type. High dispersion spectra of supergiants standard stars are used
to represent each armulus. These spectra are obtained with the same equipment and set-up
as tiie object spectra, so instrumental effects are the same in object and model spectra.
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adms, and temperature used for each amtulus. The maximum^lempemuT f659?k BBm colurm,
1 ,nd,cates that blackbody dislribuliom have been used foTr Llest Luh
S rouni off e,^r^. , T?"' " ^"^^ "•"y '»»<:1y 10 due
Type Router Temp 3520 A 4500 A 5550 A 6370 A 7400 A 9000 A
F6 1.50 6590 n o 1 0.21 0.16 0.13 0.12F7 1 73 u. iz f\ 1 cU. 15 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.08
F8 1 95 61 5f) \j.\.y U. 14 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.07GO 2.14 5800^ OWW u.u / vJ.UV 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.06Gl 2.26 5650 n f\AU.U4 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03G2 2.37 5500 u.uz U.Uj 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03G3 2.55 5370 0 04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04
G5 2.77 5100 0 0^ U.U4 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04
KO 2.98 4900 0 01 U.UZ U.OJ 0.04 0.03 0.03
Kl 3.20 4700 0.01 n 09U.UZ. 0 (\'X n (Yi 0.03 0.03
K2 3.85 4500 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08
K5 4.60 3750 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.10
Ml 4.86 3600 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
M2 5.19 3500 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04
BB 5.70 3300 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04
BB 6.28 3100 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
BB 6.96 2900 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03
BB 7.77 2700 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03
BB 8.73 2500 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02
BB 9.91 2300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02
BB 11.37 2100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
BB 13.22 1900 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
BB 15.64 1700 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
Because the disk is assumed to be in rapid Keplerian rotation, these spectra must be
broadened according to the projected Keplerian speed in each annulus. The broadening
fiinction used is that which is appropriate to a rotating ring:
<I>{I^\) = [1 - (AA/AA^)2]-V2, (3)
where AA = A - Aq is the displacement from line center, and AA^ = Ao[wro<(^)sin i]/c
is the projected displacement due to the rotational velocity Vrot at radius R (KHH). This
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Type R,outer Temp 3520 A 4500 A 5550 A 6370 A 7400 A 7UUU A
/zuu U./i 0.23 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.09
/UOj U. 15 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.05
u.uy 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03
OOUU n no 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03nilU. 1
1
0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04
Oj /u U.Uj 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.04
Ol jU nilU. 1 f\ f\r\0.09 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.06
JoKA) 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.05
JOjU U.U3 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03
JJUU U.Ul 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
J J IKJ U.Uz 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03
U.Uz 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04dQnn n niU.Ul 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.0347nnH /UU n niU.Ul 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03
U.Uz n f\AU.U4 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07
n niU.Ul nmU.Uz 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09
3600 0 no n nnU.UU n niU.Ul 0.01 0.02 0.03
3500 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
3300 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
3100 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03
2900 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03
2700 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03
2500 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02
2300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02
2100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
1900 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
GO
Gl
G2
G3
G5
KO
Kl
K2
K5
Ml
M2
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
1.46
1.61
1.71
1.83
1.98
2.14
2.35
2.54
2.67
2.80
2.99
3.23
3.46
3.71
4.43
5.28
5.56
5.94
6.51
7.16
7.93
8.84
9.93
11.26
12.90
14.99
function is strongly double peaked, and is responsible for doubled absorption profiles in
synthetic spectra.
To remove the differing standard star radial velocities, the standard star spectra are
shifted to a common velocity scale before summing their contributions to the model flux.
Using one of the intermediate spectral type standards as a template, we cross-correlated Uie re-
maining standards with the template to determine the relative shifts among the standards. The
absolute scale was determined by measuring wavelengths of individual lines in the template
spectrum. All standards were then shifted to 0 km s"' with respect to laboratory wavelengths.
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The spectral orders used in these calculations constitute a finer wavelength grid than
exists in the weight tables. To account for the variation of weight with wavelength for a given
annulus, we linearly interpolate the weight table to approximate the correct weight at each
wavelength. The central wavelength of each order is used for the interpolation calculation.
To save observing time and computer disk space, we do not use a complete set of
supergiant standards, one for each amiulus. Instead, we use a grid of -six standards covering
the range of spectral types required (early to mid F to early M) and let each standard represent
several annuli. Table 6 lists the standard stars we observed for each wavelength range, their
spectral types, the range of annuli each represents in the models, Unewidths, and their total
contributions to our final models.
Ideally, we should have observed the same set of standards in the three wavelength
ranges (grating settings), and those standards should have been carefuUy chosen to have the
same (narrow) absorption linewidths. The differences in hnewidths, due to rotation or macro-
turbulent broadening or both, among standards in each wavelength range is not very important
for FU Ori and Z CMa, which have rotational widths (~60kms~^ and ~90kms~^ respec-
tively) much larger than the linewidths in the standards (8 to 23kms-^). For V1057 Cyg
(vrot ~ 35kms~*), however, there may be reason for concern; linewidth differences in the
standards may affect model profiles.
Differences in standard star absorption linewidths from one wavelength range to another
(see Table 6) are probably the most serious problem introduced by our lack of an ideal
set of standards. Average linewidths in the 3985-4920 A, 4940-6830 A, and 8030-9510 A
ranges, weighted by their contributions to the total flux of the Tmax = 72(X) K model, are
12.9 km s~^ 10.1 km s~^ and 14.2 km s~^ respectively. The extreme values correspond to
linewidth differences of 1.4 km s~^ 0.8 km s~\ and 0.6 km s~^ between the 4940-6830 A and
8030-9510 A synthetic spectra of VI057 Cyg, FU Ori, and Z CMa, respectively. Therefore
it may not be appropriate to use the same rotational velocity scale in the model calculations
in the different wavelength ranges.
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lurit^thfIPgTNovemli''.T""'"" ""'^'^ '^^ ^-'^ w^'^ obtained
arfLen in cZmnTc^ f ^ calculaUons. Measured linewidlhsre given olumn 4. Columns 5 and 6 1 st for the T - fi^Qn k i,nH 7-700 v ^1
Name SpectralTypc Spectral Range Linewidth Contribution
4000-4920 A Spectra
F2-F3 12 0.00 0.34
F'l-F7 16 0.46 0.30
F8^2 13 0.30 0.20
G3-G5 9 0.08 0.06
KO 12 0.02 0.02
K1-2900K 8 0.14 0.08
4940-6820 A Spectra
SAO 11104 FO I F2-F3 9 0.00 0.21
SAO 22328 F6 lb F4-F8 9 0.38 0.30
SAO 22740 G2 lb G0-G5 10 0.27 0.22
SAO 22820 KO lb KO-Kl 13 0.07 0.06
SAO 22785 K5 lb K2-K5 9 0.15 0.12
SAO 23207 M3 lab M1-2100K 14 0.12 0.10
8030-9300 A Spectra
6 Cep F5 lb F2-F7 11 0.22 0.32
/3 Aqr GO lb F8-G2 13 0.22 0.18
9 Peg G5 lb G3-G5 12 0.08 0.08
56 Ori K1.5 lib K0-K2 11 0.14 0.13
HR8726 K5 lb K5 12 0.09 0.08
/J, Cep M2 la M1-1300K 23 0.24 0.22
a Lep FO lb
ot Per F5 lb
// Per GO lb
HR1327 G5IIb
€
Gem G8 lb
j3 Gem KO Illb
The final concern about the standards is the spectral coverage. In the 4000-4920 A
range, coverage is from FO to just KO. The lack of later standards is not serious because the
KO contributes only 6% of the continuum flux at 4000 A, and just 12% at 4920 A. Similarly,
the lack of early F-type standard in the far red will require that our F5 standard represent the
~10% of flux for which a hotter FO standard would otherwise have been used. Of course,
minor errors due to slightly improper spectral type matching between armuli and standards,
as with using an incomplete grid of standards, wiU introduce minor errors in the models in
any case.
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It wiU also be noted that our earliest standard for the far red segment of the observations
is 6 Cep. the prototype Cepheid variable. This star varies from F5 to G2. In our spectrum it
is very noticeably earlier than our GO standard.
Details for the Program Ohji^rfg
A variety of input data is required for calculation of synthetic disk spectra. In addition
to the standard star spectra, which are assigned to amiuli as specified in a weight table and
Table 6, and broadened according to Equation (3) to the appropriate Keplerian speed, we must
specify the maximum disk temperature, Tma. (i. e., which weight table to use), the projected
rotational velocity nomalization, v^.^iR = R,)smi, and tiie radial velocity of die object.
The values we have adopted, based on goodness of fit tests (Chapter 6), are summarized in
Table 7.
Table 7. biput parameters for disk spectrum syntiiesis. We summarize here the basic param-
eters needed for model calculation: maximum disk temperature, Tmax\ projected rotational
velocity just above the steUar surface, Vmax', and heliocentric radial velocity, Vrad of inter-
stellar material near each object, with references.
Vmax (km/s) Vrad (km/s) Vrad reference
VI 057 Cyg 6590 48 -15.0 Herbig 1977
Z CMa 7200 115 -1-32.3 Edwards and SneU 1982
FTJ Ori 7200 85 -1-27.5 Edwards and SneU 1982
The weight tables used in this work (Tables 4 and 5) are portions of tiiose from KHH
(Tables 3 and 4, respectively). Similar tables, calculated for different Tmax, were used for
some of the tests to be discussed in later sections. Justification for use of the particular
models chosen (Tmax = 7200 K for FU Ori and Z CMa, Tmax = 6590 K for V1057 Cyg),
may be found in KHH and Hartmann etal. (1989). Briefly, tiie choices of Tmax for FU Ori
and V1057 Cyg were dictated by the requirement that synthetic energy distributions match
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observed distributions from 4000 A to ~ 10 ^m. In the case of Z CMa. similarity to FU Ori
dictated the choice of T^a. (Hartmann etal. 1989). We verify these values in Chapter 6.
To property subtract a model spectrum from an object spectrum (Chapter 6), the model
must be shifted to the object's radial velocity. There are thi^e components to the required
shift. We assume that the object is co-moving with surrounding interstellar material, so
the heliocentric velocity of that material, detennined from the literature (Herbig 1977 and
references therein for V1057 Cyg and FU Ori, Edwards and Snell 1982 for Z CMa; see
Table 7), is the first component. Second is the correction for the observatory motion with
respect to the sun (heliocentric correction), detennined with the reduction software. The
final contribution, described in Chapter 3, corrects for movement of the CCD detector in its
dewar as the telescope moves. The uncertainty in the second component is negUgible for our
purposes. We estimate that errors in the shifts between comparison spectra are < 1 kms'^
The velocities quoted for intersteUar material, and the assumption ofcommon motion with that
material is the largest uncertainty, but is probably <2kms-Hsee Herbig and Bell 1988 and
Hartmann etal. 1989). In Chapter 6 we verify that these radial velocity shifts are appropriate.
The remaining parameter required for synthetic disk spectrum calculation is the normal-
ization of the rotational velocity distribution. We have calculated cross-correlation ftmctions
for the synthetic disk spectra generated using the input parameters listed in Table 7. We
find good agreement with cross-correlation peak widths of the object spectra (see Chap-
ter 5) in regions of the spectrum that are relatively unaffected by non-disk components (/. e.,
6000-6800 A; see Chapter 6).
Qualitative Predictions of the Model
Here we will describe the predictions of the accretion disk model qualitatively. These
predictions wiU be examined quantitatively in Chapter 5. The differential rotation and radial
temperature gradient of an accretion disk give rise to the key predictions of the model. These
predictions are that:
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inner
.
Spectral type should vary continuously with wavelength, because the hot (-6500 K)
portion of such a disk dominates the optical continuum, while the cooler regions farther from
the star, by virtue of their large emitting area, provide the largest contribuUon to the near-
infrared continumn. Thus, the optical spectrum should be characterized by an eariier average
spectral type than the near-infrared spectrum. This prediction has been weU documented
since the "early" years of the study of FU Ori objects (Grasdalen 1973, Herbig 1977).
.
Absorption linewidths should decrease with increasing wavelength. Because the inner disk
dominates the optical continuum, it wiU also be the region where the dominant contribuUons
to optical absorption lines are formed. SimUarly, infrared lines should be fomied in the outer
regions of the disk. Because the inner disk is rotating faster than the outer regions, optical
lines should be broader than infrared lines.
• Absorption linewidths should increase with increasing lower excitation potential (LEP,
Xiow)' because higher excitation levels require the higher temperatures of the inner disk to be
populated significantly. This temperature effect is potentially observable due to differential
rotation in the disk.
• Absorption lines should have doubled profiles. Equation (3) provides the functional fomi
for the line profile due to a single annulus. The profile for an acmal line will be different
because several annuli, rotating at different speeds, will contribute to the line.
• Absorption linewidths should increase as die disk fades and cools (L a T'*). In the disk
hypothesis, fading is caused by a decrease in accretion rate through the disk. As this occurs,
the radius from which the dominant contribution to the flux at given wavelength comes moves
closer to the star. The absorption lines would be formed in material orbiting at higher speed,
and would therefore be broader.
In Chapter 5 we present the results of our tests of the linewidth vs. wavelength and
linewidth v^. excitation potential predictions of the accretion disk hypothesis. We will dis-
cuss doubling of line profiles briefly as part of our discussion of the goodness of fit of
the synthetic spectra, in Chapter 6. Examination of residual features from subtraction of
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synthetic disk spectra from our object spectra wiU be presented in Chapter 7. Observa-
tion of these model predictions would constitute important kinematic evidence that FU On
objects are in fact luminous accretion disks, which dominate the luminosity at opUcal and
near-infrared wavelengths.
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CHAPTERS
TESTS OF ACCRETION DISK MODEL PREDICTIONS
Measurement Techniqiip<;
In this Chapter we will examine the evidence for the accretion disk hypothesis predic-
tions of variation of Unewidth with wavelength and with lower excitation potential. These
predictions wiU be made quantitative by identifying and measuring the absorption lines in
synthetic and object spectra. Unless otherwise noted, the spectra being discussed are those
obtained in 1988 November (see Table 3).
We measured widths of individual Unes rather than using the cross-conflation technique
used in HKl, HK2, HK3 for two primary reasons. First, the two effects may be separated
from each other, to some extent. Because linewidtii should vary with both wavelength
and excitation potential, we will restrict the range of excitation potential when investigating
variation of linewidth with wavelength, and examine tiie linewidtii vs. excitation potential
relationship in restricted wavelength ranges. Second, tiiis metiiod is more straightforward
and conceptually simple than the cross-correlation method.
The first step was to identify all tiie relatively strong (Wa > 50 mA) absorption lines
in our FU Ori object spectra; lines weaker than ~50 mA generally cannot be measured with
< 10% uncertainty, owing to line broadening and finite signal to noise ratio of our data. Line
identification was accomplished by comparing object spectra wiUi spectra of standard stars,
solar spectrum line lists (Swenson, etal. 1970; Moore, Minneart, and Houtgast 1966), and
the Revised Multiplet Table (Moore 1959). The region around each strong absorption feature
was compared with the corresponding line in a standard star of comparable spectral type to
remove blended lines from the list. Lines were considered to be significantiy blended, and
removed from further consideration if anotiier feature > 10% as strong lay within the typical
absorption profile full-width at half maximum for each object.
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High spectral resolution observations reveal that line profiles in FU Ori, V1057 Cyg.
and Z CMa are doubled, presumably due to line formation in a rotating circumstellar disk
(HK2, HK3. KHH, Hartmann etal. 1989). The doubling is so pronounced in Z CMa that
fitting a gaussian or other simple function is impossible. We should not attempt fitting
more complicated ftmctions, since we do not have a priori knowledge of the exact ftmctional
form of the broadening. Therefore, having set the local continuum, visual examination of line
profiles to determine half-intensity points was the method employed for estimating linewidths.
Linewidth Versus Wavelenpth Rp.sii1t<;
Here we compare model prediction with observed results for our program objects. Hav-
ing generated synthetic disk spectra as described in Chapter 4, model predictions can be
made quantitative by measuring lines in the synthetic spectra as described above. We present
the linewidth vs. wavelength results graphicaUy, as usini vs. A. A tabular summary of the
results appears in Table 8. The synthetic spectra used were calculated with the best values
of Tmax and Vmax (= Vrot(R = R*) sin i), as determined by our goodness of fit criterion to be
discussed in Chapter 6.
VI057 Cvgni
The published evidence for variation of linewidth with wavelength in FU Ori objects,
consistent with model prediction, is strongest for VI057 Cyg. Using cross-correlation tech-
niques, Hartmarm and Kenyon (HK3) showed that absorption lines in die 6 160 A region
are broader than at 2.3 //m, and, unlike their results for FU Ori (HK2, KHH), the synthetic
spectrum cross-correlation peak widths agreed well at both wavelengths widi those of VI057
Cyg itself. Supporting evidence was provided by Welty etal. (1990), who found evidence
for continuous variation of linewidth with wavelength. In those studies, the synthetic disk
spectra were calculated with Tmax = 6590 K and Vmax = 43.6 km s~^
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contmuum+emission T Tauri star DG Tau. and a Icr, an F5 lb stand^d ^^^^^^^
Figure that corresponds to an entry, its number appears in column 1 FU Ori is coilTc^^^^^^^in Its lack of sigmficant slope and disagreement model predicuon
^^^^P'^^^o^^
Figure Data Set
2a V1057 Cyg Model
-1.68
2b VI057 Cyg
3a Z CMa Model
3b Z CMa
4a FU Ori Model
4b FU Ori
11a DGTau
lib a Per
Slope
(kms"
<^slope
VlOOOA)
Intercept
(kms~
(T'iiit n" r*-
0.23 49.8 1.5 63 -0.685
-1.57 0.19 48.3 1.2 63 -0.725
-4.17 0.48 114.2 3.2 25 -0.875
-4.30 0.44 116.0 2.9 25 -0.898
-2.36 0.43 77.4 2.9 40 -0.665
-0.30 0.30 62.0 2.0 40 -0.156
-0.18 0.29 21.0 2.1 45 -0.091
-0.09 0.11 17.0 0.7 81 -0.098
n is the number of lines in the data set.
r is the linear correlation coefficient for the data.
In Figure 2a we present the prediction for linewidth variation as a function of wavelength
from the synthetic VI057 Cyg spectrum, spanning the 4000-9000 A region. The synthetic
spectrum was calculated using Tmax = 6590 K and Vmax = 48kms-^ As in Welty etal.
(1990), only those lines having 2 eV < x,„^ < 5 eV have been included so that any effect
of a linewidth v^. excitation potential correlation (see below) on the linewidth vs. wavelength
relationship will be reduced.
The slope of the least-squares fit to the points is -1.68 ± 0.23kms~VlOOO A and the
intercept is 49.8± 1 .5 km 8"^ yielding a predicted decrease in linewidth of 19.8% from 4000 A
to 9000 A, in fair agreement with 23.4% estimated directly from the weight table (Table 4) by
identifying the half power radii (/. e., for a given wavelength, the radius inside which half the
radiation arises). It should be noted that the intercept in Figure 2a is significantly larger than
the value 45.0 ± 1.9 kms"' found by Welty etal. (1990), who used the 1986 October and
1986 December spectra. We have used a larger R= \ rotational velocity normalization in
the model calculation than was used in their work (48.0 km s~' compared to 43.6 km s~') due
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Figure 2. Predicted and observed linewidth vs. wavelength relationships for V1057 Cyg. The
prediction of linewidth variation as a function of wavelength for the synthetic VI 057 Cyg
spectrum is illustrated in the top panel. The lower panel shows the observed linewidth
V.9. wavelength relationship. We believe the agreement between prediction and observation
(see Table 8) is strong evidence for differential rotation in VI 057 Cyg. The dashed lines
are linear least-squares fits to the data. Only those lines having lower excitation potential
between 2 and 5 eV have been included (see text). For the VI 057 Cyg synthetic disk
spectrum, Tmax = 6590 K, and Vmax =48kms~'.
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10 the increase in absorption lincwidtiis apparent from our 1986 October. 1986 December.
1988 November, and 1989 December spectra.
Figure 2b is the corresponding graph for V1057 Cyg itself. Points for the same lines
as for the synthetic spectrum have been plotted. The slope of -1.57 ± 0.19kms-Vl000 A
and intercept of 48.3 ± 1.2 kms"! agree wiUi model prediction well wiUiin Uie uncertainties.
We take this to be strong evidence for differential rotation arising in a circumstellar disk, in
the spectrum of V1057 Cyg.
Z Canis Majoris
The Z CMa model prediction for the 4000-9000 A region linewidth vs. wavelength
correlation is presented in Figure 3a. The synthetic spectrum was calculated using Tmax =
7200 K and u,„ax = 115kms~^ Due to Uie large rotational velocity, there are few relatively
unblended lines in the spectrum of Z CMa. Therefore, we have included all measured lines,
regardless of lower excitation potential. Omission of lines witii extreme values of LEP yields
only marginally different quantitative results.
The slope in Figure 3a is -4.17 ± 0.48kms-VlOOO A, and the intercept is 114.2 ±
3.2kms~^ This represents a 21.4% predicted decrease in linewidtii over Uie 4000-9000 A
range, which compares favorably with the linewidlh decrease of 23.7% estimated from the
half power radii in the model weight table (Table 5). The results for linewidth vs. wavelengUi
for Z CMa itself appear in Figure 3b. The slope, -4.30 ±0.44 km s~Vl000 A, and intercept.
116.0 ± 2.9kms~\ are in excellent agreement with model prediction.
In making a case for Z CMa's membership in the FU Ori class, Hartmann etal. (1989)
did not claim evidence for differential rotation based on their cross-correlation analysis. They
showed that the 2.3 fim CO absorption linewidths in Z CMa are much narrower than predicted
by the accretion disk model, (0.2 times the 6200 A region linewidths, compared to the model
predicted ratio of ~0.5), and are blue-shifted by 25 km s~' from the local interstellar velocity.
Those CO observations, and the large infrared excess (see Hartmann etal. 1989, Figure 9)
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Figure 3. Predicted and observed linewidth v^. wavelength relationships for Z CMa. There
is no restriction on LEP values, due to the small number of unblended lines present in this
broad-lined object (vrot ~ 90kms~'). As in V1057 Cyg, we take the excellent agreement
between theory and observation here to be strong evidence for differential rotation in Z CMa.
For the Z CMa synthetic disk spectrum, Tmax = 7200 K, and Vmax = 115kms~'.
make it clear that a differentially rotating, flat, thin classical accretion disk is not a complete
description of Z CMa. Nevertheless, we regard the impressive agreement between our model
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prediction and observation as strong evidence for differential rotation in Z CMa. In Chapter 7
we discuss an additional contribution to Uie Z CMa spectrum from a dense, cool wind.
FU Ononis
Model prediction of die linewidth vs. wavelengUi correlation for FU On. shown in
Figure 4a, is much die same as for V1057 Cyg and Z CMa. with the exception of Uie
rotational velocity scale. The syntiietic spectmm was calculated using Tmar = 7200 K and
Vmax = 85kms-i. The slope in Figure 4a is -2.36 ±0.43icms-Vl000 A. and die intercept
is 77.4 ±2.9 km s-'.
Results for FU Ori itself, shown in Figure 4b. are strikingly different from the model
and from V1057 Cyg and Z CMa. There is essentiaUy no slope present. The fonnal result is
-0.30±0.30 km s" VlOOO A for the slope, and 62.0±2.0 km s'^ for the intercept. Were it not
for some reasonable explanation, to be discussed in Chapter 6. tiiis would be a tremendous
embarrassment, especially for the prototype of the class!
Cross-Correlation Results
In the studies that provided the first good evidence that FU Ori objects are luminous
accretion disks, Hartmann and Kenyon (HK2. HK3) used cross-correlation techniques (Tonry
and Davis 1979) to demonstrate the linewidth vs. wavelengtii relationship in FU Ori and
VI 057 Cyg. Although that mediod makes the search for a linewidth vs. lower excitation
potential correlation impossible, because it uses all lines simultaneously, it has advantages
over the method used in the preceding analysis. In particular, the cross-conelation method is
not sensitive to line strength, but to the relative strengths of corresponding features in object
and template spectra, and can be used in regions where there are blended features. It yields
essentially the average line profile for the range of wavelength being analyzed.
Hartmann and Kenyon (HK2, HK3) relied on cross-conelations at only two wavelengtiis
in Uieir demonstration of the lincwidUi vs. wavelengtii relationship: Uie 6170 A and 2.3 /xm
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Figure 4. Predicted and observed linewidth vs. wavelength relationships for FU Ori. Note
that there is essentialy no correlation in FU Ori itself, in contrast to the model prediction (see
Table 8). Possible explanation for this disagreement will be given in Qiapter 6. For the FU
Ori synthetic disk spectrum, Tmax = 7200 K, and Vmax = 85 km s~^
(CO absorption) regions. At 5200 A, results were inconsistent with disk model prediction, and
were discounted on the grounds that wind contributions to the spectra may be affecting results
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in the blue region of the spectmm. Here we present for each program object an example
cross-correlation peak from each wavelength segment of our 1988 November observations,
and reach similar conclusions. The wavelength regions shown were selected because they do
not contain obvious wind features perturbing the line spectrum.
VI 057 Cvgni
Figure 5 shows the central portion of the cross-correlation function for V1057 Cyg in the
4610 A, 6485 A, and 8825 A regions (solid), and for our Tmar = 6590 K, Vma. = 48kms-»
synthetic spectrum (dotted). The template spectral types are GO lb. G2 lb. and 08 lb for
panels A. B. and C, respectively, consistent with the variation of spectral type wiUi wavelength
observed in FU On objects.
Figure 5. Cross-correlation functions for VI 057 Cyg and synthetic spectra. In each case,
about 400 pixels of an echelle order, selected to avoid obvious non-disk components (e. g.,
shell features) has been cross-correlated with a standard star template. The spectral types of
the templates are GO lb, G2 lb, and G8 lb for panels A, B, and C, respectively, consistent
with the observation that spectral type varies with wavelength in FU On objects. Lincwidths
differ somewhat among the templates, so direct comparison of cross-correlation peak widths
may not be useful, since V1057 Cyg rotates relatively slowly.
Because typical lincwidths in V1057 Cyg are only ~35kms~', and the template ro-
tational velocities are ~10-15kms~', the line doubling predicted by the disk model is not
apparent. Wind features may be masking line doubling further. Only in the 4610 A region
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synaptic spectnun does a hin, of doubling appear, by virtue of Ure sligltUy broader model
lines at shorter wavelengths.
Z Canis Majnris
Analogous to Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the cross-correlation function for Uirec Z CMa
echelle orders and corresponding synthetic disk spectra (r^,, = 7200 K, v^,, = 1 15 km s"').
The standard star templates are the same as for V1057 Cyg in Figure 5. hi this case it is not
clear how best to measure the widths of the cross-correlation peaks, in view of their different
characters. We chose instead to measure the separation of the two peaks as a diagnostic
of differential rotation. The separations are 123.4kms-', 109.5kms-i, and 86.3 kms"',
respectively. This result complements Figure 3 in providing clear evidence of differential
rotation in Z CMa.
Figure 6. Cross-correlation functions for Z CMa and synthetic spectra. In each case, about
400 pixels of an echelle order, selected to avoid obvious non-disk components (e.g., shell
features) has been cross-correlated with a standard star template. The templates are the same
as in Figure 5. The peculiarities of the cross-correlation peak profiles lead us to use the
separation of the peaks to quantify differential rotation in this case. The separations in diese
figures are 123.4 km s~^ 109.5 km s~', and 86.3kms~^ for A, B, and C, respectively. So,
for regions not obviously disturbed by wind features, there is strong evidence for differential
rotation in Z CMa. The decrease in doubling of the model at longer wavelengths is caused by
the overall narrowing of the model, combined with use of broader lined standards at longer
wavelengths (see Table 6).
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FU Ononis
For FU Ori the situation is not as encouraging, from the standpoint of wanting obser-
vation to match model prediction. Figure 7 shows the cross-correlation funcUon for FU Ori
(solid) and our best model (dotted). FU Ori rotates sufficienUy rapidly that line doubling is
apparent in the model in aU three panels, and in FU Ori itself in the latter two. At the short
wavelengths represented by panel A. no doubUng is present in FU Ori. We believe wind
contributions to the spectrum are particularly strong in the spectrtxm of FU Ori, and cause
this short wavelength mismatch.
Figure 7. Cross-correlation functions for FU Ori and synthetic spectra. The model spectra
were calculated with Tmax = 7200 K and Vmax = 85kms-^ Note the complete mismatch,
and slight blueshift ofFU Ori, in the 4610 A panel. We believe wind contributions to spectral
lines and gravity mismatch strongly perturb the line profiles at these short wavelengths (see
Chapters 6 and 7).
Linewidth Versus Excitation Potential Results
As discussed in Chapter 4, the accretion disk model predicts that a correlation should be
foimd between the widths of absorption lines and the lower excitation potential of the tran-
sitions involved. Herbig, in a recent review talk, described a search he had made for such a
correlarion in early Lick spectrograms of FU Ori and VI 057 Cyg. He found no correlation.
He found the same negative result with more recent, higher quality data (Herbig 1989). This
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effect was also searched for by Welty etal. (1990), who detected ma.^inal linewidth v.. LEP
correlations in 12kms-i resolution echeUe spectra of VI057 Cyg: 1.10 ± 0.44 kms-^eV-'
(1986 December, 5820-76401), and 1.16±0.35kms-ieV-i (1986 October, 7500-9300 A).
We have secured multi-epoch, high signal-to-noise spectra spanning most of the 4000-9000 A
region, and are able to investigate more completely the question of the existence and repeata-
bility of this correlation.
We have shown that linewidth decreases significandy over the 4000-9000 A region in
the spectra of V1057 Cyg and Z CMa. To detect a variation of linewidth with excitation
potential, we must restrict the range of wavelengtii to be considered. The simplest way
to restrict wavelengtii is to consider the tiu-ee obsen^ational data sets (3985-4920 A, 4940-
6830 A, 8030-9000 A) separately. Because a large number of plots would otiierwise be
involved (data and models for tiiree objects in three wavelengtii ranges), we wiU present
results graphicaUy only for tiie 4940-6830 A data. Complete results appear in Table 9.
VI 057 Cvgni
From our Tmax = 6590 K, Vmax = 48 km s~^ syntiietic spectrum, tiie predicted linewidtii
vs. LEP relationship is shown in Figure 8a. The slope of die least squares fit is 0.99 ±
0.29kms"^eV"^ We see that, even for die synthetic spectrum, die correlation is not par-
ticularly strong. Figure 8b shows the observed linewidtii vs. LEP relationship. The slope
is 0.77 ± 0.18kms~'eV~^ By itself this 4.3(7 result appears significant, but the marginal
agreement with model prediction is troubling.
In tiie far-red region (8030-9510 A) tiie situation is different. Measurement of tiie model
spectrum yields a slope of 0.89 ±0.1 8 km s~^ eV-^ and tiie slope for tiie V1057 Cyg spectrum
is 0.84 db 0.24 kms"^ eV"^. hi tiie blue region (3985^920 A), tiiere are too few lines (6) in
our list for us to draw any firm conclusions. Complete results for all three wavelength ranges
appear in Table 9.
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Ineast "toTettrd^'^ '^^T' ^"""^ ^^"^ ^^°P- -Percepts
given in column 7 and the hnear correlation coefficient for the data appears in column 8 Ifthere is a Figure that corresponds to an entry, its number appears in column 1
Figure Data Set Slope (Tslope
(kms-' eV-i)
Intercept aint
(kms-^)
8a
8b
9a
9b
10a
10b
V1057 Cyg Model (A,) 1.32 1.00 37 9
V1057 Cyg(A,) 1.23 0.67 38 7
VI057 Cyg Model (A2) 0.99 0.29 36 1
V1057 Cyg(A2) 0.77 0.18 36 1
VI 057 Cyg Model (A3) 0.89 0.18 32 8
V1057 Cyg(A3) 0.84 0.26 33.1
Z CMa Model (A2) 0.65 1.04 86.9
Z CMa (A2) 0.62 0.78 88 2
Z CMa Model (A3) 0.33 1.41 77 8
Z CMa (A3) 0.63 1.60 77.6
FU Ori Model (A2) 1.06 0.58 59.5
FU0ri(A2) 0.64 0.32 58.2
FU Ori Model (A3) 2.75 0.69 50.5
FU0ri(A3) 2.13 0.57 53.5
DGTau(A2)
-0.32 0.59 21.8
DGTau(A3)
-0.19 0.25 20.1
aPer(Ai)
-0.11 0.28 18.2
aPer(A2)
-0.12 0.13 16.8
a Per (A3)
-0.05 0.14 16.1
3.1
2.1
0.9
0.6
0.7
1.0
2.8
2.1
3.4
3.9
1.7
0.9
1.8
1.5
1.8
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.6
6
6
63
63
22
22
16
16
6
6
42
42
11
11
19
34
7
52
42
0.553
0.679
0.404
0.471
0.735
0.577
0.164
0.208
0.117
0.193
0.274
0.302
0.799
0.778
-0.132
-0.137
-0.172
-0.123
-0.058
n is the number of lines in the data set.
^ r is the linear correlation coefficient for the data.
We wish to compare our result with that of Welty etal. (1990), who found similar results
with 1986 October and 1986 December spectra of VI057 Cyg. For proper comparison, we
must determine slopes for identical line lists. For the 36 lines in common in the 5820-
6830 A region, their result would be 0.85 ± 0.24kms-'eV-^ and ours would be 0.76 ±
0.21 kms"^ eV~'. For the 15 Hnes in common in the 8030-9300 A region, their result would
be 1.32 ± 0.42kms-^eV-^ and ours would be 1.27 ± 0.37kms-'eV-'. We take this
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Figure 8. Predicted and observed linewidth vs. LEP relationships for V1057 Cyg. The
agreement between prediction and observation is marginal, but it is clear that a correlation
is present. This result is consistent with that of Welty etal. (1990) who analyzed spectra
obtained two years earlier.
repeatability as further evidence that a linewidth v^. LEP correlation exists in the spectrum
of VI057 Cyg.
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Z Cams Majnris
The 4940-6830 A linewidth v.. LEP model prediction from our T^,. = 7200 K, =
115kms-i synthetic spectrum is shown in Figure 9a. The slope is 0.65 ± 1.04kms-»eV-^
For Z CMa itself (Figure 9b), the slope is 0.62 ± 0.78kms-'eV-^ The uncertainties are
large primarily because only 16 points are involved. The close agreement between predicted
and observed slopes is probably fortuitous.
There are even fewer unblended Unes in the blue and far-red regions. Results based
on them are highly uncertain, and do not merit further discussion. We believe fimier results
on the existence of a linewidth v^. LEP correlation in Z CMa wiU be extremely difficult to
obtain, because the extensive line blending wiU remain a serious hindrance.
FU Orionis
In view of our linewidth vs. wavelength results for FU Ori, it would not be unexpected
if a linewidth vs. LEP correlation does not exist in the spectrum of this object. The prediction
for 4940-6830 A (from the Tmax = 7200 K, Vmax = 85 km 8"^ synthetic spectrum, and shown
in Figure 10a) is a slope of 1 .06 ± 0.58 kms"' eV-^ and the slope from the FU Ori spectrum
is 0.64 ± 0.32kms~^eV-^ (Figure 10b). So it appears that a correlation is present, though
agreement with the model prediction is not good.
As is the case for Z CMa, there are too few unblended lines in our blue and far-red
spectra to attempt to draw firm conclusions from tfiose data. It is interesting, though, that
prediction and observation agree, based on 11 points, that a large slope is present in the
far-red region. They are, respectively, 2.75 ±0.69 km s'^eV"^ and 2.13 ±0.57 kms-^eV'^
In summary, we find evidence for a linewidth vs. excitation potential correlation in the
red and far-red spectrum of V1057 Cyg. Similar correlations may be present in Z CMa
and FU Ori. Line blending will continue to hamper efforts to make any firm conclusions
for the latter two objects. In any case, the apparent subtlety of the effect as judged from
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Figure 9. Predicted and observed linewidth vs. LEP relationships for Z CMa. Because only
16 unblended lines are available, the formal uncertainty is large for the slopes of the fitted
lines. We can conclude only that results from observed and synthesized spectra are not
inconsistent.
measurement of synthetic spectra, and the scatter that is present, render this effect less useful
as a diagnostic of differential rotation than the linewidth vs. wavelength relationship.
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Figure 10. Predicted and observed linewidth vs. LEP relationships for FU Ori. As is the
case for V1057 Cyg, a real correlation appears to be present in both observed and synthetic
spectra, but the agreement is not impressive. For aU three objects, it appears that the linewidth
vs. LEP correlation is a subtle one, less useful as a diagnostic of differential rotation than the
linewidth vs. wavelength correlation.
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Comparisnn with Qther Ohj frts;
We have seen that a significant linewidth v.. wavelength correlation exists in both V1057
Cyg and Z CMa. That this relationship agrees so well with accretion disk model prediction
provides strong kinematic evidence that those objects are in fact luminous accretion disks.
For FU Ori the case is not good. A possible resoluUon to this dUemma is presented in
Chapter 7. The search for a linewidth vs. lower excitation potential corrclaUon has yielded
some support for the accretion disk hypothesis. We wish to know whether these correlations
are unique to the FU Ori objects, and if systematic errors may be ruled out as their origin.
The disk model assumes that accretion luminosity overwhelms aU other contributions
at wavelengths considered here, unlike other classes of pre-main-sequence (PMS) objects
and normal stars. The likeliest candidates among opUcaUy visible PMS objects to possess
the linewidth correlations observed in the FU Ori objects are those which presumably pos-
sess disks which are actively accreting, i.e., the classical T Tauri stars (TTS). Many TTS
have broad spectral energy distributions which are indicative of disks. In particular, the flat
spectrum sources (DR Tau, DG Tau, etc.) are presumed to have substantial disks and disk
accretion rates higher than in other TTS, but >2 orders of magnitude smaller than those
demanded by the accretion disk model for the FU Ori objects. Many of these objects have
prominent emission line spectra, but no absorption lines are apparent at moderate and low
resolution (> lOkms"'). They are therefore known as "continuum+emission" TTS. Herbig's
(1958, 1977) description of its pre-outburst spectrum suggests that V1057 Cyg may have
been an object such as this.
DG Tau is a moderately veiled continuum+emission TTS (Welty etal. 1989, Hartigan
etal. 1991). While luminosity from its disk may be a significant fraction of the total at
optical wavelengths, we expect the observed absorption spectrum to be formed in the stellar
photosphere. We therefore expect no correlation of linewidth with wavelength or with lower
excitation potential. Since the rotational velocity of DG Tau is relatively small (?;sini ~
48
20kms- ), there should be no peculiarities which might be introduced by a very rapidly
rotating star (see Chapter 1). As far as possible, the same lines were measun^d in the
spectrum of DG Tau as in V1057 Cyg. Because DG Tau was not observed in the far n.d in
the 1988 November observing run, the far red lines were measured in a spectrum obtained in
1989 December. The observing set ups were the same for the two runs, and there is, to our
knowledge, no time variation of linewidths in DG Tau. so this should not affect our results.
A plot of linewidth vs. wavelength for DG Tau appears in Figure 11a. As expected, no
correlation is observed; the slope of the fit is -0.18 ± 0.29kms-Vl000 A. Similarly, there
is no apparent Unewidth vs. lower excitation potential relationship (see Table 9).
SimUar results are obtained for a Per, one of our F5 lb standard stars. The fit to
linewidth, wavelength points, shown in Figure 1 lb. is -0.09±0.1 1 km s"VlOOO A. Complete
results for the linewidth vs. LEP test appear in Table 9; for the 4940-6830 A region the fitted
slope is -0.12 ± 0.13 kms-i eV-^. We have checked several other TTS and standard stars;
none seem to posess any significant linewidth vs. wavelength or linewidth vs. excitation
potential correlations.
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Figure 11. Linewidth vs. wavelength plot for DG Tau and a Per. Although a significant
fraction of the flux from DG Tau probably arises from an accretion disk and boundary layer
(see Hartigan etal. 1991), it does not dominate the spectrum as FU Ori disks do. So we
expect no obvious signatures of differential rotation in DG Tau, or in a Per, a supergiant
standard star.
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CHAPTER 6
SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM SUBTRACTION: GOODNESS OF FIT
Subtraction nf Synthetic Disk Spprtra
We have taken our investigation of the applicability of the accretion disk model to the
FU On objects further by subtracting synthetic (model) disk spectra from object spectra.
From the resulUng residual spectra we hope to detemiine several important properties of
our program objects: best values and acceptable limits for basic disk parameters (Tmax,
Vmax), radial velocities, and infomialion about non-disk (e.g., wind) components that may
be present in the FU On systems. In the remainder of this section we simply present spectra
in selected regions of the optical region for which the syntheUc spectra accurately reproduce
object spectra. In the following section we present an objective method for assessing the
overall goodness of fit, and present our results for lhat test, including determination of the
best model parameters.
VI 057 Cvgni
Figure 12 shows examples of how well our synthetic spectra fit the observed spectrum
of VI 057 Cyg in two 40 A sections. The solid line is a section of the V1057 Cyg spectrum.
Offset vertically by different constants, but at the same scale, are the corresponding synthetic
disk spectrum, a broadened supergiant standard for comparison, and the residual spectrum
(object minus model). The artificial broadening of the standard assumes the rotational broad-
ening for a spherical star, and a standard limb-darkening law with limb-darkening coefficient
of 0.6 (see Gray 1976).
In Figure 12 it is clear that the accretion disk model is a better description of VI 057
Cyg at these wavelengths than a single, normal rotating star. While the model line doubling
is not strong, due to use of relatively broad lined standards (usini ~ 10 - 15kms-') to
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Figure 12. V1057 Cyg data, model, residuals, and rotating G2 lb star. At these wavelengths
the synthetic spectrum provides an excellent fit to the observations. Because the projected
rotational velocity of V1057 Cyg is not exceptionally large (Vrot ~ 35 kms~'), the doubling
of absorption profiles is not strong, even in the synthesized spectrum. Even so, the model
offers a better representation of the data than a single rotating star (standard star specuiim
artificially broadened assuming a spherical star and a standard limb-darkening law [Gray
1976]). The features at A5934 A, A5949 A, A5949 A, and A5956 A in particular, have profiles
better matched by the disk model. In neither section are there any large residual features.
The high frequency wiggles are reflections of the noise in the observed spectrum.
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model a relatively nanx>w Uned FU On object (typical .sini . 35kms-^). synU^eUc disk
line profiles are superior those of a rotating star. Profiles of features at A5922 A. A5934 A.
A5949 A, and A5956 A are obviously better matched by the disk model profiles.
For these wavelength regions there are no poor fits. The high frequency wiggles reflect
the noise in the V1057 Cyg spectrum. Small errors in continuum nomializaUon. and small
departures of the model from the intrinsic object spectrum may be present, but there are no
large residual features. In the next section we propose an objective method for idenfifying
residual features.
Z Canis Majoris
If we consider Z CMa, whose projected rotational velocity is ~2.4 times that of V1057
Cyg, a much clearer picture emerges. The large rotational broadening pennits easy differen-
tiation between disk model and rotating star as representations for the spectrum of Z CMa.
Figure 13 shows clearly the inability of the single rotating star to reproduce the line spectnmi,
while the disk model does quite well. The region from 5682 A to 5690 A in particular illus-
trates the capacity of the model for matching the object spectrum in a region of complicated
line blending. Only very weak features appear in the residual spectrum.
FU Orionis
The case for FU Ori is very different. The disagreement between data and model
presented in Chapter 5 leads us to expect significant departures of the data from the model.
In Figure 14a we show the spectra of FU Ori, the corresponding model disk, a rotating star,
and the residuals. In this region, where the synthetic spectrum fits Z CMa so well (Figure
13a), several obvious residual features are present. In Figure 14b the fit to FU Ori is better,
though not as good as the fit to V1057 Cyg and Z CMa in the same region (Figures 12a
and 13b). Synthetic disk spectra fail badly to reproduce the observed spectrum of FU Ori
from 4(X)0 A to 5500 A, but at wavelengths longer than ~6000 A, do as well as for VI057
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Figure 13. Z CMa data, model, residuals, and rotating F6 lb star. The large projected
rotational velocity of Z CMa (vrot^^^i ^ 90kms~^) enhances the observed line doubling.
In these two regions the synthetic disk spectrum reproduces the observed line spectrum of
Z CMa quite well. The rotating star (broadened to match overall linewidths) is unable to
match most features. Even line strengths are poorly represented by the rotating star. In these
panels, this is most obvious in the feature at 5698 A. The lower panel in particular, illustrates
the model's ability to reproduce the observed line spectrum in fairly blended regions, where
the rotating star completely fails. Some weak residual features are apparent. Only stronger
residual features, which appear at other wavelengtlis, will be discussed in any depth.
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Figure 14. FU Ori data, model, residuals, and rotating F6 lb star. The projected rotational
velocity of FU Ori (vrofSinz ~ 60kms~') is sufficient to produced significant doubling in
synthetic line profiles. Even so, the accretion disk model is not able to adequately reproduce
FU Ori's line spectrum at these wavelengths. We believe a strong non-disic component, e.g.,
wind contribution, is present. We also believe the surface gravity of FU Ori's disk is lower
than that of the standard stars (generally class lb, see Table 6) used for spectrum synthesis
(see Chapter 7). Still, the disk model provides a better match than a rotating star model. The
residual spectrum of FU Ori will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Cyg and Z CMa. Quantitative results from our goodness of fit test for the entii^ wavelength
range obsen^ed are presented in the next section. We note that a single nutating star does not
provide a better representation of the FU Ori spectrum than tiie synthetic disk spectmm. and
is clearly inferior to tiie disk model longward of 5500 A.
The goodness of fit in Figures 12 and 13, while impressive, may be fortuitous. As
discussed in Chapter 4. the models ideaUy should be, but have not been, constructed us-
ing standards whose linewidlhs are smaUer tiian tiie instrumental resolution, and whose line
strengths have not been strongly affected by effects such as microturbulencc in the steUar
atmosphere. A finer grid of such standards, spanning the fuU range required by the model,
would be desirable. Also, the final model depends on the accuracy of the continuum nor-
malization for tiie standards and tiie model program output. Nevertiieless, our crude models
do very well for V1057 Cyg and Z CMa. as tiieir residual spectra indicate. It is clear tiiat
a single, normal rotating star is inadequate to account for tiie line profiles in any of our
program objects.
Goodness of Fit: Metfiod and Results
Not all regions of tiie Z CMa and VI 057 Cyg spectra are matched by tiie model as well
as tiie regions shown in Figures 12 and 13. There are, in fact, significant residual features in
the difference spectra at some wavelengths. Figures 15 and 16 show some of tiiese features
for Z CMa and VI057 Cyg, respectively. We wish to determine disk model parameters
which minimize the extent to which these features are present in our residual spectra, and to
quantify the overall goodness of fit of our final, best models.
The method we have chosen to quantify the goodness of synthetic spectmm fit allows
some subjectivity to remain, but has the advantage of being simple. We search each residual
spectrum order for sets of consecutive pixels that each deviate from zero in the same direction
by more than some threshold value. We leave identification and discussion of individual
residual features selected in this way to Chapter 7. Next, wc search tiie object spectra in
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Figure 15. Z CMa data, model, residuals, and rotating F5 lb star. In this region of the
spectrum of Z CMa, significant residual features are common.
similar fashion for deviations from unity. Let be the number of pixels in residual features,
and let n/ be the number of pixels in absorption lines in the corresponding portion of object
spectrum; then / = 1 - {urju^ is our estimate of goodness of fit. This quantity is essentially
the fraction of absorption lines that are well matched by the synthetic profiles. In some cases
{e. g., the Ha region) broad features in object spectra can cause / to be spuriously low (see
Figure 17). In extreme cases negative values are possible. The subjectivity of this method
lies in what threshold is used (what the value is, and whether it is the same for each spectral
order), and in the number of consecutive pixels exceeding the threshold required to flag a
residual feature.
To illustrate the method's sensitivity to residual features, we have calculated the good-
ness of fit estimate for the portions of Z CMa spectrum shown in Figures 13 and 15, requiring
6 consecutive pixels to deviate at least 0.02 from zero. The value of / is 1.00 for 5050-
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Figure 16. V1057 Cyg data, model, residuals, and rotating GO lb star. A few of the residual
features seen in Z CMa (Figure 15) are apparent here too (e.g., A4374A and A4384 A).
Residual features of Tin lines that are strong in Z CMa (e.g., A4394 A) are weak in the
VI 057 Cyg residual spectrum.
5090 A, 1.00 for 5660-5700 A, and 0.64 for 4362-4418 A. / < 1 occurs in the firet two
cases if we relax the conditions for flagging features.
Complete results for our program objects appear in Table 10 and Figure 17. hi these
calculations we have used our best synthetic disk models (determination of model parameters
is given in the next section), and define a residual feature as one having at least 6 consecutive
pixels deviating at least 0.02 from zero. We use the same value for the threshold for all
spectral orders, rather than, for example, some multiple of the rms noise, a, for each order,
so that we will not bias the results by requiring stronger (per pixel) residual features in orders
that have higher noise levels. Even so, results for the relatively low signal-to-noise orders
(die first half dozen or so in the 3985-4920 A and 4940-6830 A regions) are less reliable
than for high SNR orders. The value of the threshold we used, 0.02, is equal to 5a for
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^^ena\ *»-/ L LMa FU Ori
3990 4030 0.69 0.60 0.334030 4060 0.65 0.70 0.43
4060 4090 0.77 0.53 0.22
4090 4120 0.53 0.33 0.24
4120 4150 0.69 0.61 0.36
4150 4185 0.60 0.65 0.19
4185 4212 0.67 0.68 0.27
4212 4240 0.49 0.44 0.08
4240 4273 0.73 0.45 0.18
4273 4305 0.34 0.20 0.06
4305 4328 0.38 0.27 0.06
4328 4362 0.42 0.31 0.19
4362 4403 0.57 0.51 0.20
4403 4440 0.68 0.52 0.20
4440 4475 0.52 0.61 0.15
4475 4510 0.60 0.49 0.29
4510 4545 0.66 0.45 0.17
4545 4585 0.57 0.27 0.24
4585 4625 0.69 0.66 0.24
4625 4665 0.78 0.50 0.12
4665 4700 0.93 0.76 0.42
4700 4740 0.53 0.52 0.25
4740 4780 0.70 0.58 0.28
4780 4835 0.75 0.56 0.37
4835 4875 0.41 0.38 0.29
4875 4916 0.69 0.36 0.00
4940 5000 0.90 0.78 0.39
5000 5050 0.82 0.74 0.54
5050 5090 0.84 0.98 0.74
5090 5140 0.73 0.87 0.51
5140 5190 0.71 0.50 0.47
5190 5236 0.72 0.73 0.50
5236 5286 0.90 0.66 0.64
jZoO CIO/; 0.89 0.71 0.36
5336 5388 0.86 0.80 0.55
5388 5440 0.84 0.78 0.69
5440 5490 0.79 0.71 0.40
5490 5540 0.84 0.90 0.71
5540 5600 0.95 0.92 0.65
5600 5655 0.98 0.92 0.56
5655 5710 0.89 0.97 0.82
5710 5770 0.98 0.97 0.89
Continued, next page.
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Table 10 (continued)
"Start \ ^ ^/ V 1 UD / Lyg Z CMa FU Ori
5770 5825 0.98 0.75 0.73
5825 5900 0.75 0.41 0.69
5900 5955 1.00 1.00 0.92
5955 6020 0.93 0.97 0.86
6020 6080 0.94 1.00 0.71
6080 6155 0.90 0.78 0.82
6155 6220 0.93 0.82 0.96
6220 6275 0.78 0.59 0.89
6320 6365 0.85 0.80 0.84
6365 6435 0.85 0.74 0.81
6435 6510 0.87 0.76 0.82
6510 6590 0.21 0.07 0.55
6590 6655 0.75 0.85 0.84
6664 6730 0.89 0.63 0.84
O /'tj Do 15 0.94 0.92 0.80
8030 8130 0.61 0.72 0.93
8395 8495 0.63 -0.10 0.69
8520 8630 0.44 0.35 0.80
8655 8765 0.34 0.35 0.77
8795 8905 0.63 0.60 0.87
our highest signal-to-noise order, and corresponds to a lower limit on strengths of residual
features ranging from ~8 mA at 4000 A, to ~17mA at 9000 A.
Several comments on the contents of Table 10 are in order. Sections of observed
spectral orders were chosen to cover the entire range of wavelength observed, except for
regions heavily contaminated by telluric features, without overlapping. In no case is the end
of an order, corrupted by velocity shifts among input standards and convolution with the
broadening function, included in the calculations.
The values of / are particularly small in the 4090 A, 4305 A, 4835 A, and 6510 A
entries, indicating poor overall fit, due to the inclusion of Balmer lines in those sections.
Similarly, the 5825 A entry includes the Nai D lines. The 4273 A and 4305 A entries also
have low values of / because strong CH features make proper continuum normalization of
synthetic and object spectra extremely uncertain. The overall fit is quite good in the 4950-
6820 A region; the average / for the range is 0.85 for V1057 Cyg, 0.76 for Z CMa, and
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Figure 17. Goodness of fit, /, as a function of wavelength. These figures, which contain the
information in Table 10, show that the goodness of fit, /, increases from <0.5 at 4000 A to
>0.8 at 5000-6800 A in V1057 Cyg and Z CMa. For FU Ori, / - 0.1 at 4000 A, rising
to >0.8 at 6000 A and longward. Low points due to Nai D and Ha lines arc apparent for
all three objects, hi the 8000-9000 A region of V1057 Cyg and Z CMa we believe effects
due to flared dislcs are responsible for the observed decline in /. The / < 0 point at 8445 A
in Z CMa has also been affected by the presence of Paschen emission lines. The upturn at
the short wavelength end arises from the interaction of relatively high noise and the residual
feature selection criterion.
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0.68 for FU Ori. In the "blue" spectral region the overall fit is not as good because residual
features are apparently more common at shorter wavelengths.
Determination of Rest Model Paramptpn:
The possibility that errors in model input parameters are responsible for producing the
residual spectrum must be investigated before any interpretation of features is warranted. Our
goodness of fit scheme allows us to determine the best values for model input parameters
(Tmax, vmax, and Vrad), assuming that having the best overaU fits to the observed spectra
impUes that we have the best representations of the actual disk spectra. We have applied
our goodness of fit test to a grid of synthetic spectra covering parameter space near the
values used by KHH and Hartmann etal. (1989). Testing that region of parameter space is
appropriate because their results have been shown to be reasonable approximations. We test
regions of the spectrum that appear to be generally well fit Qarge value of /; 4940-6815 A
for V1057 Cyg and Z CMa, 5900-6815 A for FU Ori) so our varying of parameters will
introduce false residual features when parameter values are bad, and not simply alter profiles
of real residual features. The synthetic disk spectra we have been considering to this point
are those calculated using the best Tmax, v^ax, and Vrad detemiined here. The next three
sub-sections describe the effects of errors in v^ax, Vrad, and Tmax individuaUy, foUowed by
summaries of the goodness of fit tests for each object. Additional discussion of temperature
and gravity sensitivity of individual residual features will be given in Chapter 7.
Effects Due to Error in Rotational Velocitv Normalization
If the rotational velocity normalization (vmax) is in error, a distinctive signature appears
in the difference spectra. Figure 18 illustrates the effect. In it, we have subtracted two
Tmax = 6590 K synthetic spectra, having Vmax = 45kms~' and 55kms~^ from another,
which represents a "perfect" FU Ori object spectrum, whose only difference is that Vmax =
50kms~^ This Vmax = 50kms~^ model is included for comparison. If lines in the synthetic
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specm™ being subtracted ate too bmad, a profile similar to an impact crater cross section is
produced (bottom), with a total equivalent width of zero. The effect of subtracting a synd,etic
spectrum whose lines are narrower than those of the "object" is essenUaUy a "ciater profile"
upside down (middle).
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Figure 18. Simulation of rotational velocity error. We have subtracted from a v^nax =
50kms~
, Tmar = 6590 K model (top) tv^o models differing only in Vmax to illustrate the
effect of rotational velocity scale normalization errors on residual spectra. Distinctive "crater
profiles" appear in the residual spectra when the model rotates more rapidly than the "object"
(bottom), and inverse "crater profiles" when the model rotates more slowly (middle).
In our residual spectra there are no "crater" profiles. There are few residual features
that resemble the inverted crater profiles, and their absorption components are generally weak
with respect to the central emission, /. e., the total equivalent widths of such residual features
is significantly non-zero. Thus it appears that error in rotational velocity scale is not a
significant contributor to features in the difference spectra.
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Effects Due to Ermr in Radial VplnrUy
In the case of a radial velocity error, a P Cygni-like residual featui^ is expected. Fig-
ure 19 shows that such residual profiles will have peculiar structure, because the synthetic
disk profiles are relatively complex. In Figure 19 we have subtracted one synthetic spectrum
with Tmar = 7200 K and Vma. = 50 km s" ^ from another that differs only by a radial velocity
shift. We have iUustrated the effect of shifts of Skms-^ and lOkms"'. The minima and
maxima for unblended residuals of this type occur at the velocities of the wings of the original
lines. This is roughly the case for many of the residual features, especiaUy in the Z CMa
dift-erence spectra. The structure of those residual features is not the same as the features
caused here by radial velocity offset, but we wish to demonstrate ftirther that such features
in the residual spectra do not arise from radial velocity errors.
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Figure 19. Simulation of radial velocity error. We have subtracted from a Vmax = 50kms~',
Tmax = 7200 K model (top) models differing only in a radial velocity shift to illustrate the
effect of radial velocity error on the residual spectra. The two examples shown are for shifts
of +5kms~^ and +10kms~^
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In Figure 20 we demonstrate that radial velocity error is not responsible for P Cygni
type residual features, or structure within such pn)files. We plot, for the same wavelength
range as in Figure 15, the Z CMa residual spectra for several models which differ only in the
velocity shift applied. Each spectrum is labeled with the shift used, in kms"'. The shift
have used for our "best" Z CMa model in this region is 12.8kms-^ which corresponds
the cloud velocity (see Chapter 3 for an explanation of the calibration of the shift). Regions
where the fit to absorption lines is relatively good turn into totally unacceptable wiggles when
large excursions from this value are employed. Even for errors several times the smaU range
of acceptable shifts (~3kms-i, allowing a 0.02 decline in / from its maximum value), the
structure in features such as A4394 A persists.
Effects Due to Error in Disk Temperature Scale
The final input parameter for disk model calculation is the maximum disk temperature,
Tmax, which occurs at ii: = 1.36i<:^ (LBP), and is used as the temperature of the innennost
annulus in the synthesis of model spectra. The synthetic spectra in Figures 18 and 19 are
otherwise identical models of Tmax = 6590 K and 7200 K, respectively. We point out in
particular the difference in the degree of blending of the feamres near A6432 A, and the
degree of doubling of the line at A6439 A. The grid of models for the Tmax tests use weight
tables for 7980 K, 7500 K, 7200 K (Table 5), 7065 K, 6930 K, 6800 K, 6590 K (Table 4),
and 6370 K.
Goodness of Fit Test Results for VI057 Cveni
The portion of our goodness of fit tests showing that input parameters for the VI057
Cyg model have been constrained appears in Table 11, in which / is given as a function
of input parameters for the entire 4940-6815 A range. These results suggest that Tmax ~
6825 K ±250 K, if we allow values of / within 0.02 of the maximum. We have chosen
Tmax = 6590 K as the best temperature because / is maximized for that value, and KHH
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Figure 20. Z CMa residual spectra for different radial velocity models. Synthetic spectra
with Tmax = 7200 K and Vmax = 115kms~\ differing only in radial velocity shift (inside
left border) have been subtracted from the corresponding Z CMa spectrum. Very large radial
velocity shifts would be required to obliterate the structure in lines such as A4395 A. Such
shifts are clearly unacceptable in view of their effect on the overall fit.
found that a 6590 K model provides the best fit to the broadband energy distribution of VI 057
Cyg from 4000 A to ~ 10 /im. Photometric changes from the time of their observations (late
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whosV):vSu?!J1,e^'*e
'^'""^ Cyg. For poinu in model parameter space
for T - 6590 k „ Vc ilf ff (see Chapter 3). The maximum value of / is found
to 4mK\1aW H = 48kms 1, and Okms-^ shift Note that models with up00 higher, and Vma. as much as 6 km s"! higher fit almost as weU ^
0 0.79
0 0.79
0.76
0.81
0.847
0.830
0.81
0.81
Tmax 0^) ^max(fans-^) V^a^Ckms-^) /
6370 48
6370 51
6590 42 0
6590 45 0
6590 48 0
6590 51 0
6590 54 0
6800 45 0
6800 48 0
6800 51 0 0.839
6800 54 0 0 831
6930 45 0 o:81
6930 48 0 0.842
6930 51 0 0.839
6930 54 0 0.831
7065 45 0 0.81
7065 48 0 0.840
7065 51 0 0.834
7065 54 0 0 79
7200 48 0 0 79
7200 51 0 0.77
6590 48 -10 0.72
6590 48 -5 0.80
6590 48 +5 0.82
6590 48 +10 0.76
1984) until ours (1988 November) do not support an increase in disk temperature (Simon
and Joyce 1988; S. Kenyon, private communication).
In terms of rotational velocity, we find that / is a maximum at v^ax = 48 km s~', and
that Vmax = 51 km s~* is acceptable, with values up to 54 km s~' permitted for hotter models,
allowing values of / no more than 0.02 below the maximum value. Our cross-correlation
analysis (see Qiapter 5) showed that 48kms~^ is the best value for Vmax for the 6590 K
model. The value of Vmax used by KHH (43.6kms~^ determined by cross-correlation
analysis of their 1984 spectra) is clearly excluded. Our 1986, 1988, and 1989 spectra have
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revealed that absorption lines in the spectrum of V1057 Cyg have increased through at least
that period, consistent with the increase in required here. This increase in linewidths
with time wiU be the subject of a subsequent paper.
Using the 0.02 decline in / criterion, we find that the radial velocity of V1057 Cyg must
be within ~3kms-i of +15kms-^ the radial velocity of neighboring interstellar material.
Table 11 shows results of tests only for T^,, = 6590 K and = 48kms-'; results
for other values of these parameters show a similar trend, but with smaller values of /.
Goodness of Fit Test Results for 7 Canis Majnris
In the case of Z CMa, we find a more limited set of acceptable parameter combinations
(see Table 12). A model with r^„, = 7200 K. v^ar = llSkms"'. and zero velocity shift
with respect to local material maximizes / in the 4940-^815 A region. Our next hotter model
(Tmax = 7500 K) rotating ~5% faster (vmax = 121km s'^) is ahnost as good. The actual
maximum disk temperature and inner rotational speed are probably between these values, /. e.,
Tmax ~ 7350 K ± 200 K, Vmax ~ llSkms"^ ± 3kms~^ For this study, no appropriate
weight table was available, so we have used the 7200 K, 1 15 km s"^ model which maximizes
/ here.
As is the case with VI057 Cyg, for aU Tmax, Vmax pairs, the radial velocity of Z CMa is
constrained to be within ~3 km s~^ of the local interstellar gas. In Table 12 we have shown
the Vrad test results only for the 7200 K, llSkms"^ model.
Goodness of Fit Test Results for FU Orionis
FU Ori's maximum disk temperature also appears reasonably well constrained by our
goodness of fit test results, shown in Table 13. If models for which / is within 0.02 of its
maximum value are acceptable, Tmax = 7200 K ± ~350 K, in agreement with the FU Ori
temperature scale determined by HK2.
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Table 12. Goodness of fit test results for Z CMa. For points in model parameter space whose/-value IS near the maxmium value found. The radial velocity shift (colm^n a^ is wit^
72mK f -tersteUar gas (see Chapter 3). The maximL vlfof7 is found for
LTa'^'J. ^
" 115kms \ and Okms-^ shift. Note that the 7500 K, 121 kms"!
'max 1Vjnax (kms ) /-I 1 \Vrad (kms ') /
6930 109 0 0.59
6930 115 0 0.63
7065 109 0 0.66
7065 115 0 0.73
7065 121 0 0.70
7200 109 0 0.67
7200 115 0 0.76
7200 118 0 0.73
7200 121 0 0.72
7500 115 0 0.69
7500 118 0 0.69
7500 121 0 0.75
7500 127 0 0.72
7980 121 0 0.64
7980 127 0 0.65
7200 115 -10 0.69
7200 115 -5 0.72
7200 115 -2 0.74
7200 115 +2 0.73
7200 115 +5 0.72
7200 115 +10 0.68
The goodness of fit is maximized for the 7200 K model when Vmax = 85 km s"'. Values
as low as 80 kms"' are almost as good. We have used 85kms~' as the best value because
it maximizes /, and our cross-correlation analysis favors it over smaller values.
The FU Ori spectrum synthesis in KHH used Vmax = 93 km s"^ We have examined our
FU Ori spectra obtained in 1986, 1988, and 1989 and find no significant change in linewidths.
Although their spectra were obtained in 1984 with different instrumentation, we are puzzled
by the difference in rotational velocity scale required, given the recent stability of FU Ori's
line spectrum and photometry.
As for our other program objects, the radial velocity of FU Ori is constrained to be
within ~3kms~' of the local interstellar gas.
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for T = 72m K 7, - 8< C -1 ^^^^'-'^fPter i)- The maximum value of / is foundj imax
-
/^UU , v^^^ = 85kms \ and Okms-' shift Note that model^j with rhigher or lower by as much as
-350 K, and with v a.s ow a. RoL i
good. """^ oU km s are almost as
0.78
0.79
0.80
0.80
0.814
0.80
TmaxOQ t^max (kmS"') t^radCkmS"') /
6590 85 5
6800 80 0
6800 85 0
6930 80 0
6930 85 0
6930 90 0
7065 75 0 5:85
7065 80 0 0.826
7065 85 0 0.821
7065 90 0 0.80
7200 70 0 0 78
7200 75 0 o:80
7200 80 0 0.826
7200 85 0 0.829
7200 90 0 0.817
7200 95 0 0 74
7500 75 0 0 79
7500 80 0 0.826
7500 85 0 0.828
7500 90 0 0.807
7980 80 0 0.68
7980 85 0 0.62
7200 85 -10 0.79
7200 85 -5 0.818
7200 85 +5 0.808
7200 85 +10 0.75
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CHAPTER 7
ANALYSIS OF RESIDUAL FEATURES
Identificatinn of Residual Features
The first step in analyzing the residual spectra is simply to compile a list of the residual
featues for each program object. This is accomplished as part of the goodness of fit proced
described in Chapter 6. Tables 14, 15. and 16 are partial lists of the residual features found
V1057 Cyg. Z CMa, and FU Ori, respectively. Only those features whose equivalent widths
are > 125 mA are included for V1057 Cyg and Z CMa. and >2(X)mA for FU Ori. The
corresponding complete lists are presented in the Appendix, hi each case, six consecutive
pixels each at least 0.02 from zero were required to flag a residual feature. Each entry
includes the beginning and ending wavelengths of the feature (i.e.. only those wavelengths
within which the feature is at least 0.02 from zero, not tnie extents), an indication of the type
of feature (A for absorption. E for emission; lower case is used to indicate that the feature
is an absorption or emission component of a P Cygni type feature, as judged by visual
inspection of the residual spectrum), and identification information for relatively unblended
features where possible. In some cases visual inspection of tiie residual spectrum clearly
suggests that the full wavelength range given is not due to tiie line specified. We plot each
of the identified features on a common velocity scale in Figures 21, 22. and 23.
The lists of residual features will be useful for answering several questions. In the
following sections we will use them to discuss the appropriateness of using supergiants for
spectrum synthesis (gravity sensitivity), and verify our choices of maximum disk tempera-
tures. The peculiar profiles apparent in many of the residual profiles, of Z CMa in particular,
will be the focus of cursory discussion of the properties of the winds driven by the FU Ori
objects. This subject will be taken up in greater detail in a subsequent paper.
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3 gives an ind catioroffteTeat^^ I^^^^^^^^^ 'P'™"' "'>' =^<^'' Column
cie indicating a co4otn?:7^pTygm^e^:'"°cS^n^''7''
''rH"'"'""^-
each feature, a number of whirh ar^hSJ^ Column 4 gives the equivalent width of
feature. idendfic^^'^Uon'l '^tn l^fl T^^'^VT' " '
Syndicates that a feature is particular^ sensiU^eTjm'peLt Jr gU. res^ct'ive'^t:
'^slart
-^end Type Wa(A) A ID RMT
3993.484 3994.322 A yj. I JO
4004.800 4006.058 E V/. 1JZ re I 434026.036 4027.503 A U./J 1
4029.970 4031.517 F U. 1 oo 4UiU.76 ivin 1 /4032.783 4034.541 E Anil m ivin 1 2
4062.881 4064.581 E 0 175 huOj.01 re 1 A1
4076.907 4078.253 E 0 149 AfYJl 1")HU 1 1 . 1
L
Sr 11 1I
4097.967 4101.248 a A\CW 7CHlUl. /j US
4101.604 4106.312 e 0.693 4ini 7s 1 lu
4212.680 4214.885 a 0.143
4226.130 4228.115 e 0.197 Cai 1
4322.364 4324.846 a 0.254 4325 77 Pel 42
4336.305 4339.941 a 0.525 4^40 48
4340.168 4346.229 e 0.762 4340 48
Pel4383.742 4385.269 e 0.130 4383 56 41
4387.483 4390.233 A 0.167
4405.309 4407.694 A 0.147
4499.903 4502.797 A 0.155 4501.28 Tin 31
4545.086 4548.899 a 0.251 4549.64 Tin 82
4562.006 4564.072 A 0.140 4563.77 Till 50
4726.938 4730.549 A 0.169
4850.094 4860.870 a 2.262 4861.34 up
4861.039 4867.521 e 0.797 4861.34 H/3
4884.557 4887.445 A 0.144
5050.301 5052.511 E 0.164 5051.64 Pel 16
5163.119 5165.097 a 0.172
5225.745 5228.105 E 0.173 5227.19 Pe I 37
5268.774 5270.424 E 0.166 5269.55 Pel 15
5327.369 5329.033 E 0.173 5328.05 Pe I 15
5885.562 5888.934 a 0.918 5889.97 Nai D2
5889.139 5889.751 e 0.164 5889.97 Nai D2
5890.467 5891.387 e 0.214 5889.97 Nai D2
5891.898 5894.861 a 0.507 5895.94 Nai Di
5895.066 5895.679 e 0.177 5895.94 Nai Di
5896.395 5897.927 e 0.219 5895.94 Nai Di
6514.891 6517.516 E 0.125 6516.05 Pe II 40
6546.041 6560.988 a 7.303 6562.81 Ha
6561.331 6571.486 e 2.460 6562.81 Ua
Continued, next page.
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Table 14 (continued)
^siait
6706!630
8039.933
8411.301
8425.175
8433.847
8464.340
8494.400
8496.135
8539.850
8617.694
8660.294
8678.444
8687.294
8803.910
8822.787
8835.879
-^end Type
6709.316
8042.156
8414.336
8427.343
8436.304
8466.941
8495.412
8499.604
8551.371
8621.092
8676.044
8684.444
8690.295
8807.868
8825.527
8839.837
Wa(A) A
A 0 lyji.lt Li I
E U. 1 JO
E OA 1 O 0£841Z.JO Ti I
E W. 101 o426.51 Tii
E 0 277 Ti I
E 0.131
a 0 044 La II
I.JJ
1
Ca II
E 2.694 8542.13 Ca II
A 0.132
e 2.849 8662.19 Ca II
E 0.362
E 0.241 8688.64 Fei
E 0.199 8806.78 Mgi
E 0.190 8824.23 Fei
E 0.213 8838.45 Fei
ID RMT Comment
1
33
33
33
60
7
60
339
Gravity Sensitivity
Most FU Ori object spectral type determinations that include luminosity class assign
class I or II to them (see Herbig 1977). There is some suggestion, however, that FU Ori
objects (FU Ori in particular) may be characterized by gravity lower than that of supergiants
(HKl, KHH). The structure of residual features that are particularly sensitive to gravity may
enable us to better determine the appropriate luminosity class of the FU Ori objects. If
an FU Ori disk has gravity lower than that of the standards used for spectrum synthesis,
its absorption lines will generally be deeper than corresponding synthetic lines. In the ab-
sence of significant non-disk contributions, we therefore expect to find absorption features
in the residual spectrum. No peculiar line shapes should be caused by such line strength
mismatch alone.
We determine which spectral lines are particularly sensitive to gravity by comparing a
supergiant and a giant of roughly the same temperature (to avoid temperature sensitive lines).
Standards employed were observed during the 1988 November observing runs unless noted
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Table 15. Strong residual features in Z CMa.
^slart
4024^483
4062.723
4065.486
4093.029
4100.304
4177.407
4221.556
4226.407
4232.140
4321.971
4327.805
4339.243
4350.832
4383.189
4387.695
4392.124
4394.644
4410.216
4440.458
4465.591
4472.417
4474.941
4494.880
4531.034
4545.625
4548.961
4554.839
4560.955
4577.875
4582.800
4608.500
4618.513
4704.678
4754.980
4785.133
4846.706
4860.260
4880.630
4889.293
4908.065
5014.311
5017.289
5158.813
5167.897
5171.044
Aend Type ( A)
4026.578
4065.273
4068.815
4100.090
4108.292
4181.027
4225.525
4228.612
4235.080
4324.903
4339.016
4346.514
4353.181
4386.167
4391.208
4394.491
4396.629
4419.451
4443.250
4467.918
4474.822
4478.147
4500.823
4533.398
4548.643
4551.264
4559.208
4563.259
4582.562
4584.865
4611.784
4622.357
4709.684
4759.202
4790.725
4860.092
4868.848
4886.830
4893.031
4911.803
5017.026
5022.458
5167.357
5170.686
5174.013
E
e
E
a
e
E
a
e
e
a
a
e
E
E
A
a
e
E
a
a
E
E
a
a
a
e
E
a
a
e
E
E
A
A
A
a
e
A
A
A
a
e
A
e
E
0.125
0.204
0.184
1.611
1.478
0.280
0.175
0.184
0.300
0.260
3.348
1.170
0.172
0.232
0.164
0.197
0.153
0.566
0.178
0.202
0.173
0.139
0.463
0.165
0.220
0.229
0.300
0.154
0.214
0.190
0.148
0.155
0.223
0.145
0.245
5.522
2.212
0.284
0.154
0.172
0.191
0.836
1.058
0.425
0.188
A ID RMT
4025.13 Tin 11
4063.61 Fei 43
4101.75
4101.75 H<!;
4178.86 Fe II 28
4226.74 Cai 2
4Z2bJ4 Cai 2
4233.17 Fe II 27
4325.77 Fei 42
AO Af\ AO4340.48 H7
4340.48 H7
4351.92 Mg I 14
4383.56 Fei 41
4395.04 Tin 19
4395.04 Tin 19
4443.81 Tin 19
44OO.50 Ti II 31
4472.92 Fe II 37
4501.28 Tin 31
4533.97 Tin 50
4549.64 Tin 82
4549.64 Tin 82
4563.77 Tin 50
4583.84 Fe II 38
4583.84 Fe n 38
Comment
4861.34
4861.34
5018.43
5018.43
H/3
U/3
Fe n
Fen
T
T
42
42
5169.03 Fen 42
Continued, next page.
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Table 15 (continued)
^start Aend Type ( A) ID RMT Comment
5182.647
5196.894
5226.029
5233.472
5268.969
5315.362
5804.005
5878.217
5891.093
5896.203
6147.039
6237.810
6246.742
6429.957
6455.480
6514.906
6538.411
6560.774
6705.828
8410.841
8425.003
8433.241
8442.635
8464.457
8489.604
8495.528
8532.143
8538.789
8596.987
8654.867
8659.517
8687.269
8746.370
8804.493
8822.455
8859.294
5184.355
5198.619
5228.389
5235.377
5270.895
5318.505
5810.276
5889.355
5895.283
5898.553
6150.981
6240.642
6249.683
6434.191
6458.073
6517.530
6560.432
6582.111
6709.681
8414.310
8427.460
8437.576
8448.994
8470.383
8495.239
8499.431
8538.198
8550.312
8599.499
8659.066
8668.218
8690.268
8752.971
8808.755
8825.804
8864.470
yj. izy 5183.60 Mgi 2
F U. l4o 5197.58 Fe II 49
e U.169 5227.19 Fei 37pLa 5234.62 Fe II 49
c n 1 "31U. lil 5269.55 Fei 15pc U.335
A n 0nU.zl /
ad 5069.97 Nai D2 1
oa 5895.94 Nai Di 1
5895.94 Nai Di 1
F
F U. 1 JJ 6238.38 Fe II 74
F u. izy 6247.56 Fe II 74
F u.zoz
E U. 1 oo 04D0.36 Fe II 74
E n 94/;U-ZHO <:c 1 /: ncOj Io.Uj Fe II 40
a /.JOj OJOZ.oi TTHa
1 ^ 081 OJOZ.oi T THa
A u. lyj blyJl.lb Li I 1
Flit n 9/19 o41z.36 Ti I 33
F n 198 04Z6.51 Ti I 33
F n "^99U.jZZ QA1A mo4i4.y / Ti I 33
E 0440.JO U I 4
E 8/1A8 /IIo40o.4j re I 60
VI.J 1 / 84Q8 HA0'4yo.UO ITca II z
3 393 84Q8 OA i_a II Z
0 316 8^49 1"^ IIL.a II Z
5 899 8^49 1'^ r^o IIua II z
E 0.150 8598.39 Hi 9
a 0.451 8662.19 Can 2
e 4.887 8662.19 Ca II 2
E 0.166 8688.64 Fei 60
E 0.379 8750.48 Hi 9
E 0.259 8806.78 Mgi 7
E 0.185 8824.23 Fe I 60
E 0.347 8862.79 Hi 9
otherwise. Of the standard star spectra available to us, the following were the best pairs
for near equivalence in temperature and consistency among the three wavelength regions
observed: e Gem (G8 lb) and /3 Gem (KO III) for the 4000-4920 A region, SAO 22820 (KO
lb) and 46 LMi (KO III; 1988 January) for the 5125-6830 A region, and e Gem (G8 lb) and 7/
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Table 16. Strong residual features in FU Ori.
^start Aend
4043.719 4046.039
4075.741 4078.292
4098.077 4101.500
4101.786 4109.204
4141.352 4144.371
4174.639 4178.042
4212.941 4216.174
4221.761 4227.861
4229.037 4233.814
4235.211 4239.841
4244.830 4247.643
4247.791 4251.123
4251.937 4256.602
4270.373 4272.150
4272.951 4275.413
4287.574 4290.334
4322.180 4327.820
4336.348 4340.135
4340.666 4343.998
4344.453 4346.346
4372.559 4375.231
4378.973 4384.165
4387.678 4392.031
4392.565 4395.772
4402.889 4409.814
4432.824 4436.594
4440.053 4444.475
4453.861 4460.532
4465.729 4469.996
4487.591 4491.892
4492.830 4497.444
4498.147 4502.057
4510.763 4515.885
4516.595 4518.959
4524.160 4529.992
4530.544 4536.375
4538.582 4542.128
4544.812 4550.135
4553.232 4554.821
4561.335 4564.433
4570.550 4572.457
4581.194 4584.292
4585.014 4587.977
4593.184 4598.710
4599.432 4608.002
Type ITT 9 ^Wa (A) A ID RMT
a 0.250 4045 83 re I
a 0.259 4077 7? Qr nor 11 11
a 1.005 4ini 7<H lUl
. /J Ho
e 1.120 4101 7< Ho
a 0 289 re I 43
A 0.339
a 0.521 4215 54 Qr IIor 11 1
A 0.845 \^a 1 L
A 0.532
A 0.414
A 0.427
A 0.371
A 0.671 4254.35 Cri 11
a 0.215 4271 77 trc 1 HZ
A 0.367 4274.81 11
A 0.300 4289.73 Cr I 1i
A 0.729 4325 78 Ff» I AD
a 1.133 4340.48 H'v"7
e 0.504 4'^4n 48 LI-
E 0.219
a 0.284 4375 94
A 0.505 4383 56 Fp Irc 1 41
A 0.307
A 0.422 4395.04 Tl IT1 1 11 1Q
A 0.765
A 0.278
a 0.362 4443.81 T\ II 19
A 0.503
A 0.586
A 0.257
A 0.335
A 0.447 4501.28 Ti II 31
A 0.443
A 0.227
A 0.414 4528.63 Fei 68
A 0.684
A 0.235
A 0.718
A 0.228
A 0.330 4563.77 Till 50
a 0.215 4571.98 Till 82
a 0.201 4583.84 Pen 38
A 0.274
A 0.467
A 0.638
Comment
Continued, next page.
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Table 16 (continued)
'^start
fry
Type Wa(A) A ID RMT Comment
4624.780 4629.947 A 0.323
4635.276 4641.816 A 0.451
4642.058 4652.716 A 0.759
4653.847 4657.479 A 0.227
4678.058 4682.779 A 0.240
4704.085 4710.732 A 0.421
4711.717 4716.396 A 0.249
4726.326 4730.511 A 0.276
4755.044 4759.929 A 0.276
4763.737 4769.036 A 0.311
4787.785 4793.126 A 0.297
4854.938 4861.000 a 1.988 4861.34 Hf)
H/3
4861.252 4868.155 e 0.730 4861.34
4880.101 4906.178 A 1.792
4906.518 4912.293 A 0.423
4967.129 4973.467 A 0.377
4974.422 4979.284 A 0.300
5015.866 5018.844 a 0.537 5018.45 Fe 11 42
5162.118 5169.583 A 0.862
5170.392 5173.360 A 0.419 5172.20 JVlg 1 L
5180.465 5184.422 A 0.876 5183.62
5203.587 5209.033 A 0.421
5222.284 5227.185 A 0.273
5294.169 5303.043 A 0.537
5313.397 5317.095 a 0.275 5316.62 Fe II 49
5364.248 5371.998 A 0.514
5477.969 5481.873 A 0.222
5557.678 5563.505 A 0.218
5885.752 5889.330 a 1.558 5889.97 Nai D2 1
5890.249 5891.986 e 0.270 5889.97 Nai D2 1
5892.292 5895.358 a 1.387 5895.94 Nai Di
Nai Di
Ha
1
5896.176 5898.118 e 0.260 5895.94 1
6555.041 6561.772 a 2.233 6562.81
6562.000 6570.215 e 1.723 6562.81 Ha
6704.514 6709.417 A 0.385 6707.76 Li I 1
6493.363 8496.109 a 0.200 8498.06 Can 2
8496.398 8499.288 e 0.957 8498.06 Ca II 2
8537.316 8540.418 a 0.377 8542.13 Ca II 2
8540.713 8550.020 e 2.279 8542.13 Ca II 2
8657.571 8660.422 a 0.303 8662.19 Can 2
8660.722 8668.821 e 1.845 8662.19 Ca II 2
Cyg (KO III, 1989 December) for the 8030-9000 A region. Note that the 4940-5125 A range
is not represented because we have no appropriate class III standard at those wavelengths.
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Figure 21. Strong features in the residual spectrum of V1057 Cyg. The A4005 A, A4030 A,
and A4033 A lines are not included because the very poor signal-to-noise destroys any useful
visual impression of those lines. Note that the vertical scale in the third panel is such that
features are separated by the full continuum height.
We measure the equivalent widths of a sample of lines in each standard. The sample in-
cludes all the strong residual features for which we are confident of identifications (/. e., those
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Figure 22. Strong features in the residual spectmm of Z CMa. The A4025 A lines is not
included because poor signal-to-noise destroys any useful visual impression. In the third
panel, the full continuum height is given by the separation of the major tick marks.
that appear in Figures 21, 22, and 23), and as a pseudo-control group, the lines represented
in our linewidlh v^. wavelength and linewidth v^. excitation potential plots. A particularly
gravity sensitive spectral line is defined arbitrarily as one for which the ratio of equivalent
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Figure 23. Strong features in the residual spectmm of FU Ori. In the third panel, the full
continuum height is given by the separation of the major tick marks.
widths in the supergiant and the giant is greater than 3.0. We find a total of 17 such lines.
The ratio for the majority of lines in the sample ranges from 1.5 to 2.5. In general, as one
would expect, lines from ionized species tend to have a larger equivalent width ratio than
8o
lines neutnd species. There a. no lines in the sample that are significanUy stronger
in the giant than in the supergiant. All particularly gravity sensitive lines in the sample that
correspond to strong residual features are indicated by a "g" in the last column in Tables 14.
15. and 16. We have not earned out this analysis for the complete Tables (Appendix) because
we believe uncertainties in. for example, condnuum nonnalization make such identifications
less useftil when weaker residual features are considered.
Very few of the lines most sensitive to gravity appear in the lists of strong residual
features. The A6707 Li i line, strong in the spectra of FU Ori objects (and in U.e residual
spectra) because of their youtii, is noted as being particularly sensitive to gravity in our
analysis. This is due to an anomalously strong Li i line in the KO lb standard, so we have
not flagged that line as gravity sensitive in the Tables. No lines in Table 14 (V1057 Cyg) are
flagged as especially gravity sensitive. In Table 15 (Z CMa) 7 lines are flagged: 2 Ti ii and
5 Fe II lines. Botii Ti ii lines have obvious P Cygni stmcture. The Fe ii Unes are emission
only, at the systemic velocity, but are narrower tiian typical photospheric absorption lines.
We believe tiiey are weak, quiescent state versions of the strong emission lines seen during a
smaU (0.5 mag) outburst in 1987 February (Hessman etal. 1991). Only one P Cygni feature
in Table 16 (FU Ori) is identified as particularly gravity sensitive. If our standard stars are of
inapproprate gravity and tiie disk dominates the spectrum, we expect residual gravity sensitive
features to have profiles similar to tiiose of disk absorption lines. Thus we find no evidence
from tiiis analysis tiiat the surface gravity of our program objects differs radically from tiie
stars we used for spectrum synthesis.
The relative proportions of absorption and emission residuals give us additional in-
formation. Since most absorption lines are sti-onger in lower gravity stars, an absorption
residual would suggest that tiie object has lower surface gravity than the synthetic spectrum.
Shortward of 6000 A in VI 057 Cyg and Z CMa there is a slight preference for emission resid-
uals. Longward of 6000 A, non-P Cygni residuals are almost exclusively emission features.
While this suggests these objects possess gravity higher than that of supergiants, especially
8i
at longer wavelengU., i, „ay be ftat physical conditions which violate U,e ass^pions of
the disk model a.
..sponsible for me p„=sence of residual emission features. For example.
Kenyon and Hamnann (1987) note that outer ponions of a flared disk may lack a significant
temperature gradient perpendicular to the disk midplane due to additional surface heaUng
fn>m the inner disk. So a flared disk can account for the obsetved behavior: the inner ponion
produces Unes mo,, teadily than the outer regions, so far-ted lines would appear weak with
respect to corresponding synthetic Unes, producing emission tesiduals, whUe the match at
shorter wavelengths is better.
The behavior in FU Ori is different. Of the 57 strong, non-P Cygni residuals in Table 16,
56 are absoT)tion features. Roughly 67% of aU featui^s in the corresponding complete list
are in absorption (50% in V1057 Cyg and Z CMa). WhUe this suggests gravity lower than
that of supergiants, as Hartmami and Kenyon (HKl) suggest is the case, it is not conclusive.
Strong absorption in the FU Ori wind may be responsible.
Temperature Sensitivity
Although we have used our goodness of fit test to detemiine the best Tmax values to
use in synthetic disk calculations, we can test our results further by analysis similar to that
for gravity sensitivity. With the supergiants in the previous section, we used /? Aqr (GO
lb), SAO 22740 (G2 lb), and n Per (GO lb) for the 3985-4920 A, 4940-6830 A, and 8030-
9000 A regions, respectively. To flag an especially temperature sensitive line, we require an
equivalent width ratio greater than 2.75. We find 17 such lines in the sample of 180, while
most lines have a ratio between 1 and 2. We remove the A6707 Li i line from consideration
for the same reason as above. Features in Tables 14, 15, and 16 which correspond to the
strongly temperature dependent lines are indicated by a "T" in the last column.
Only 2 of the 17 most temperature sensitive lines appear in the strong residual feature
lists. The A4226 Ca i line appears as a P Cygni residual in V1057 Cyg and Z CMa, and the
A6516 Fe ii line is in emission in the V1057 Cyg residual spectrum. So we find no significant
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evidence that we have made an enx,r in disk te.pe.tu. scale nonnaUzaUon for any of our
program objects, in agreement with results in Chapter 6.
Description nf R^cSH,,;^] FpntiiTr7
All the analysis of the residual spectra to this point has led to the conclusion that the
features present in the residual spectra of our pn^gnun objects are intrinsic to those systems,
and not due to errors in disk model parameters or to peculiar sensitivity to physical conditions
in the sources. The presence of obvious wind signatures in the Na . D. Bahner. and infrai^d
Ca II triplet, and the P Cygni stmcture of many of the residual features leads us to interpret
the residual features as additional signatures of the powerful FU Ori winds. We wish to know
whether they hold any information that can be used to better detemiine the properties of those
winds. Here we offer descriptions of trends seen in the residual features in each object, and
in the next section offer a suggestion for the origin of those trends. Detailed treatment is left
to a subsequent paper.
VI057 Cygni
As noted above, most of the far-red residual features in V1057 Cyg are emission features
centered at the systemic velocity, suggesting more than anything else, departure from simple
disk model assumptions in the outer disk. We will therefore ignore those features. At the
shortest wavelengths meaningful structure is apparent in the strongest residuals. Many of
them (e.g., the first 8 in Figure 21) have two distinct peaks at ~±30kms-^ and many
have P Cygni absorption extending to ~-200kms-^ This double peaked stmcture and blue
absorption become less apparent toward longer wavelengths.
In the Na I D and Balmer lines, the model subtraction has enhanced the P Cygni ap-
pearance of the lines. We note the very distinct components present in the Na i D lines (the
zero velocity features are probably of interstellar origin), and the decrease in maximum wind
speed through the Balmer series, probably a signature of wind acceleration.
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Z Canis Majoris
The higher signal-to-noise n.tio in our Z CMa spec.., and .laUve s.eng,h of residua.
fean,.s aUows a more detailed descripUon of this objecfs
.sidual spec,.™. The g.ss
description is similar to that for V,057 Cyg: at short wavelengths there are many P Cygni
profiles with doubled emission, changing to pure emission features at longer wavelengU,s.
The details are different, however, and additional stmcn,n= is present in some lines.
In Figure 24 we show average of aU the unblended (as judged by visual inspection
and comparison with line lists) residual features for two Fe, multiplets. The upper p^file
(5 lines from Fe, multiplet 43, A ~ 4300 A) shows a distinct pair of emission peaks, at
-5kms-' and +64 Ions"'. The blue abson>tion extends to
-200 kms"', and the red wing
to +1 10 km s-'. In the middle profile (9 lines Sron, Fe , muhiple, 15, A ~ 5400 A) Ae disiinc,
red emission has become a shoulder on the main 0km s"' peak. The blue absorpUon extends
to
-170 kms-', and the red wing to +90kms-'. Many of the other residual features follow
the same basic pattern.
The bottom profile in Figure 24 is the average of the Ti ii lines in Figure 22 (A ~
4500 A). Here we see the doubled emission, but additional structure is present within the
blue absorption. It is structure such as this that we believe may ulumately enable us to
determine the structure of the Z CMa wind.
The behavior of the Bahner lines is similar to that in V1057 Cyg in indicating the
acceleration of the wind to very high velocity.
FU Orionis
Because of the uncertainty in the origin of the residuals in FU Ori (gravity mismatch or
wind), and because of the severe blending apparent even in the features we have tentatively
identified (see Figure 24), we are not at this time in a position to discuss any constraints on
wind properties in FU Ori. We will, however, point out some trends apparent in the residuals.
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r^Sl'^ I '^'^"^"^ ' " ""^s- He'-e we plot the average of 5 Fe i multiolet
Herbig (1977) identified a number of "shell" features, displaced ~80kms-i blueward,
m spectra of FU Ori. Several of these are apparent in our residual spectrum: A4077, A4215,
A4226, A4254, A4274. A4395, A5018, and A5183. This component is apparent in several other
of our residuals (see Figure 24). Most of the features in the first two panels of Figure 24
also have an emission peak at ~+65kms"^
Constraint of Wind Properties
The first possibility to consider is that the wind is an accelerating radial outflow, arising
from the central star itself. Wind lines formed against the background continuum of the
inner disk may have different characteristics than those fomied against the outer disk, due
to different column densities of material and different velocities of material along lines of
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sight to different parts of the disk However it ic Hiffi. u . •^.K. er, it is difficult to imagine any way to produce
the structure seen in many of the residual features.
Another simple geometi^ to consider is that of a wind arising from the surface of
the disk, and accelerating in the
. direction (nonnal to the disk midplane). With this non-
diverging velocity structure, it is difficult to understand any stnicture in lines at red-shifted
velocities, since only blue-shifted material would be seen. TOs initial objection is removed
if the disk wind is aUowed to diverge somewhat so that the inclination of the system to our
line of sight allows for red-shifted outflow. In this case, the situation is not too unlike a
radial outflow, in terms of line profiles that might be produced.
If we consider that the velocity stucture of a disk wind will probably initiaUy have
a rotational component, more complicated line profiles may result, hi particular, in this
scenario wind absorpUon may be similar to line fonnation in the disk itself: rotation of
"annuli" in the wind may produce doubled absoiption. Such lines wiU be blue shifted by
^;.cosz, where is the z-component of the wind velocity, which will vary with height z
above the disk and with distance from the rotation axis.
Calculation of wind profiles assuming these and other configurations is beyond the scope
of the present work. In particular, the latter case above wiU be a complex computaUonal
problem. We plan to persue such calculations in fiiture work.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
Summary of Results anH rnnHnc;i^n.
We have used high resolution, high signal-to-noise optical spectra to investigate the
applicability of the accretion disk hypothesis to the FU On objects. That hypothesis suggests
that in outburst, FU Ori objects are self-luminous accretion disks, whose light dominates
at optical and near-infrared wavelengths. Such a disk ideaUy has a characteristic radial
temperature gradient, T(R) oc R-y\ and a Keplerian rotation cuwe. If each point of such
a disk radiates as a star of type appropriate to the local temperature, the net line spectrum
should contain signatures of its temperauire and velocity structure.
We have investigated predicted correlations between linewidth and both wavelength
and lower excitation potential in synthetic and observed FU Ori object specu-a. Strong
evidence has been found for linewidth vs. wavelength correlation in good agreement with
model prediction for V1057 Cyg and Z CMa, but not for FU Ori itself. We emphasize
that linewidtii varies continuously with wavelength at optical wavelengths in the former two
objects. In the case of FU Ori, we argue that a combination of strong wind components
to spectral lines, and surface gravity lower than that of supergiants (used in calculation of
syntiietic spectra), conceals the underiying linewidtii v^. wavelengtii relationship.
We find marginal correlation between linewidth and lower excitation potential in all
tiiree program objects. In tiie case of VI057 Cyg, we confirm earlier detection of tiiis effect.
In each case we find reasonable agreement witii model prediction. Apparentiy linewidth
variation with excitation potential is a subtie effect, which is less useful than tiie variation of
linewidtii witii wavelength as a diagnostic of differential rotation.
Satisfied that the accretion disk model is an adequate first order approximation to the FU
Ori object spectra, we subtracted our best syntiietic (model) disk spectra from the observed
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spectra ,o produce
.esidual specra. A goodness of flt quantity was defined (essenUally the
number of object Une p^files that a. fit weU by the synthetic disic spectral fines, to detcnnine
quantitauvely how weU a given tnodel
.p^duces an FU Ori object spectnnn. We defined
the best model for each object as that which maximizes the goodness of fit. For those
best models,
.80% of spectral featutes ate weU fit (to
-.10mA accuracy) in .gions of the
spectnun not st,x,ngly affected by non-disk components (-5500-6800 A). It is these best
models that were used for ^e linewidth v. wavelength and excitation potential compaHsons,
and for all subsequent analysis.
Based on their stmcture, as weU as the goodness of fit testing, we verify that residual
features present are intrinsic to the FU Ori systems, and not due to eiror. in model parame-
ters or peculiar sensitivity to physical conditions. These residual features are inteq)reted as
signatures of the powerful winds driven by FU Ori objects.
We argue that complex residual line structure, evident most clearly in Z CMa, is real and
probably does not arise in a simple radial outflow arising from the central star (or innennost
portions of the disk). The suggestion that the wind is ejected by the disk meets the same
objections, unless we consider that the wind, in addition to vertical acceleration and possible
divergence from the rotation axis, initiaUy has a significant rotational component. We believe
it may be possible to explain the complex residual (wind) profiles in that case. In this case it
is also clear that FU Ori winds would carry large amounts of angular momentum away from
these systems.
Directions for Further Study
Several interesting avenues for future work are suggested by this work. Changes in
FU Ori object spectra with time will be important in further confirmation of the accretion
disk hypothesis. In particular, the model predicts that absorption linewidths should increase
as a disk cools. We have observed this effect in our spectra of V1057 Cyg (1986 October
through 1989 December). Based on just four lines, we have also noticed an increase in Z
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CMa's li„ewidU», fro. ,983 December to ,988 November. From our ,986 December to
1989 November speara of FU On. no sueh linewidU, increase is seen. We wi„ .pon fi,„her
in a subsequent paper.
We have pointed out that our modeling could be improved by more careful selection
of standard stars, and by more complete spectral type coverage. Impi^ved modeling and
improved signal-to-noise data, especially of V1057 Cyg, will be important for better deter-
mination of the residual (wind) spectra of the FU On objects. Such study of other members
of the class will also be instructive. Once better residual spectra are available, an in depth
study of the residual features, including modeling of residual spectra. wiU be cmcial for
determination of the origin of the FU Ori winds: the star or the disk.
Other issues include deviations of real physical conditions from model assumptions. In
particular, the problem of possible disk flaring and its effect on the disk's line spectmm. should
be investigated. Whether the radial temperature distribution of a classical accretion disk (LBP)
and Keplerian velocity distribution are appropriate are questions deserving attention.
Beyond testing various models for FU Ori objects and their outbursts, effort should
continue to be made to detect more such objects. Discovery of all FU Ori objects wiU help
detennine the frequency of FU Ori eruptions, and their overaU importance in building up
the central stars involved. Detailed observation of FU Ori outbursts as they occur will be
invaluable for constraining models for the outbursts of these fascinating objects.
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APPENDIX
COMPLETE RESIDUAL FEATURE LISTS
The complete Usts of residual features for our three program objects are presented hen..
Each entry includes begir..ing and ending wavelengths, type of feature (A for abson^Uon, E
for emission), the number of pixels comprising the feature, and equivalent width.
While many of the features listed in the Tables below are intrinsic to the FU On object
systems, some probably are not. Errors in continuum nomialization of standard stars input
to the model, the fmal synthetic spectra, or object spectra may be responsible for some,
especially broad, shallow features (identified by low ratio of equivalent width to range of
wavelength). The crude method of constructing synthetic spectra (e.g., using a fairly coai.e
grid of spectral types) may also be responsible for some features. In the case of FU On,
gravity mismatch may be important as well. It must also be pointed out that many of the
residual features listed below are blends, and that some features may have been missed by
our goodness of fit algorithm. We therefore urge that any who would make use of these
Tables exercise appropriate caution, especially when the weaker features are involved.
The residual features for V1057 Cyg, Z CMa, and FU Ori appear in Tables 17. 18.
and 19, respectively.
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.Complete list of residual features for V1057 Cyg.
-^siait lype Pixels Wa (A)
3991.249 3991.807 A 9 0.092
3992.087 3992.436 A 6 0.051
3993.484 3994.322 A 13 0.138
3997.605 3998.164 E 9 0.086o r\c\o a ^ ^3998.863 3999.282 A 7 0.032
3999.841 4000.190 A 6 0.042
4001.727 4002.146 E 7 0.034
4003.054 4003.683 E 10 0.075
4004.800 4006.058 E 19 0.152
4008.014 4008.433 E 7 0.057
4009.062 4009.481 E 7 0.041
4013.881 4014.440 E 9 0.056
4014.719 4015.208 E 8 0.061
4020.028 4020.378 A 6 0.041
4026.036 4027.503 A 22 0.251
4029.179 4029.878 A 11 0.109
4029.970 4031.517 E 23 0.188
4032.009 4032.361 E 6 0.041
4032.783 4034.541 E 26 0.183
4034.892 4035.314 E 7 0.032
4035.947 4036.509 E 9 0.062
4039.181 4039.744 E 9 0.057
4043.540 4044.103 A 9 0.040
4045.157 4045.861 E 11 0.098
4046.001 4046.423 E 7 0.050
4047.267 4047.759 A 8 0.050
4055.986 4056.337 A 6 0.048
4058.025 4058.728 A 11 0.075
4062.881 4064.581 E 25 0.175
4067.202 4068.265 E 16 0.088
4069.611 4070.107 E 8 0.032
4075.207 4075.561 E 6 0.027
4076.057 4076.482 E 7 0.049
4076.907 4078.253 E 20 0.149
4087.037 4087.391 E 6 0.036
4097.967 4101.248 A 47 0.455
4101.604 4106.312 E 67 0.693
4106.455 4107.953 E 22 0.104
4108.880 4110.735 E 27 0.092
4111.662 4112.019 E 6 0.018
4114.872 4115.443 A 9 0.033
4115.585 4116.156 A 9 0.049
4118.938 4119.437 E 8 0.039
4125.780 4126.931 A 17 0.068
4127.866 4128.944 E 16 0.096
4131.317 4132.755 E 21 0.108
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Continued, next page.
Table 17 (continued)
Astart lype
A 1 or> 141 jy.37l 4140.521 A
4141.025 4141.744 A
4142.175 4142.607 A
4144.692 4145.052 A
4145.339 4145.843 A
4146.778 4147.281 A
A "i A^ ^4147.425 4148.144 A
4150.198 4150.560 E
4151.356 4151.719 E
4152.370 4152.732 E
4155.267 4155.629 E
4156.932 4157.512 E
A 1 CO Tyl O4158.743 4159.322 A
4160.698 4161.929 E
AtHA £f\04164.608 4165.115 A
A 1 an4166.273 4166.708 E
416o.l56 4169.097 A
A 1 iCr\ A cr\4169.459 4169.894 A
A 1 nn 1 o y<4170.184 4170.618 E
4171.197 4171.560 E
y1 1 TO CO ^4173.586 4174.456 E
A 1 TC A4175.469 4176.121 A
A 1 v4 1 14176.41
1
4176.917 A
4177.859 4179.379 E
A 1 on "ano 4180.973 A
/1 1 0 1 'y/cn4181. /o9 4182.131 A
/1 1 o-j cm4153.50/ 4184.086 E
4154.3 /6 4184.738 E
415J.U01 4185.365 A
/I 1 QC cn-3415J.5U3 4186.387 A
4156.064 4188.502 E
A\QQ CAQ4166.646 A 1 Of\ 1 eCi4189.158 A
A 1 on n4iy0.61 / 4190.982 E
A 1m /(/II4192.441 4193.170 A
4193.9/3 A 1 r\ A A o^4194.483 A
A 1 OO /tT>4198.422 4198.933 E
A 1 OO O O 14199.661 4201.267 A
/nni /C0
1
4201.631 A^f\^ eor\4202.580 E
/ITO/I 01 /I4Z04.914 4205.497 E
/lo 1 o on4210.822 4211.187 A
4211.405 4211.770 A
4212.680 4214.885 A
4215.032 4216.722 E
4218.045 4219.442 A
4220.250 4220.618 A
4223.043 4223.778 A
Pixels Wa ( A)
1 117 0.085
11 0.043
7 0.034
6 0.030
o8 0.031
o8 0.035
11 0.071
6 0.024
6 0.034
6 0.022
6 0.015
9 0.052
n9 0.038
1 0lo 0.082
o
6 0.024
/ 0.023
1 A14 0.054
-1
1 0.028
/ 0.026
0 0.031
1 113 0.061
1 olU 0.037
6 n oic0.035
LL 0.106
Q9 U.023
0 o mo
Q7 U.Uo3
0 U.U3U
0
Qy n mo
7
1 U.Uz /
o6 n mo
0 O OO 1U.UZl
1
1
1 n ooQU.UZ9
o
o O OT/IU.UZ4
06 O O'J 1
n 1 nnU. lUU
1 A14 O OCT0.057
9 0.038
6 0.032
6 0.022
31 0.143
24 0.105
20 0.092
6 0.020
11 0.049
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Table 17 (continued)
^end Type
4223.925 4224.293 A
4224.513 4225.175 E
4225.322 4225.983 A
4226.130 4228.115 E
4229.438 4230.026 A
4230.614 4230.981 A
4231.496 4232.525 A
4232.966 4233.480 E
4240.568 4241.160 A
4245.084 4245.603 A
4248.046 4249.527 A
4249.897 4250.268 A
4253.155 4253.822 A
4255.006 4256.043 A
4257.968 E
4259.005 4259.449 A
4261.522 4261.966 A
4267.594 4268.186 A
4268.408 4268.926 E
4271.296 4271.962 E
4274.924 4275.297 E
4276.118 4276.714 A
4279.102 4281.639 A
4281.788 4282.534 A
4284.176 4287.086 A
4287.608 4289.026 A
4289.399 4290.220 E
4290.667 4293.652 A
4293.875 4294.249 A
4294.622 4295.890 A
4296.487 4298.353 A
4298.576 4299.248 A
A ^ f\f\ A4299.472 4299.919 E
4300.143 4300.516 A
4300.964 4301.412 A
4301.635 4302.083 A
4303.127 4304.918 A
4304.992 4305.669 A
4306.121 4307.249 A
4308.376 4313.490 A
4313.641 4314.242 A
4318.303 4319.055 A
4319.206 4319.657 A
4322.139 A
4322.364 4324.846 A
4325.222 4325.673 E
Pixels Wa(A)
6 0.022
10 0.022
10 0.049
28 0.197
9 0.035
6 0.014
15 0.075
8 0.029
9 0.033
8 0.028
21 0.077
6 0.015
10 0.046
15 0.076
7 0.025
7 0.021
7 0.020
9 0.026
8 0.025
10 0.032
6 0.019
9 0.028
35 0.195
11 0.040
40 0.195
20 0.087
12 0.065
A t41 0.256
6 0.022
18 0.081
26 0.201
10 0.027
7 0.032
6 0.023
7 0.027
7 0.020
25 0.171
10 0.037
16 0.102
69 0.575
9 0.029
11 0.044
7 0.016
8 0.029
34 0.254
7 0.041
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Table 17 (continued)
^start Type
4326.425 4327.553 A
4329.791 4330.321 E
4335.472 4335.927 A
4336.305 4339.941 A
4340.168 4346.229 E
4347.213 4347.592 A
4349.334 4350.395 E
4351.001 4352.440 E
4354.637 4356.910 A
4359.485 4361.379 A
4362.207 4362.588 A
4362.817 4363.352 A
4363.581 4364.116 A
4366.025 4366.865 A
4367.170 4367.552 E
4368.774 4369.385 E
4372.669 4373.738 A
4376.182 4376.563 E
4376.792 4377.480 A
4377.632 4378.014 A
4380.458 4380.916 A
4381.069 4382.825 A
4383.742 4385.269 E
4387.483 4390.233 A
4391.531 4393.517 A
4393.746 4394.356 A
4395.273 4395.655 E
4396.724 4397.105 A
4403.077 4404.308 A
4405.309 4407.694 A
4410.465 4411.003 A
4411.234 4411.696 E
4414.774 4415.775 E
4420.315 4421.162 A
4421.854 4422.778 A
4423.778 4424.625 A
4425.010 4426.010 A
4426.934 4427.934 E
4430.935 4431.320 E
4440.009 4440.552 A
4445.595 4446.060 A
4448.000 4448.388 E
4449.008 4449.707 A
4450.250 4450.637 A
4452.577 4453.740 A
4455.680 4457.231 A
Pixels Wa(A)
16 0.053
8 0.049
7 0.024
49 0.525
81 0.762
6 0.016
15 0.045
20 0.091
31 0.122
26 0.094
6 0.021
8 0.038
8 0.038
12 0.046
6 0.014
9 0.024
15 0.101
6 0.020
10 0.038
6 0.018
7 0.028
24 0.114
21 0.130
37 0.167
27 0.104
9 0.043
6 0.019
6 0.026
17 0.083
32 0.147
8 0.022
7 0.017
14 0.040
12 0.036
13 0.038
12 0.043
14 0.051
14 0.060
6 0.017
8 0.024
7 0.023
6 0.016
10 0.033
6 0.022
16 0.059
21 0.074
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Table 17 (continued)
A A lype
4457.930 4458.395 A
4459.792 4460.412 A
4461.343 4462.041 E
4462.429 4463.593 A
4464.446 4464.834 A
4465.144 4465.609 A
4466.230 4468.635 A
4469.256 4469.876 A
4471.350 A
4471.505 4472.048 A
4473.134 4473.678 E
4474.375 4474.996 A
4480.275 A
4481.449 4481.996 E
4483.951 4484.655 A
4485.280 4485.984 A
4486.531 4487.392 A
4492.162 4492.866 A
4495.290 4497.167 A
4498.026 4499.669 A
4499.903 4502.797 A
4506.550 4506.941 A
4509.365 4509.991 A
4511.980 4514.423 A
4517.103 4517.733 A
4517.970 4518.600 A
4520.413 4521.201 E
4523.329 4523.802 A
4526.008 4527.664 A
4528.767 4529.318 E
A e A^ ^
4532.471 4533.102 A
4533.811 4534.284 A
4534.835 4535.387 A
4540.037 4540.904 A
A C Af\ ^ A A
4542.795 A
4545.086 4548.899 A
4549.773 4550.250 E
4552.792 4554.222 A
4557.161 4557.876 A
4559.544 4561.530 A
4562.006 4564.072 A
4564.310 4564.946 A
4565.343 4565.819 A
4566.534 4566.932 A
4570.586 4570.983 A
4571.619 4572.413 A
Pixels Wa ( A)
7 0.022
9 0.027
10 0.038
16 0.060
6 0.024
7 0.031
32 0.125
9 0.029
15 0.048
8 0.025
8 0.023
9 0.026
17 0.065
8 0.030
10 0.030
10 0.028
12 0.029
10 0.031
25 0.117
22 0.081
38 0.155
6 0.013
9 0.025
32 0.116
9 0.031
9 0.029
a I
11 0.030
7 0.018
22 0.082
o8 0.035
9 0.023
7 0.025
o8 0.022
12 0.040
o8 0.019
49 0.251
7 0.022
19 0.076
10 0.026
26 0.114
27 0.140
9 0.029
7 0.015
6 0.015
6 0.014
11 0.043
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Table 17 (continued)
'Start Aend
4574.558 4575.193
4578.292 4579.245
4583.058 4583.455
4590.736 4591.137
4597.305 4598.186
4604.113 4605.075
4605.235 4607.798
4608.279 4608.919
4613.085 4614.126
4618.772 4619.813
4621.896 4623.258
4624.540 4625.021
4625.946 4626.834
4627.561 4628.207
4637.331 4638.219
4638.865 4640.480
4646.213 4647.747
4661.312 4662.443
4662.604 4663.008
4664.300 4664.704
4670.525 4671.339
4691.607 4692.015
4695.515 4696.166
4700.182 4700.674
4701.988 4702.891
4706.666 4707.733
4708.964 4710.195
4714.135 4716.104
4722.014 4723.163
4725.543 4726.774
4726.938 4730.549
4732.191 4732.683
4733.422 4734.899
4735.228 4737.443
4745.147 4745.644
4751.770 4752.350
4756.075 4757.152
4757.483 4759.884
4760.960 4761.540
4765.431 4767.087
4767.583 4768.991
4771.392 4771.971
4772.468 4773.048
4781.146 4781.563
4786.321 4786.821
4788.824 4790.160
Type Pixels Wa ( A)
A 9 0.032
A
r\ 1 o 0.046
0 0.098
A
A\ 0 0.019
AAV 12 0.038
A
r\ 1 o13 0.032
A
r\ 0.116
P 0.022
A
r\ 1 A 0.043
A/\ 0.040
A 1 Qio 0.069
A
/ 0.026
Ar\ 1/ U.U46
A/A Q 0.019
A 1 01/ 0.043
A 0
1
zl 0.068
A 0.046
A 0.035
A 0 0.019
A
r\ 0 0.014
1 1
1 f\ moO.Ozo
F 0 C\(\\1
F 0 U.Uzj
Afx 7 u.UZU
F 19iz U.Ujo
A 14 U.U4
1
Aj\ 1
A
lO U.U4J
A/A Zj U.UV4
A 1
«
1
J
U.U4j
A 10 U.Ujj
A
u. loy
A 7 U.U 18
A 1Q U.UOZ
A Zo u.uvv
A 7/ n n99u.uzz
A/A 0o U.Ul o
A It U.U40
A Its n 1 1 4CU.i lo
A 8 0.023
A 21 0.075
A 18 0.056
A 8 0.016
A 8 0.025
A 6 0.014
A 7 0.028
A 17 0.046
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Table 17 (continued)
SlalT
'^end
TVType
4790.410 4790.828 A
4799.424 4799.841 A
4800.509 4800.926 A
4806.852 4809.606 A
4810.524 4811.275 A
4814.947 4815.781 A
4828.384 4829.719 A
4831.054 4832.891 A
4838.307 4840.664 A
4842.685 4844.200 A
4850.094 4860.870 A
4861.039 4867.521 E
4869.037 4869.458 E
4874.593 4875.014 A
4875.043 4875.553 A
4880.310 4882.858 A
4884.557 4887.445 A
4904.349 4904.858 A
4907.322 4908.341 A
4908.681 4910.465 A
4913.523 4914.457 A
4941.698 4942.132 A
4943.782 4944.390 E
4956.459 4957.328 E
4981.553 4982.682 E
4993.969 4994.404 E
4999.933 5000.546 E
5000.983 5001.509 E
5012.197 5012.722 E
5012.985 5013.423 E
5013.949 5014.562 E
5016.665 5017.103 A
5017.278 5017.803 A
5018.679 5019.380 E
5019.906 5020.694 E
5040.755 5041.981 E
5050.301 5052.511 E
5062.941 5063.383 A
5067.095 5067.714 A
5071.161 5071.603 E
5079.205 5080.088 E
5086.718 5087.336 E
5092.010 5092.456 A
5094.059 5094.505 A
5098.781 5099.226 E
5100.028 5100.652 E
Pixels Wa(A)
6 0.014
6 0.014
6 0.017
34 0.091
10 0.025
11 0.032
17 0.047
23 0.104
29 0.089
19 0.071
129 2.262
78 0.797
6 0.016
6 0.021
7 0.024
31 0.116
35 0.144
7 0.018
13 0.034
22 0.079
12 0.038
6 0.038
8 0.064
11 0.048
14 0.086
6 0.025
8 0.053
7 0.028
7 0.044
6 0.025
8 0.057
6 0.025
7 0.034
9 0.034
10 0.047
15 0.117
26 0.164
6 0.021
8 0.028
6 0.034
11 0.081
8 0.034
6 0.021
6 0.016
6 0.025
8 0.029
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Table 17 (continued)
lype
5101.632 5102.344 E
5106.888 5107.422 E
5107.601 5108.491 E
5110.273 5111.075 EC 1 1 or\ 15113.391 5113.925 E
5123.012 5124.437 E
5131.831 5132.544 E
5132.722 5133.524 E
5136.196 5137.087 E
5139.136 5139.760 E
5143.062 5143.602 E
5144.052 5145.311 A
5151.247 5151.697 E
5153.046 5154.305 E
5 lDy.521 5160.061 A
C 1 til 1 1C\5163.1 19 5165.097 A
CI /CC ITT5 165.277 5165.997 A
5166.716 5167.616 E
C 1 ^ o O^C5168.875 5170.044 E
5171.933 5172.382 E
5173.012 5173.461 E
5181.017 5182.006 A
5182.186 5182.635 A
5191.799 5192.253 E
5192.616 5193.251 E
5/05.051 5206.503 E
com o^>i5207.864 5208.590 E
5/08.863 5209.317 E
5/10.//4 5211.223 E
C0 1 c c~ir\5/15.6/0 5217.032 E
CO 1 n one5/17.395 5217.849 A
cnn /I o 15//0.481 5220.935 A
con Tcn5///. /50 5223.385 A
52/4.565 5225.019 A
COOC 1AC5225.745 5228.105 E
5249.887 5250.346 E
5253.279 5253.921 A
5256.396 5256.947 E
5268.774 5270.424 E
5280.784 5281.701 A
5314.611 5315.628 A
5320.435 5321.082 A
5322.191 5322.654 A
5323.023 5323.578 A
5327.369 5329.033 E
5337.085 5337.646 E
Pixels Wa ( A)
9 0.032
7 0.043
11 0.051
10 0.067
7 0.028
17 0.116
9 0.042
10 0.054
11 0.053
8 0.044
7 0.043
15 0.063
6 0.025
15 0.077
7 0.033
23 0.172
9 0.041
11 0.067
14 0.071
6 0.018
6 0.029
12 0.060
6 0.042
6 0.033
8 0.033
17 0.093
9 0.039
6 0.030
12 0.053
16 0.073
6 0.027
6 0.024
o
8 0.030
6 0.016
in 0.173
6 0.019
8 0.026
7 0.024
19 0.166
11 0.050
12 0.044
8 0.024
6 0.015
7 0.109
19 0.173
7 0.023
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Table 17 (continued)
/\«f artauui
'^cnd Type
5345.303 5346.330 E
5362.205 5362.672 E
5370.609 5372.104 E
5373.785 5374.251 A
5380.228 5380.695 E
5383.123 5383.590 A
5386.017 5386.484 A
5396.293 5397.801 E
5398.367 5398.838 A
5403.269 5403.740 E
5404.872 5406.568 E
5429.003 5430.323 E
5433.811 5435.319 E
5441.037 5441.798 A
5443.131 5444.083 A
5444.845 5445.607 A
5446.274 5447.607 E
5454.653 5456.367 E
5464.270 5464.746 A
5475.982 5477.220 E
5477.410 5477.886 E
5483.123 5483.885 A
5497.448 5498.313 E
5501.870 5502.447 E
5504.466 5504.947 A
5507.062 5507.639 E
5509.081 5509.562 E
5513.119 5513.600 A
5525.714 5526.483 E
5531.098 5531.771 A
5533.886 5535.616 E
5545.256 5545.741 E
5597.513 5598.582 E
5629.268 5629.856 E
5657.017 5658.800 E
5667.916 5668.708 E
5687.731 5688.227 E
5698.333 5698.828 E
5704.772 5705.268 A
5708.736 5709.330 E
5755.131 5755.832 A
5813.196 5813.904 E
5852.859 5853.371 E
5885.562 5888.934 A
5889.139 5889.751 E
5890.467 5891.387 E
Pixels Wa ( A)
12 0.047
6 0.020
17 0.086
6 0.017
6 0.023
6 0.018
6 0.020
17 0.114
6 0.026
6 0.017
19 0.095
15 0.062
17 0.056
9 0.029
11 0.041
9 0.046
15 0.068
19 0.109
6 0.019
1 A14 0.058
6 0.019
9 0.024
1 f\10 0.038
7 0.024
6 0.017
7 0.019
0 U.020
0 U.U15
U.Uzo
Q
o U.UZZ
1 o19 U.068
0 U.U18
1
1
0.064
7 0.021
in19 0.080
9 0.034
6 0.022
6 0.017
6 0.017
7 0.020
8 0.025
8 0.022
6 0.020
34 0.918
7 0.164
10 0.214
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Table 17 (continued)
Type
5891.898 5894.861 A
5895.066 5895.679 E
5896.395 5897.927 E
5955.132 5955.758 E
5978.284 5978.909 E
5990.485 5991.006 E
5991.424 5992.049 E
6019.894 6021.053 A
6(y22.2l3 6022.846 A
6094.379 6094.913 A
6103.119 6104.184 A
6136.262 6137.541 E
6140.951 6141.803 E
6148.198 6150.435 E
6160.832 6161.693 E
6171.603 6172.142 A
6190.560 6192.499 E
6222.328 6223.090 E
6229.953 6231.586 E
6238.558 6240.192 E
6242.698 6243.460 E
6244.876 6245.639 E
6251.630 6252.175 E
6259.038 E
6260.780 6261.652 E
6268.187 6269.276 E
6335.158 6336.149 E
6345.956 6348.050 E
iTic/T r\'~i /'6356.976 6357.527 E
6357.967 6359.069 E
6370.221 6370.890 E
6384.260 6384.929 E
6387.603 6388.606 E
6399.637 6400.862 E
6430.055 6432.729 E
6432.952 6433.509 E
6439.905 A
6457.043 E
6472.040 6472.942 A
6481.286 6482.188 E
6494.366 6495.493 E
6496.621 6497.410 E
6498.650 6499.214 E
6499.552 6500.341 A
6514.891 6517.516 E
6526.301 6527.328 E
Pixels W;, ( A)
30 0.507
7 0.177
16 0.219
/ 0.021
/ 0.018
0 0.018
1 0.024
12 0.038
7 0.025
6 0.017
11 0.047
1 113 0.061
ny 0.031
IL 0.109
9 0.034
6 0.017
1 o19 0.099
o
O 0.026
1 tilo 0.055
1 alo 0.077
Q
o 0.033
Q
o 0.027
0 n Ai o0.018
1 "3
1
J
0.058
Q U.Oiz
1
1
1 0.039
lU U.UjO
onzu U.Uoz
0 U.U lo
1 U.U4/
I u.Uzo
1 U.Uzo
in U.Ujz
iz U.UDo
Zj U. lUZ
0 n moU.UzZ
1 U.UZo
1 0.023
9 0.029
9 0.025
11 0.038
8 0.025
6 0.022
8 0.030
24 0.125
10 0.035
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Table 17 (continued)
start
^cnd lype
0532.577 6533.147 E
0537.483 6538.167 E
O543.074 6543.645 E
o54o.041 6560.988 A
o5o 1.331 6571.486 E
o5 /z.170 6573.311 E
y>j li.lbl 6574.680 E
A^TO TOO05 /o./oo 6579.358 E
05oU.ol3 6581.526 E
05oZ.oyo 6583.580 E
05y/.U35 6592.612 E
^cno 1 or*05^3. lo9 6594.228 E
05^6.013 6599.421 E
OOU5.769 6606.923 E
ooUy.iKXJ 6609.577 E
/I A^L AOOZ4.464 6625.272 E
oo4z.930 6644.083 E
oo51.UOo 6652.162 E
ooyy.U4l 6699.625 A
o/uo.o3u 6709.316 A
0/5U.5Uy 6751.336 A
0 /o4.05U 6785.241 E
oU37.y33 8042.156 E
oU43.Z0/ 8045.073 E
oLWo.o /y 8048.129 E
oU5U. /oy 8052.158 E
OU53.Z /U 8054.242 E
oUOZ.774 8064.383 E
oUO /.3Uu 8068.550 E
oUoy.iUo 8071.051 E
oU/3.yoo 8075.913 E
oncj 111oUo3. 13 / 8084.248 A
onoQ 1 1 n O C\C\f\ C\t^8090.917 E
ono') /I /I /IoUyZ.444 8093.695 E
cno/i 111
o\JyH. Ill 8095.501 A
olUO.014 8108.281 A
c 1 1 A n/; 1ol lo.Uol 8117.033 EQUIA <noil /.45U Olio OOf^01 15.839 A
csoA /lieo3yo.415 oom 1 ^8397.716 E
O/fm 1 0Ao4U 1 . 1 64 O A ^ AC\8402.340 E
8404.508 8405.230 E
8408.699 8410.000 A
8411.301 8414.336 E
8425.175 8427.343 E
8428.065 8429.511 A
8430.667 8431.679 A
Pixels Wa ( A)
6 0.023
7 0.023
6 0.024
132 7.303
90 2.460
11 0.072
9 0.040
6 0.020
9 0.034
7 0.047
6 0.017
10 0.036
8 0.037
11 0.038
6 0.017
8 0.031
11 0.036
11 0.038
6 0.019
^ A24 0.241
o8 0.026
6 0.017
17 0.136
1 A14 0.102
1 f\10 0.071
1
1
0.065
o8 0.035
11 f\ f\A y0.046
10 0.055
15 0.070
15 0.111
9 0.042
1 A14 0.071
1 f\10 0.040
1
1
0.081
1 •I13 0.063
8 0.028
11 0.060
10 0.068
9 0.054
6 0.024
10 0.035
22 0.203
16 0.161
11 0.050
8 0.043
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Table 17 (continued)
'^end Type
8433.847 8436.304 E
8451.334 8452.057 A
8456.103 8457.403 E
8460.727 8462.605 A
8464.340 8466.941 E
8467.230 8469.254 E
8472.867 8474.890 A
8476.335 8477.491 E
8487.319 8488.909 E
8494.400 8495.412 A
8496.135 8499.604 E
8529.953 8530.691 E
8539.850 8551.371 E
8557.280 8558.609 A
8576.334 8577.221 A
8578.846 8579.880 A
8581.652 8582.687 E
8586.675 8587.561 A
8590.663 8591.845 E
8596.719 8597.605 E
8598.049 8598.787 E
8602.332 8604.104 E
8604.548 8605.435 E
8611.048 8612.377 E
8617.694 8621.092 A
8623.455 8624.785 A
8629.808 8630.546 A
8660.294 8676.044 E
8678.444 8684.444 E
8687.294 8690.295 E
8691.345 8692.995 E
8693.295 8694.795 E
8701.245 8704.245 E
8709.196 8710.396 E
8712.046 8714.146 E
8729.147 8731.098 E
8733.947 8735.748 E
8738.448 8739.498 A
8740.698 8742.348 E
8750.299 8752.698 E
8756.449 8757.649 E
8792.646 8793.711 E
8795.995 8797.061 E
8803.910 8807.868 E
8818.677 8819.590 E
8822.787 8825.527 E
Pixels Wa ( A)
18 0.277
6 0.021
10 0.050
14 0.094
19 0.131
15 0.123
15 0.076
9 0.041
12 0.061
8 0.044
25 1.557
6 0.022
79 2.694
10 0.049
7 0.028
8 0.033
8 0.041
7 0.029
9 0.044
<-f7 0.029
6 0.022
13 0.063
7 0.028
10 0.047
24 0.132
10 0.041
6 0.027
1 r\clUo 2.849
A 141 0.362
0.24
1
1 T 0.095
1 1
11 0.047
21 0.118
9 0.039
15 0.085
14 0.067
13 0.089
8 0.030
12 0.049
17 0.106
9 0.042
8 0.041
8 0.039
27 0.199
7 0.034
19 0.190
Continued, next page.
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Table 17 (continued)
^start \
^end
8826.745 8827.658
8835.879 8839.837
8841.512 8842.729
8858.865 8860.540
8861.605 8862.976
8866.325 8868.761
8878.198 8878.960
8883.223 8884.287
8890.376 8892.203
8902.858 8903.925
Type Pixels ( A)
E 7 0.068
E 27 0.213
E 9 0.033
E 12 0.069
E 10 0.043
E 17 0.102
E 6 0.025
E 8 0.033
E 13 0.072
E 8 0.035
103
18. Complete list of residual features for Z CMa.
Start A A Type
3991.652 3992.420 E
3997,729 3998.358 E
3998.498 3999.126 E
4000.523 4000.873 E
4001.851 4002.549 E
4002.759 4003.248 E
4005.273 4005.972 E
4007.858 4008.417 A
4009.813 4010.652 A
4010.792 4011.350 A
4011.490 4011.909 A
4012.189 4012.677 E
4013.027 4013.446 E
4015.681 4016.170 E
4020.990 4021.688 A
4024.483 4026.578 E
4027.765 4028.115 E
4030.376 4031.080 E
4034.243 4034.665 E
4035.298 4035.861 E
4036.775 4037.126 E
4039.938 4040.571 A
4041.555 4042.188 A
4043.383 4044.649 A
4045.282 4047.250 E
4055.688 4056.250 A
4057.586 4057.937 A
4061.731 4062.369 A
4062.723 4065.273 E
4065.486 4068.815 E
4071.082 4072.144 E
4075.828 4076.395 A
4076.820 4078.024 E
4078.378 4078.803 E
4079.016 4079.653 A
4083.903 4084.399 A
4084.966 4085.816 A
4091.745 4092.458 A
4093.029 4100.090 A
4100.304 4108.292 E
4109.719 4110.147 E
4110.504 4112.430 E
4113.500 4113.856 E
4117.280 4117.850 A
4120.011 4120.730 A
4121.521 4121.881 E
Pixels Wa ( A)
1 ^12 0.040
10 0.038
10 0.039
6 0.012
11 0.052
8 0.040
11 0.027
9 0.035
13 0.041
9 0.026
7 0.025
8 0.034
7 0.026
o
8 0.029
11 0.031
31 0.125
6 0.017
11 0.046
1 0.020
9 0.028
6 0.013
10 0.031
10 0.019
19 0.079
29 0.120
9 0.031
{
0 0.020
1 nlU 0.022
0.204
48 0.184
1 £.16 0.060
9 0.028
1 Q18 0.069
7 0.020
10 0.028
o5 0.025
13 0.037
11 0.030
100 1.611
113 1.478
7 0.019
28 0.078
6 0.017
9 0.028
11 0.027
6 0.012
Continued, next page.
Table 18 (continued)
\
'^end Type
4123.031 4124.254 E
4127.633 4128.855 E
4131.373 4132.523 E
4133.889 4134.608 A
4136.190 4136.550 A
4137.916 4138.994 E
4139.138 4139.929 E
4141.655 4143.453 A
4144.244 4144.891 E
4150.688 4151.050 A
4153.367 4154.598 A
4154.743 4155.178 A
4161.549 4162.925 E
4163.287 4164.808 E
4172.411 4173.786 E
4173.931 4174.366 E
4175.886 4176.321 A
4177.407 4181.027 E
4185.787 4187.318 A
4189.725 4190.090 A
4195.195 4195.560 A
4195.706 4196.070 A
4197.675 4198.842 A
4199.572 4200.083 A
4200.228 4200.958 A
4201.687 4202.271 E
4203.583 4204.021 A
4204.167 4204.604 A
4209.710 4210.221 A
4210.439 4210.877 A
4213.325 4214.354 A
4215.089 4216.926 E
4219.204 4219.792 A
4221.556 4225.525 A
4226.407 4228.612 E
4230.449 4231.699 A
4232.140 4235.080 E
4240.847 4243.957 E
4244.697 4246.252 A
4246.475 4247.067 E
4248.399 4249.955 A
4250.547 4251.953 E
4252.323 4253.212 A
4253.878 4254.544 E
4255.952 4256.322 A
4258.173 4258.543 E
Pixels Wa ( A)
18 0.050
18 0.045
17 0.062
11 0.031
6 0.013
16 0.041
12 0.033
26 0.086
10 0.025
6 0.012
18 0.054
7 0.012
20 0.059
22 0.061
20 0.098
7 0.017
7 0.025
51 0.280
22 0.067
6 0.010
6 0.013
6 0.016
17 0.050
8 0.017
11 0.028
9 0.024
7 0.017
7 0.015
8 0.016
7 0.013
15 0.065
26 0.099
9 0.019
55 0.175
31 0.184
18 0.041
41 0.300
43 0.192
22 0.112
9 0.048
22 0.068
20 0.057
13 0.039
10 0.054
6 0.015
6 0.016
Continued, next page.
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Table 18 (continued)
-^start TvDC Pixels
4239.876 4260.320 A 7 0.016
4261.356 4261.949 E 9 0.017
4269.501 4271.204 A 24 0.057y1T71 CIA4271.574 4272.759 E 17 0.055
42/3.116 4273.937 A 12 0.047
A'^nA 1K\42 /4.31U 4274.981 E 10 0.055
42/9.U1U 4282.368 A 46 0.276
42o2.o9U 4289.754 A 93 0.508
42yU.64y i| /X f\C\ ^4299.603 A 121 1.107
43UU.125 4302.811 A 37 0.174
4iU3.1U9 4304.825 A 24 0.172
4304.825 4307.382 A 35 0.260
43U/.6U8 4307.984 E 6 0.025
43U8.285 4313.624 A 72 0.586
A^^ A4314.676 4316.030 E 19 0.074
4318.963 4320.091 A 16 0.034
4321.971 4324.903 A 40 0.260
4325.354 4326.031 E 10 0.033
4326.783 4327.836 A 15 0.055
AO^n one4327.805 4339.016 A 149 3.348
4339.243 4346.514 E 97 1.170
435U.832 4353.181 E 32 0.172
4356.437 4356.816 E 6 0.014
435 /.649 4358.331 E 10 0.022
4358.482 4358.937 E 7 0.012
4359.46/ 4359.846 A 6 0.013
43 /2.651 4374.103 A 20 0.064
43 /4.942 4376.241 E 18 0.054
A10 1 TOO43ol.28U 4382.960 A 23 0.098
4383.189 4386.167 E 40 0.232
4387.695 4391.208 A 47 0.164
4392.124 4394.491 A 32 0.197
4394.644 4396.629 E 27 0.153
4397.928 A 18 0.048
44U0.523 4401.975 E 20 0.047
AAf\A 1014404.291 4405.061 E 11 0.045
4410.216 A A "X C\ A C "X4419.451 E 121 0.566
4428.685 4430.301 A 22 0.052
A A'^'^ Cxi O4432.918 A A*^ C 1 O4435.918 A A r\40 0.122
4437.766 4438.458 E 10 0.024
4440.458 4443.250 A 37 0.178
4443.483 4445.190 E 23 0.097
4451.163 4451.938 E 11 0.032
4454.343 4454.809 A 7 0.014
4458.377 4458.765 A 6 0.012
4463.187 4464.117 A 13 0.040
Continued, next page.
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Table 18 (continued)
TvDe Pixels w» ( A^
"A I, a;
^^Dj.jy 1 4467.918 A 31 0.202AA^Q 1 CI 4468.927 E 11 0.044
A A^ A4474.822 E 32 0.173AAIA OA 1 4478.147 E 42 0.139
44oi.oz2 4482.682 E 12 0.049AAQA ccn A A a ^ ^ Ai'\4485.340 A 11 0.021
44^1. Iz/ 4491.909 E 11 0.033
44y3.ozy A Af\ A ^4494.255 A 9 0.019AAOA QOrt44^4.ooU 4500.823 A 77 0.463
4jU1.oUD 4502.153 A 8 0.019
AKf\< "aco4DUJ.JJO 4506.609 A 17 0.040
4jU/.501 4508.643 E 11 0.048
4J 1U.40J A C 1 A 1 /^r\4514.169 A 48 0.121
4j 14.0 /o 4515.745 E 12 0.041
/I CI A OT74jio.yz/ 4517.952 A 14 0.042
/I C 1 Q 'XT4j lo.ZO / 4519.055 A 11 0.023
/I c 1 Q ^n/: 4520.552 E 13 0.053
4jzl.Uzj 4523.311 E 30 0.105
4DZJ.U44 4527.802 A 36 0.106
4jjl.U34 4533.398 A 31 0.165
/I CI"! /CO/I 4534.186 E 8 0.035
4jj4.oyo 4535.368 E 7 0.017
4j3/.D /d A C^Q A A t4538.441 E 12 0.028
4j4z.Uo / A C A^ A4542.934 E 12 0.032
ilC>4C ATC4J4D.OZJ A CAO A^4548.643 A 39 0.220
A^AQ QAI4346.701 /I CC 1 O^/l4331.264 E 30 0.229
/ICC') O'Ti; /I ceo CAI4333.647 A 17 0.043
4CC/1 QIQ4jj4.ojy /I ccn ino433y.zUo E 56 0.300
AKA.n QCC /tc£0 icn4563.259 A 30 0.154
4D00.4y / A CCA f\a4564.053 E 8 0.022
4jo4.0oy 4565.086 E 6 0.014
/1CAQ CSC 4570.806 A 17 0.062
43 /l.oUU A CT^ ^ ^ A4572.314 E 10 0.035
/I CT) ceo4j /z.jDi ACT^ ^ A'n4573.347 E 11 0.025
/I CT/I A/1
0
43 /o.U4o A CnC O A*^4576.842 E 11 0.028
/1c^^ CTC43 / /.o /j /ICO cc^4582.562 AA 60 0.214
/ICO onn430Z.6UU ACQA 0£.C4584.865 E 27 f\ 1 C\f\0.190
/I coo COT43oy.3y / >i con c\c\o4589.998 E 6 0.020
A f^fYi inc\40U/.J /y 46U8. 1 80 E 11 0.024
461)0.300 4611.784 E 42 r\ % ACi0.148
4616.831 4618.112 E 17 0.055
4618.513 4622.357 E 49 0.155
4624.797 4625.847 A 14 0.037
4626.654 4627.866 A 16 0.051
4628.834 4630.853 E 26 0.104
4633.760 4634.486 E 10 0.023
Continued, next page.
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Table 18 (continued)
lype Pixels Wa (A)
4636.585 4637.635 A 14 0.033
4638.039 4639.089 A 14 0.034
4644.821 4645.628 A 11 0.026
4646.032 4648.778 A 35 0.101
4650.715 4651.604 A 12 0.028
4652.895 4653.703 A 11 0.024
4653.864 4656.044 A 28 0.080
4656.206 4656.609 A 6 0.012
4661.292 4663.714 A 31 0.086
4667.983 4669.855 A 24 0.084
4673.600 4674.169 A 8 0.016
4679.053 4680.274 A 16 0.042
4680.519 4681.902 A 18 0.055A ^ r\ A a A A4694.844 4695.658 E 11 0.031
4696.228 4696.960 E 10 0.024
4702.133 4702.872 A 10 0.021
4703.693 4704.103 A 6 0.012
4704.678 4709.684 A 62 0.223
4713.541 4716.742 A 40 0.103
4727.000 4727.411 A 6 0.013
4727.821 4729.791 A 25 0.076
4732.910 4733.484 A 8 0.017
4734.469 4735.700 A 16 0.038
4735.864 4737.423 A 20 0.058
4737.588 4738.408 A 11 0.022
A'n 14753.159 4753.738 A 8 0.017
4754.980 4759.202 A 52 0.145
4761.354 4763.673 A 29 0.081
4764.500 4765.908 A 18 0.044
4766.156 4767.895 A 22 0.061
4771.951 4772.365 A 6 0.011
4778.657 A 10 0.022
4782.045 4784.883 A 35 0.114
4785.133 4790.725 A 68 0.245
4791.392 4791.976 A 8 0.017
4797.234 4798.319 A 14 0.035
4798.736 4800.656 A 24 0.059
4812.590 4814.593 E 25 0.087
4825.275 4825.776 E 7 0.018
4828.029 4828.780 A 10 0.023
4830.032 4830.700 A 9 0.020
4831.284 4832.453 A 15 0.032
4835.846 4836.435 E 8 0.020
4846.706 4860.092 A 160 5.522
4860.260 4868.848 E 103 2.212
4880.630 4886.830 A 74 0.284
Continued, next page.
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Table 18 (continued)
-^stait TvDe
**oo /.Uoj 4888.699 A 20 0.069
4893.031 A 45 0.154/IfiQQ 4899.741 A 15 0.037
4901.440 A 12 0.030
4904.328 A 30 0.096
AQr\Q D/CC 4911.803 A 45 0.172
idOi o 'jm
"4712.0^ / 4913.502 A 14 0.037
4y 14.331 4914.776 A 6 0.013
4941.103 A 6 0.021AOA^ con 4945.965 A 6 0.034
/I Q/i/con4y4o.J12 4946.746 A 6 0.030
4yDU. /4U 4952.303 A 19 0.070
4yjz.4 / / 4952.998 A 7 0.029
4yj3.l / I 4953.692 A 7 0.030
4yj0. /jl 4957.166 A 6 0.017
4^0 / .JZ4 4968.019 A 9 0.027
4^00.oUU 4969.495 A 9 0.035
4yob'.ooy 4970.103 A 6 0.018
4yoi.jyu 4982.519 E 14 0.041
4yyy.4DU A f\c\r\ c\ c\f4999.885 E 6 0.026
jyjlv.ioy 5010.895 A 7 0.026
er\i /I -3 1 1JU14.31
1
5017.026 A 32 0.191
cni T TOODUl /.zoy CCV^^ ACQ5022.458 E 60 0.836
DUzZ.ooj 5023.246 E 8 0.031
DUZD.UoO 5025.611 E 7 0.025
jU/y.U4U 5079.570 E 7 0.022
cnoi /100jUV1.4oo 5091.933 A 6 0.018
J IUj.o /U 5104.672 A 10 0.034
J IUj.4 /4 5106.632 AA 14 0.050
< 1 no 'j')cJ lUo.jZj c 1 r\f\ ncf\5109.750 A 17 0.066
J IZj.U/Z C 1 TC CIO51Z5.510 AA 6 0.020
<1 OC ADAJ izj.oyo C 1 T/C 1/1151Z0.141 AA 6 0.019
CI < 1 A "30J 1 J 1.4jy c 1 c 1 oon5151.889 E 6 0.014
C 1 CO 0 1 "3J 1 JO.O 1
J
c 1 an 1 cn5167.357 AA 96 t r\c o1.058
c 1 <T om c 1 nr\ CQc5170.686 E 32 f\ A^C0.425
c 1 T 1 nA cJ 1 / 1 .U4J 5174.013 E 34 0.188
C 1 T<C TilDl /O. /1 5177.161 AA 6 0.016
c 1 ^n ocn 5182.197 AA 21 0.121
51oZ.647 5184.355 E 20 0.129
5196.894 5198.619 E 20 0.146
5203.429 5203.883 A 6 0.020
5205.607 5206.062 E 6 0.020
5208.058 5208.602 E 7 0.027
5210.055 5210.781 E 9 0.028
5219.585 5220.220 E 8 0.025
5226.029 5228.389 E 27 0.169
Continued, next
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Table 18 (continued)
Asiait A T'vTV Wa ( A)
3233.472 5235.377 E 22 0.155
3235.780 5236.514 E 9 0.028
3236.789 5237.339 E 7 0.025
323 /.7Uo 5238.531 E 10 0.036
323y.yUo 5240.364 E 6 0.019
3240.5U7 5247.148 E 8 0.022
3233.41HJ 5255.950 E 7 0.018
3267.319 5268.235 A 11 0.055
3268.969 5270.895 E 22 0.131
3271.903 5272.636 A 9 0.023
5273.370 5274.653 A 15 0.046
5275.387 5276.670 E 15 0.098
5281.254 5281.713 A 6 0.016
5283.546 5285.472 E 22 0.108
5296.781 5297.243 A 6 0.019
5299.092 5299.924 A 10 0.037
3300.664 5301.218 A 7 0.020
3301.958 5302.697 A 9 0.032
5302.975 5303.529 A 7 0.020
5315.362 5318.505 E 35 0.335
CI 'I 1 f\C\ A5321.094 5321.649 A 7 0.018
5322.758 5323.405 A 8 0.023
5325.994 5326.733 A 9 0.036
5327.473 5328.767 E 15 0.074
5335.977 5338.405 E 27 0.114
5340.366 5340.926 E 7 0.022
5361.937 5363.525 E 18 0.110
5369.407 5370.248 A 10 0.037
33 /0.993 CT71 f\^r\5371.929 E 11 0.042
53/3.664 5376.131 E 6 0.015
3396.400 5397.625 E 14 0.058
5399.040 5399.511 A 6 0.015
c A o An5403.847 C AC\A CC\^5404.506 A 8 0.023
C>lAC '^^15405.261 5406.392 E 13 0.052
5421.380 5421.946 A 7 0.022
5422.134 e A^^ A 18 0.072
C A TT A5424.774 5425.528 E 9 0.022
5429.205 5430.053 E 10 0.036
C A A A ^Ci^5444.287 5446.001 A 19 0.073
5446.572 5447.905 E 15 0.049
5448.762 5449.333 E 7 0.020
5450.952 5451.904 E 11 0.029
5454.951 5456.951 E 22 0.073
5461.711 5462.283 A 7 0.021
5462.568 5463.235 A 8 0.019
5475.042 5475.708 A 8 0.023
Continued, next page.
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Table 18 (continued)
Astart lype Pixels Wa (A)
5514.574 5515.055 E 6 0.020
5526.014 5527.168 E 13 0.052
5534.283 5535.725 E 16 0.093
5579.459 5580.916 A 16 0.049CC O 1 A5581.402 5581.984 A 7 0.018
5588.687 5589.464 A 9 0.023
5601.131 5601.916 A 9 0.030
5602.209 5602.896 A 8 0.026
5616.824 5617.314 A 6 0.015
5633.890 5634.675 A 9 0.024
5657.625 5658.814 E 13 0.045
"3 r> r\r\.5710.299 5711.000 A 8 0.028
5780.035 5780.743 A 8 0.027
5781.451 5781.957 E 6 0.017
5782.665 5783.170 E 6 0.019
5804.005 5810.276 A 63 0.217
5823.424 5823.930 A 6 0.015
5824.132 5825.144 A 11 0.037
5862.684 5863.399 E 8 0.020
5865.647 5867.385 E 18 0.053
5878.217 5889.356 A 110 3.342
5891.093 5895.283 A 42 1.523
5896.203 5898.553 E 24 0.335
5990.812 5991.958 E 12 0.057
6136.701 6137.980 E 13 0.051
6139.259 6140.645 A 14 0.066
6147.039 6150.982 E 38 0.221
6158.368 6160.307 E 19 0.066
6160.954 6162.354 E 14 0.053
6190.574 6192.405 E 18 0.096
6202.638 6203.392 A 8 0.022
6215.563 6216.317 E 8 0.021
6220.599 6221.362 A 8 0.024
6233.998 6234.542 A 6 0.016
6237.810 6240.642 E 27 0.135
^^ A ^ ^ Af\
6249.683 E 28 0.129
6251.971 6252.733 E 8 0.022
6257.090 6259.269 E 21 0.079
6261.121 6262.101 E 10 0.031
6267.875 6268.746 E 9 0.025
6268.964 6269.726 E 8 0.023
6341.453 6342.996 A 15 0.050
6357.761 6359.745 E 19 0.057
6361.508 6363.932 E 23 0.098
6365.779 6367.339 A 15 0.046
6367.562 6368.342 A 8 0.029
Continued, next page.
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Table 18 (continued)
Pixels Wa (A)
6392.743 6393.635 E 9 0.029
6399.317 6401.211 E 18 0.061
6416.476 6417.812 E 13 0.052
6429.958 6434.191 E 39 0.262
6440.258 6441.048 A 8 0.024
^ A Af\ ^^/^6449.279 6450.631 E 13 0.039A ce AC\r\6455.480 6458.073 E 24 0.188
6467.770 6469.800 A 19 0.061
6470.025 6471.378 A 13 0.036
6472.619 6473.746 A 11 0.034
6481.752 6482.767 E 10 0.032
6514.907 6517.531 E 24 0.246
6538.411 6560.432 A 194 7.563
6560.774 6582.111 E 188 15.081
6592.858 6593.435 E 6 0.017
6614.093 6615.016 E 9 0.030
6624.364 6626.095 E 16 0.056
6644.906 6646.060 A 11 0.037
6705.828 6709.681 A 34 0.195
6714.701 6716.687 E 18 0.075
6718.204 6718.905 E 7 0.021
6753.242 6753.950 E 7 0.021
6783.720 6784.429 E 7 0.021
8046.438 8048.661 E 17 0.085
8068.247 8069.637 E 11 0.057
8070.331 8071.304 E 8 0.034
8075.193 8075.888 E 6 0.026
8090.891 8093.252 E 18 0.083
8129.510 8130.204 A 6 0.042
8393.354 8395.521 A 16 0.106
8410.841 8414.310 E 25 0.242
a A^^ r\i^^8425.003 8427.460 E 18 0.128
8433.241 8437.576 E 31 0.322
8437.865 8440.322 E 18 0.088
8442.635 8448.994 E 45 1.015
8464.457 8470.383 E 42 0.340
8489.604 8495.239 A 40 0.517
8495.528 8499.431 E 28 3.393
8532.143 8538.198 A 42 0.316
8538.789 8550.312 E 79 5.899
8550.606 8551.346 E 6 0.021
8579.115 8580.148 A 8 0.031
8596.987 8599.499 E 18 0.150
8610.873 8612.940 E 15 0.068
8617.815 8621.360 A 25 0.121
8623.575 8624.462 A 7 0.027
Continued, next page.
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Table 18 (continued)
-^start TvDe w, ( A^
OOD4.607 8659.066 A 29 0.451
8668.218 E 59 4.887O/CTO n 1 o 8676.018 E 15 0.092QC.Q 1 >l 1 OOOOI.4I0 8683.969 E 18 0.104
0007.269 8690.268 E 21 0.166
0/35.120 8736.170 E 8 0.029
0 /4o.J /U 8752.971 E 45 0.379
8804.493 8808.755 E 29 0.259
8822.455 8825.804 E 23 0.185
8837.373 8839.962 E 18 0.111
8859.294 8864.470 E 35 0.347
8866.601 8868.123 E 11 0.049
8891.413 8892.326 E 7 0.028
113
Table 19. Complete list of residual features for FU On.
type
3990.170 3990.589 A
3991.078 3991.777 A
3991.986 3992.405 A
3992.615 3993.243 A
^ C\r\^ r\ A3993.942 3994.431 A
3994.850 3995.828 A
3996.876 3997.225 A
3997.993 3998.343 E
3998.762 3999.251 A
3999.460 3999.949 E
4000.298 4000.997 A
4001.975 4003.163 E
4003.372 4004.140 E
4004.979 4005.677 A
4006.515 4007.284 A
4008.471 4008.960 A
4009.169 4009.798 A
4010.636 4011.824 A
4011.964 4012.662 A
4012.802 4013.291 E
4013.710 4014.408 A
4015.386 4015.875 E
4016.085 4016.434 E
4016.644 4017.691 A
4019.927 4020.695 A
4021.463 4022.232 A
A CX'^ O f\f\t\4023.000 4023.699 A
402439/ 4025.096 A
4025.655 4026.144 E
4026.702 4027.261 A
4027.680 4028.658 A
4029.357 4029.776 A
4029.798 4030.853 A
4031.556 4033.665 A
4034.017 4034.720 A
4034.860 4035.423 E
4035.985 4036.759 E
4037.181
A n A A ^
4038.446 E
4040.134 4041.399 A
4041.961 4042.313 E
4043.157 4043.579 E
4043.719 4046.039 A
4046.461 4046.883 E
4047.586 4048.360 E
4049.274 4049.906 E
4051.031 4051.945 E
Pixels Wa ( A)
7 0.054
11 0.057
7 0.026
10 0.030
8 0.029
15 0.048
6 0.013
6 0.018
8 0.024
8 0.060
11 0.044
18 0.130
12 0.044
11 0.090
12 0.053
8 0.022
10 0.046
18 0.100
11 0.087
8 0.045
11 0.047
8 0.022
6 0.027
16 0.065
12 0.073
12 0.071
11 0.065
11 0.060
o
0 0.034
9 0.032
15
r\ r\r\r\
0.090
7 0.050
16 0.088
31 0.150
11 0.072
9 0.036
1 ^
12 0.050
19 0.065
19 0.085
6 0.027
7 0.014
34 0.250
7 0.029
12 0.057
10 0.041
14 0.077
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Table 19 (continued)
Astait Type Pixels Wa (A)
4052.859 4053 477 9 0.043
4054.266 4054 688 p 7 0.020
4060.087 4060 795 tL 11 0.039
4061.008 4061 999 15 0.061
4062.141 4062 63fi AA o8 0.026
4063.912 4066 94Q p 34 0.178
4066.532 4067 170 A 10 0.035
4067.524 4070 2 1
6
p 39 0.182
4070.358 4070 783 AA 7 0.023
4070.925 4072 199 AA 1 n19 0.122
4072.412 4073 475 p 116 0.043
4073.900 4074 4fifi p 9 0.025
4074.821 4075 316 A/A Qo 0.022
4075.741 4078 292 Ar\ 0.259
4079.000 4079 991 ArV 0.062
4080.842 4081 833 P 1 cID 0.057
4083.321 4083 746 A 1 U.U22
4087.500 4088 350 p 1 'X U.Ujz
4091.016 4091 872 P 1
J
U.U4z
4092.300 4092 656 A/A 0 u.ulo
4093.013 4094 582 F u. 1 jz
4096.508 4097 935 XL 01Zl n 1 1 c
4098.077 4101 500 A 4Q 1 nn«l.UUj
4101.786 4109 204 F 1 1 on1 . izu
4109.917 4111.130 F 1Rlo u.u /u
4111.344 4111.915 F Q n ri'^nU.UjU
4113.198 4114 268 F n nfii
4115.410 4116 052 F in n fT^nU.UJU
4117.549 4117.906 F u
4118.405 4118.905 A o n n35
4122.656 4123.015 A A n ni?
4124.022 4124.957 E 14 n 041
4125.820 4126.395 A Q 0 041
4126.754 4127.258 E o 0 025
4128.121 4129.127 E 0 078
4131.141 4131 788 F 10 0 048
4132.003 4132 507 A fio
4132.723 4133 226 F fio V/.V/Z.U
4133.441 4135 096 A 24 0 128
4135.311 4136.246 E 14 0.036
4136.677 4137.612 A 14 0.068
4138.691 4139.410 E 11 0.026
4139.698 4140.489 A 12 0.051
4141.352 4144.371 A 43 0.289
4144.587 4144.946 E 6 0.017
4145.378 4146.241 A 13 0.043
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Table 19 (continued)
Astart A TVtv*
4147.248 4148.039 A
A "A AO 10^4148.183 4148.614 E
A t AO c\r\ 14148.901 4149.764 A
4150.745 4151.686 E
/I 1 CI C\'~l
^
4151.976 4152.338 A
4152.627 4153.496 E
4153.930 4154.582 A
A 1 C/l OT^4154.872 4155.886 E
/1 1 c/c non4156.030 4156.754 A
4156.972 4157.841 E
yl 1 CO '^r\o4158.203 4158.565 E
A 1 CO oc>t4158.854 4159.216 A
4159.579 4160.158 E
A '\ CI 1 T 14161.171 4161.678 A
4161.896 4163.054 E
4163.271 4164.140 A
4164.864 4165.806 A
A 1 iCii r\ric4166.095 4166.530 E
4166. 747 4167.978 A
A 1 <o /in 4170.150 A
^ 1 'ir\ CO /I41 /0.584 4170.947 A
/1 1 T 1 10 ^41 /l.jsl 4172.540 A
41 IZ.yyjZ 4174.060 A
A 1 'T/i /con41 74.639 4178.042 A
41 laJol 4179.491 A
A 1 C/1 OTT 4186.208 E
4166.500 4187.594 A
/I 1 00 1 TV4I06.I 77 4188.907 E
/1 1 on A 1041^0.438 4190.949 E
4iyi.z41 >i 1 r\ 1 0^ A4191.824 A
A 1 Ql H/f 1 4193.283 E
/1 1 OA T2 1 4194.596 E
A 1 Q/1 C 1 C4iy4.oi5 A 1 nc 00c4195.835 A
A 1 C\£i OCT4196.857 A
4iy /.U70 4197.659 E
4iy 7.o7o /1 1 no mi4198.972 A
4z00.zl2 4201.160 AA
yiOni lAA4ZU1. 744 4202.4 73 AA
4zOZ. 765 4203.203 E
4203.567 4203.932 A
4204.953 4205.391 A
4205.536 4206.338 E
4206.558 4207.068 A
4207.360 4208.308 E
4208.527 4209.183 A
4209.913 4210.788 A
Pixels Wa ( A)
1 ^12 0.054
7 0.040
1
0
13 0.105
1 A14 0.079
6 0.018
1 113 0.073
10 0.045
15 0.091
11 0.063
113 0.058
6 0.013
6 0.018
9 0.033
8 0.026
17 0.098
113 0.081
1 A14 0.063
1 0.022
1lo 0.096
TCz5 0.110
0 0.014
1 7
n nnn0.099
1 1
1 7
nm 10.071
AQ4o n oon0.339
1 1
1
1
n nc<i0.056
zu n nno0.098
1 ti16 0.063
1
1 0.046
Q n mc0.025
Qy n nonO.OjO
lo U.076
0 n m A0.014
1 cIj n nciU.U51
Q n mc0.025
n n noT
10 n moU.U/o
^A14 nm 1U.U7
1
11 n n/i 00.048
7 0.026
6 0.018
7 0.023
12 0.069
8 0.028
14 0.076
10 0.039
13 0.055
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Table 19 (continued)
Aend TvDC Pixels w A I. a;
AO 1 1 91Q 4212.426 A 9 0.033
4216.174 A 45 0.521
4216.910 E 8 0.03540 1 n on/I 4218.232 A 15 0.074
A'y 1 8 Ann 4220.805 A 31 0.142
HZZ 1 .UZJ 4221.467 E 7 0.0204901 '7<;iHZZ 1 . / 0
1
4227.861 A 84 0.8454990 n'xn 4233.814 A 66 0.532
4234.402 E 6 0.015
49"^*; 91 1 4239.841 A 64 0.41449 "30 IQA 4241.201 A 20 0.115
A*^ A^ 14243.126 A 17 0.106
A^ A ^ ^t^f^4243.793 A 7 0.022
4247.643 A 39 0.427
49/l'7 OQ1hZ4 /. /y 1 4251.123 A 46 0.371
49<:i on
^ZoLyj/ 4256.602 A 64 0.67149 <T A/K4Zj / .Uho 4257.638 E 9 0.05049^0 o<rt4ZD /.ooU 4258.749 A 13 0.08049<Q A/I C 4259.489 E 7 0.013
49^Q C<Q 4260.896 A 15 0.132
49/^1 4262.303 A 11 0.050
49^9 4^1 4263.191 E 11 0.042
4Z04.J /O 4Zo4J4o A 6 0.018
49A^ (x'XA 4266.375 E 11 0.027
4zoo.yo / 4268.004 A 15 0.058
40^Q 1 fiC4zoy. loo A /m4Z i\jAj11 AA 13 0.038
4070 ITJHZ /U.J / J 4Z/Z.15U AA 25 0.215
4090 no4Z /Z.J /z 4272.742 E 6 0.022
4070 Q<1HZ /z.yj 1 4275.413 A 34 0.367
4Z /O.UlU 4276.681 E 10 0.032
40T7 100HZ / /. izy yinn 1 /fo42/9.143 E 28 0.115
409Q "JAOHZ iy.50/ 42o 1.232 AA 26 0.192
40Q 1 "30 1HZol.Jol /tool C\f\A4281.904 E 8 0.028
4080 109HZOZ. IZ / /1O0O OT/I42o2.o/4 AA 11 0.060
408'3 nooHZOJ.UV / /ioe/i a/;t42o4.Uo/ b 1 A14 f\ r\r\r\0.099
4084 lA/; A'^Q/^ oca42oO. /jj AA 33 0.154
4089 ^O/lHZo /.J /4 4ZyU.334 AA 38 0.300
/lOQA e<:<Hzyu.ojo /1000 n/i/c4292.945 AA 29 0.135
/IOQ'2 C/IO 4294.062 AA 16 0.106
4Z95.4Uo 4295.930 E 8 0.025
4296.229 4304.809 A 116 0.956
4304.809 4315.336 A 141 1.684
4315.562 4316.389 E 12 0.083
4317.367 4318.044 E 10 0.036
4318.270 4319.247 A 14 0.079
4320.149 4321.352 A 17 0.135
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Table 19 (continued)
AsUit Acnd Type Pixels Wx (A)
4'^99 1 sn 4jz/.szO A 76 0.729
4329.833 E 8 0.024
HJ jU. 1 jO ^ lor* 010 A 10 0.043
4333.393 E 32 0.119
4334.1KXJ E 6 0.013
T-J J'f . 1 J 1 /1 0 0 ic 14336.196 E 28 0.198
A^Ar\ 1 oc4340.135 A 51 1.133
Hj'tU.OOO 4343.998 E 45 0.504
4'544 A^'X 434o.34o E 26 0.219
4'54fi 940 4349.9oz E 24 0.101
43jZ.331 A 28 0.133
/loco mrv43j3. / /U E 6 0.016
4'5^4 148 43j0.4zU AA 31 0.141
4'5^a 087HJJO.UO / A^^n «o430U.003 AA 35 0.159
43o4.LHJo A 24 0.107
4'5fi^ QQ1 4300.0UZ A 9 0.025
/10/CQ no43oo.lz9 AA 12 0.061
4'5^8 1^8 43o9.u4o E 10 0.058
4*5^0 07^HJOy.Z /J /10/;q o/co43o9.9oz AA 10 0.033
4'37n 77^/U. /ZO 43/1.469 AA 11 0.036
4'577 ^<;Q40 1A.jjy ylOTC 70143/j.Z31 AA 36 0.284
Allfi 01A43/o.o34 b 6 0.020
A'Xll 14n /1077 CQQ43 / i.jyo A 7 f\ r\'\ '~t0.017
d'XlR Ql'XtJ / 0.7 / J 4-284 14j0'f. lOj AA 09 U.Duj
4-204 77< 4-28^ 4A-2 AA 1 n U.U4Z
4-28^ 4^A 1
1
1
t\ nco
A'Xflf, f.f\QHJOO.DU7 4'287 70/^ AA 10 0 O07U.u3 /
HJO / .0 / 0 4'207 n-21 AA <t8JO n 007U.3U/
tJ7Z.JOJ 4-20^ 777/ /Z AA 4-243 0 /177U.4ZZ
4-207 -27*;437 /.3 /O E. 1 -213 0 CSAK
4'?Q7 A81 4-2O8 8774370.oZ/ AA 1
A
10 n n07U.UoZ
44U1.4Z3 AA 0131 0 1 OQu. loy
44ni BfK 4/107 77144UZ. /Zl XL 1
0
13 0 077u.u/z
4407 B80 44Uy.O 14 AA Q1yi 0 n(^^U. / OJ
441 n AA1 441 1 ^08 AA 17IZ 0 07Qu.uzy
4417 ^08 441 "2 701 XL 10lU 0 041
4414 ^no 441 ^ 740 AA 171 / 0 1 ^7
441 A 4'2'2 AA^ 8^10
'Vi I O.J lU AA 78Zo 0 1Q^
4470 7an 4470 07-2 A/\ in
4471 "2^7 AAIA 787
^FfZH.ZOZ At\ yy
4424.436 4425.975 A 21 0.104
4426.282 4426.667 E 6 0.018
4426.898 A 10 0.035
4427.898 4428.360 E 7 0.027
4429.361 4430.900 A 21 0.113
4432.824 4436.594 A 50 0.278
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Table 19 (continued)
-^stait
^end TvDe
4437.749 A
AAA(\ 4444.475 A
AAA c ni o 4445.483 E
AAA(^ icn 4447.810 A
4440.U42 4448.741 E
A A AO OT^4448.973 4450.990 A
44DZ.154 4453.706 A
44DJ.601 4460.532 A
44o 1 .U75 4463.557 A
/l/K'2 QUO440J.000 4465.187 A
AAf.^ T)0440j. IZy 4469.996 A
AAirs 1^144 /U. ID 1 4471.625 A
44 / j.4Uy 4474.030 E
44/4.41 / A A^ A Cif\e'4474.805 A
AAn<. KAQ44 /j.j4y A A^^ ^4476.253 A
44 /0.044 44/ /.no E
AAIQ COO 4480.163 A
AAQ1 C1C A A Ci A ^T^"4484.776 A
/l/l Qc /( on44oj.4oU 4487.200 A
A A Ql cn 1445 1 4491.892 A
/1/1Q1 Q1(\44y/.63U A A AAA4497.444 A
/1/1Q0 1 /IT44^6.14/ 4502.057 A
A ^f\1 T2n4DUJ.Z3U 4503.934 E
4DUO. 1/j 4507.296 A
4jU /.J J 1 A COO O^O A
HJU7.0 1 / /I CI O /COC4j IU.oUj AA
Hj lU. /Oj /I CI C QOC AA
4^1 ^Q^ 4C1 Q QCQ AA
4^1Q S1
1
4C7n 7714jZU. / /
1
AA
4^91 SAOHDL 1 .jOU 4C7'J TOO4jZ3.Zy3 AA
HjZ*t. lOU 4jzy.yyz AA
4JjU.j44 /ICJA "JTC4jJO.j/j AA
4jJO.JoZ /ic/17 no4Mz. iZo AA
4j4j. /oj AZAA OOO4j44.oUo AA
AKAA on4344.o 1/ /I ceo 1 oc AA
4jjU.Z574 /I ceo ^oi b
4SS1 7744jj 1. /Z4 /I CC7 OO/l AA
/ICC/I Q714jj4.oz1 A
4S<>S 710JJ.Z 1 7 4CCA 4in AA
/ICC/: tiA9. /i CC7 1 7C43J /.IZj b
4558.079 4559.111 A
4559.985 4561.097 A
4561.335 4564.433 A
4565.068 4566.181 A
4567.134 4567.849 E
4570.550 4572.457 A
Pixels Wa ( A)
1 A14 0.045
COJO 0.362
/ 0.024
7 1
zl 0.067
1 O10 0.031
27 0.157
7 1Zl 0.088
Q7o/ 0.503
11 0.167
lo 0.116
c/;Do 0.586
70ZU O 1 >1 oU.143
Q O OT7U.0z7
0 O 01 TU.Ul /
iolU o r\is
Q o oo 10.031
71Zi O OOO
17
1 /
O O/C 10.061
71Zj o oco
CADo O 7C7U.ZD /
ou o oocU.jiD
CI n AAnU.44 /
in n 070
n HAiU.UO 1
lO n 106U. lUO
1
1
X 1 n o'\fiyj.yjjo
66\J\J 0 44"^
31
•J 1 n 977
17 n ins
ZJ n 1 Rf\KJ. I OO
Ij 0 414
ID 0 684
AftHO 0 71S
14 0 061U.UO 1
fSi. 0 718U. / 10
o 0 01 SU.Ul J
17 0 0Q7yj.yjy i
91Zl O 998U.ZZo
16 0.087
7 0.025
14 0.068
15 0.061
40 0.330
15 0.066
10 0.035
25 0.215
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Table 19 (continued)
A Tvnp Wa (. A)
4d IZ.W5 4573.965 E 17 0.089
4574.601 4574.998 A 6 0.016
4575.315 4575.951 E 9 0.030
4576.746 4577.699 E 13 0.061A C~IO A4578.334 4578.890 A 8 0.021
4579.605 4580.479 A 12 0.038
>l CO 1 % C\ A4581.194 4584.292 A 40 0.201
4588.218 4588.618 E 6 0.149
A CCiC\ A f\r\4589.499 4590.460 A 13 0.068
4591.262 4592.864 A 21 0.124
A CCi'^ t O A4593.184 4598.710 A 70 0.467
4599.432 4608.002 A 108 0.638
4610.726 4611.847 A 15 0.049
4612.408 4614.090 A 22 0.115
4615.691 4617.053 A 18 0.073
/I ^ 1 T A e A4617.454 4617.934 E 7 0.026
4618.415 4619.456 A 14 0.071
4621.058 4621.619 E 8 0.025
4621.859 4623.381 A 20 0.080
4624.780 4629.947 A 65 0.323
4631.965 4634.630 A 34 0.138
4635.276 4641.816 A 82 0.451
A A*^ r\c
a
4642.058 4652.716 A 133 0.759
4653.847 4657.479 A 46 0.227
A aen oo4657.883 4658.287 E 6 0.015
A ac 1 1 14661.1 13 4664.343 A 41 0.149
4666.175 4669.105 A 37 0.197
4669.675 A ^^f\ A c\r\4670.489 A 11 0.031
4o/U,8y6 4671.628 E 10 0.031
4672.117 4675.454 A 42 0.143
Anno nco46/8.058 4682.779 A 59 0.240
4687.256 4688.070 A 11 0.032
4688.233 4688.640 A 6 0.015
A cc\r\ f\i r\4690.919 4691.733 A 11 0.033
4694.026 4696.536 E 22 0.062
469 /.1 87 A ^ c r\A4697.594 E 6 0.012
4698.408 4698.977 A 8 0.020
4699.817 4701.705 A 24 0.103
A 'Hdn A AO4702.443 4703.675 A 16 0.078
4704.085 4710.732 A 82 0.421
4711.717 4716.396 A 58 0.249
4717.544 4718.283 A 10 0.026
4721.648 4723.700 A 26 0.073
4726.326 4730.511 A 52 0.276
4730.675 4731.907 A 16 0.075
4732.727 4734.451 A 22 0.091
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Table 19 (continued)
Astait
-^end Type Pixels Wa (A)
4735 354 t / J /.Hoo A 27 0.141
4739 812 A 29 0.115
4742 460 4749 Q<;7 A 7 0.015
4744.282 474A 1 8^H /HO. ioO AA 24 0.090
4751 402 4759 79fi" / JZ. /zo AA 17 0.055
4753 554 4754 R7Q AA 17 0.081
4755 044 475Q Q9Q AA 6U 0.276
4760 591• ' \J\J9^^ M. 4761 00^ A 0 0.016
4761.171 4769 QQ9 AA ZJ 0.085
4763 737 47^iQ n"?/; AA 65 0.311
4771 105 477"^ 8'?7 AA 34 0.138
4775 907 477/^ 48^H / /O.HoO AA o0 0.020
AllQ ^01 477Q 7Qfi AA / 0.027
4779 857 4780 '^^8 AA / 0.035
4781.443 4784 363 Al\ JO U. 16z
4785 031 4787 368 At\ 9Qzy n 1 CO
4787 785 4793 196 Ar\ Oj r\ 9QT
4796.214 4797 216 At\ 1
J
4797 633 4801 055 At\ 49'IZ n 1 Qiu. ly /
4804 393 4805 561 At\ 1 c1 n 088U.Uoo
4806 479 480Q 567 ArV '*8jO n 17AU. 1 /o
4809 984 481 1 1 53HO 11. luj A/A 1
«
Ij n n^9
4814 825 4816 077HO 1 u.u / / At\ lO
4818 747 481Q 415HO 1 7.H 1
J
l-> Q n ni 8U.U lo
4823 087 4824 506 At\ 1810
4828 178 4829 596 A/A 18lO n 0^7
4830 765 4833 102 A 9Q 0 190\J. 1 zw
4836 921 4837 427 F 7 0 099
4838 353 4841 131 A 34JH 0 147
4842 057 4844 920 A 35 0 142
4847 529 4849 044 A 19 0 084
4854 938 4861 000 A 73 1 988
4861 252 4868 155 E 83 0 730
4868 576 4870 597 F 25 0 081
4870 849 4872 196 A 17/ 0 069
4872 786 4873 291 7 0018
4873 543 4874 217 A Q 0 021
4875 175 4876 874 A 21 0 078
4877 043 4877 553 F 7 0.020
4877 723 4878 657 A 12 0.052
4878.912 4879.506 E 8 0.020
4880.101 4906.178 A 308 1.792
4906.518 4912.293 A 69 0.423
4914.757 A 28 0.137
4939.779 4940.213 A 6 0.041
4941.168 4942.297 A 14 0.083
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Table 19 (continued)
Astait \
r IXCiS Wa ( A)
AC\A A o4944.728 4946.725 A 24 0.125
4956.015 4956.797 E 10 0.037
4956.971 4958.012 A 13 0.095
4958.360 4958.968 E 8 0.028
4961.398 4961.833 A 6 0.017
ACi/lA4yo4.7o5 4966.782 A 24 0.127
4967.129 4973.467 A 74 0.377
4974.422 4979.284 A 57 0.300
498 1 .542 4982.410 A 11 0.031
4982.584 4983.105 A 7 0.021
4983.365 4984.060 A 9 0.030
4985.015 4985.883 A 11 0.060
4988.575 4989.704 A 14 0.045
4990.572 4991.614 A 13 0.052
A c\c\ 1 14991.961 4992.916 E 12 0.056
4994.826 4995.782 E 12 0.038
4996.997 4997.431 A 6 0.020
5000.448 5001.061 E 8 0.034
5002.375 5002.813 E 6 0.016
5007.807 5008.595 E 10 0.044
5010.785 5011.485 E 9 0.052
5012.537 5012.975 E 6 0.023
5013.413 5014.289 A 11 0.035
5015.866 5018.844 A 35 0.537
5019.106 5019.895 E 10 0.041
CfV^f\ ICO5020.158 5020.946 E 10 0.035
5022.085 5022.786 A 9 0.030
cm/1 o/co5024.363 5025.063 A 9 0.030
5025.239 5025.764 A 7 0.019
5026.991 5028.479 A 18 0.066
5030.494 5031.107 A 8 0.023
5031.721 5032.247 E 7 0.029
5035.225 5036.364 A 14 0.066
5037.853 5039.692 A 22 0.092
5040.831 5041.707 A 11 0.045
5047.664 5049.766 A 25 0.121
5049.760 5050.467 A 9 0.037
5051.616 5052.147 A 7 0.025
5053.473 5054.091 A 8 0.024
Cf\^ A ^ A A5064.344 5065.493 A 14 0.060
5066.466 5067.791 A 16 0.063
5068.410 5069.294 A 11 0.046
5071.769 5072.830 A 13 0.068
5074.244 5075.039 A 10 0.032
5075.216 5075.658 A 6 0.020
5076.012 5076.542 A 7 0.028
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Table 19 (continued)
Astart
-^end Type Pixels Wv (A)
A 12 0.046
J lUl .
X
IJ CI n 1 winjlUl.977 E 10 0.033
J i\Jj. I JJ c 1 r»c /I CIjHJD.45z A 27 0.098
J lUo.lz4 A 12 0.041
SI no 777 c 1 m 1 ojllU.olo A 11 0.036
SI 1 1 HAI C 1 1 1 c/v^5111.509 E 6 0.018
< 1 1 C CsCi51 15.963 A 18 0.061
S17n 417 51ZJ.oUz A 39 0.152
SI 74 (\r\A 51zo.zU7 A 19 0.077
C 1 QfW^5 iz /.yuu AA 17 0.073
S17fi S7'l c 1 lo TTi AA 15 0.097
Sl'^n S77 dll <C7 AA 12 0.039
< 1 17 AQO A 13 0.048
Sl'io nss <i ic coo b 7 0.023
CI OQ '7/)Q AA 10 0.041
SI 40 174 5 14U.0Z4 h 6 0.027
'kXA.'X '577 CI /lO "VTI5143. / / I E 6 0.023
S14A "370 CI /lic oon514o.oz9 AA 6 0.019
SI 47 77Q c 1 /I o ioo5140.0Z0 AA 11 0.049
S 1 S7 SQ<J 1jZ.joj C 1 c o ni C5153.Uj5 E 6 0.023
S 1 A7 1 1 fi C 1 <Q COO AA 0 >184 0.862
S17n "307 C 1 7'5 "JAA51 /J.JOU AA 34 0.419
SI 80 4^S C 1 84 477J 1 o4.4ZZ AA /I c45 0.876
S 1 84 877J 1 OH.O /
Z
S 1 8/^ 400J 1O0.4UU AA 1
0
lo 0.091
S 1 87 O'^O SI 80 4S8 AA 70ZO f\ 1 on
S1Q1 Slfi SI 07 0/^0 AA 1
7
1 / n moU.U/o
S 1 Q4 Qf^S SI OS Q/;'^ AA 1 7iz n f\A 0
S108 OSI At\ 10 n (YinVjXj 1
1
S1Q8 '^7'^ S 1 08 777 0 0 01 Q
S700 QS^ S701 fsr>JZUI.OOZ iL Q n mo
S701 0S4 S707 771jZUZ. / /
1
AA 10lU n mc
S70'3 S87 S700 0'31 AA 01 u.4zl
S777 784^ZZZ.Zo^ S777 1 8SjZZ /. loD AA cc55 n 77'3
S777 S4aJZZ / .J^O S778 1 84DZZo. 164 IL 00 U.UJ4
S77Q S4S CTOfi 071jZjU.Z / AA Qy U.UZO
S7'37 "^SQ S7'31 7A7 AA 1
1
1 0 oso
S7'34 OS'? S7'3S 7^"? AA 14I'f 0 OAI
S740 S7S S741 1^7JZHl. 10/ 00 0 07'^
<74A 7<Q S747 407jZH / .H7Z A/\ Q 0 040
S74Q ^Q"? S7S0 74'3 AA 7 0 017U.Ul /
5254.368 5255.285 A 11 0.039
5255.743 5256.293 E 7 0.026
5261.611 5264.820 A 36 0.146
5268.029 5269.221 A 14 0.053
5269.587 5270.046 A 6 0.022
5271.054 5271.788 E 9 0.034
Continued, next page.
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Table 19 (continued)
-^start Aend Type Pixels Wx ( k)
S974 dAf^ jz/o.37z A 22 0.099
JZ /0. 1 Do jz 77.563 E 10 0.047
JZ /O.J // 5279.305 E 9 0.028
5282.239 A 12 0.055
5284.348 A 12 0.045
jzo / .owo 5zoo.yy3 A 16 0.048
5zy3.yo4 A 21 0.079
5jUj.U4J A 97 0.537
JJ 1 J.jV / C0 1 n nocjjI /.vjy5 AA 41 0.275
<'Ii 0 9Q7 jjZz. /34 A 49 0.196
S'*7'5 474 07/1 /ionjjZ4.4yU AA 12 0.054
^'^9'^ '599J jZj.jZZ J jZo. /4j AA 38 0.169
JJZ7.00 / jjjU.314 AA 8 0.023
J jjZ. IDj JJ3J.Z/2 AA 13 0.048
^'X'Xl 891JJJ / .oZ i 5j3o.5oo E 9 0.031
*»'5'5Q 999 AA 7 0.023
^'XAC\ 9^n 5j4u.yy/ AA 9 0.025
co/1-3 om5343.oyi AA 17 0.051
^5/1^ 8<9 cO/i/r 1 1 fi5J4o.jiy AA 6 0.019
J / .J JJ ^Q<n 7/1
1
AA 30 0.109
JJj J.ZZ7 ^'3^'3 70Q A 7 0.018
AA 17 0.056
^'^^^9 inn A 1 A14 0.065
S'^/vl 948 AA OAo4 0.514
S'^7fi 480 CO77 Q74 AA 1 T1 / 0.050
^"508 ^^^J j!70.JJJ r:E, Q U.U26
'\AfYX <\4nJH\J J).JHU ^404 A71 AA U.u54
S4nS 048 AA 1 c15 U.U/2
S407 '^Q'5 ^408 (\f^^ AA 0 U.U15
^408 S'^^i ^41 1 741 AA JJ U.l ZU
<49< 78
A
^49^ 017 1 "313 U.U4o
S498 QQ1 ^4in 098 AA 17IZ U.U46
^4"^^ 118Jt JJ. 1 lo AA 14 U.U44
^4'57 ^/^QJHj / .JO7 AA 9'J 0 089U.UoZ
S444 4^"^ ^44^ ^QA AA 1'2 0 04AU.U40
<44A i/;7 ^447 91^ AA 19IZ 0 O40U.U47
C447 ^Qf. ^448 1A7jt^o. 10/ 17C, 7 0 09AU.UZO
C448 ^48 ^440 ^Q^ PCi 19IZ 0 014U.Uj4
C4^4 Q97 ^4^^ 870 Ar\ 1
1
1 0 O'^Qyj.yjjy
^4^A 9^0 C/IC7 n9934J / .UzZ C, Qy 0 097u.uz /
5462.354 5463.496 A 13 0.047
5469.400 5471.304 A 21 0.062
5471.494 5475.589 A 44 0.176
5475.779 5477.303 A 17 0.102
5477.969 5481.873 A 42 0.222
5482.063 5483.873 A 20 0.073
Continued, next page.
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Table 19 (continued)
^slart Aend Type Pixels
5488.538 A 22 0.064
D4oy. /4o 5490.418 A 8 0.021
^/don All 5491.188 A 7 0.023
5495.514 A 35 0.128
5497.245 A 6 0.018
/IOC 5508.108 E 8 0.026
5513.588 A 16 0.048
5528.874 A 10 0.038
5532.143 A 7 0.023
ceil TO/C 5534.354 E 12 0.043
CC5C "2 1 C 5536.661 E 15 0.056
5555.541 A 18 0.062
ccc< /;no CCC^ AO^5557.483 A 10 0.026
CCC7 <TCJJJ /.O /o 5563.505 A 61 0.218
CC<;C /1/1 0 5566.613 A 13 0.046
CC/;0 Q/l/l 5570.013 A 12 0.042
CCTI QCCJJ / i.!?jD 5573.315 A 15 0.066
CC?/; TICJJ /O. / 1
J
55/1.29/ E 7 0.036
CCCQ OT) 5589.438 A 13 0.044
CCQ'3 CIO 5595.169 A 18 0.074
CCQO /ITI 5599.054 A 7 0.019
J0LHJ.ZZ4 5601.302 A 12 0.033
jOUZ.Uo / 5o03.4oO AA 1 ^15 0.065
J014.0J / c/c 1 oru^5616.309 AA 16 0.082
CA1 T nQ'3JOl 1 Xsyi C/C0 1 lie5ozl.l 15 A 42 0.150
J0Z5.ZJ4 AA 19 0.084
JOZj.OZO CAT/; 7 1 c5ozo.zl5 AA 7 0.018
jOZO.DU / C/;77 1QC5oz/. 195 AA 7 A fW O0.018
jOjZ.Ooo CA'3/; C 1 'J50J0.5 1
J
AA Ar\40 C\ 1 CI0.152
jOjO.oU / C07 CC< AA 1 7Iz 0.036
^^^^^ COAjOjJ.UZ4 CACC C7nJOJj.DzU AA 0 O.UzU
^^^7 8Q7 CACC Aon AA y U.U3 /
jOOU.o /U C<A1 /lAyl3001.404 AA / n n7nU.UzU
^«(^\ Q^Q ^/^Al C/ICj00j.j4j AA 171 / U.Uo/
CiCQ/l Q/ICDOo4.y4j CAQC /i/inJ0OJ.44U T7t. 0 n r\i /;u.U lo
C/^Q7 1 "31joy /.I ji C/;Q7 07/15oy /.oz4 AA 0o f\ n7/iU.Uz4
CAQQ 0 1 C c/;qo /cm5oyy.oU/ AA y U.Uzj
C7nA 'jni C7n7 1 OA5 /Uz. lo4 AA 7nzU n no/i
C7 1 n 77CD / lU. / /D CT 1 1 /n/;5/1 1.4/0 AA 00 n7cU.UZ5
57z7.zyl 5727.792 E 6 0.016
5751.915 5752.416 A 6 0.018
5752.916 5755.018 A 22 0.076
5780.313 5780.919 E 7 0.023
5781.223 5781.830 E 7 0.023
5784.662 5785.269 A 7 0.021
5789.820 5791.540 A 18 0.050
Continued, next page.
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Table 19 (continued)
^stait Aend Type Pixels
5807.317 A 43 0.193
5809.138 A 13 0.037
JO 1 J. /II CO 1 ^ 1 o5816.318 A 7 0.017coca fit^c COCA '>'705854.278 A 7 0.021
COCO O't^3858.876 A 25 0.097
JOOJ. /jZ coor\ ^^f\5889.330 A 36 1.558CCQn O/IQ 5891.986 E 18 0.270CQQ') OQTJoyL.L\fL 5895.358 A 31 1.387CQO< n/cjoyo.i /o 5898.118 E 20 0.260
CQ/IO TCO 5909.275 A 6 0.018CQd OCO 5984.110 A 13 0.036
5998.397 A 24 0.080
oUU/.oo / 6008.930 A 11 0.032
ouiy.o/u 6021.674 A 20 0.085
<m 1 0 o c 6022.517 A 7 0.020
KAy\\j.yK) 1 i^r\/i 1 oil6041.811 A 9 0.028
f^C\<A CO/1 6056.465 A 16 0.056
Aim 1/KOIUZ. iHO 01U3.4z5 A 13 0.051
/Clio /:c/;01 1 j.OjO /CI 1 /I oo01 14.o28 E 12 0.035Am lieOlZl.l ID 6122.714 A 16 0.053
01 JH. /Do iC 1 oc 'I on6135.289 E 6 0.014
014U.OJU 6142.322 AA 15 0.073
A1 /lO c^c0i4Z.DjD 6143.281 E 8 0.022
A 1 /t C O/l c0i4D.y4D 6146.691 E 8 0.026
A1 An TC/C014/. /Do 6150.527 E 27 0.124
A1 CC '^I'iOlDo.Zjj 6159.957 E 17 0.068
AITX TaiOZZJ. / J
1
/COOC occ E 15 0.049
ozjo.yoU ozjy.yoi b 1 f\10 0.038
A048 'l/lfiOZ4o.j4o OZ4y.o /j 15 0.048
OjZ0.4Z 1 OjZy.jUj AA n9 0.036
OJ'+Z.DZO /CO/IO QCO0j43.yDo AA 1 A14 (\ nc 1U.UDl
^niOj'+D.DUI 0j40.0Uj tjc, 1
1
1 U.U46
Oj4 /. 1D4 Oj4o.oy / 1 CID U.UD6
/CO/CO
-Jl/l0o0o.j14 OjOo.o /Z E 6 0.018
03oy.D4u Oj/ l.OD/ b 20 0.093
03 / l.o ly /TOTl TTI03 IZ.IIi b 9 0.040
Oj /o.O/O Hind 1AC63 /9.34D b 7 0.022
04j1.U4Z 6432.379 b 13 0.054
/T/tO-J T7104JJ.Z/1 6433.939 b 1 U.UZo
6437.976 6439.667 A 16 0.055
6451.618 6452.520 E 9 0.025
6455.903 6456.805 A 9 0.027
6457.143 6458.271 E 11 0.047
6496.042 6497.621 A 15 0.075
6499.649 6500.890 A 12 0.043
6514.650 6515.905 E 12 0.044
Continued, next page.
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Table 19 (continued)
Astart Aend Type Pixels
ojl 0.4/0 6517.617 E 11 0.041
ojj /.35j 6537.926 E 6 0.016(i^AC\ CIO 6550.248 E 6 0.019iCCCO TIC 6554.584 E 13 0.045
A/1 1OjDj.041 6561.772 A 60 2.233
OjOZ.UUU 6570.215 E 73 1.723
ojy /.jji 6598.022 A 7 0.020
0013.3/1 6614.987 E 15 0.063
OOZ4.j34 6625.719 E 13 0.046
ooiz.yyu A t A A6634.144 A 11 0.030
0/l)4.Dl4 6709.417 A 43 0.385
0/4/.423 6748.723 E 12 0.044
0/D3.4j7 6756.638 E 11 0.038
o/5y.3oU 6790.188 E 8 0.029
0 /y3.4yD 6794.204 E 7 0.020
/^^oc 10/yj.ozl 6796.330 E 7 0.020
8048.664 E 16 0.061
oUo4.3o4 8085.198 A 7 0.032
oU60.44o 8087.282 A 7 0.030
C 1 1 1 1\ Aoil 1.314 8112.286 A 8 0.031
8130.067 A 9 0.045
ooriT ocno3y /.Zj9 8398.126 E 7 0.032
Q/1 1 1o411.z// 0 yl 1 ^ AAA8413.444 E 16 0.108
OA 1 Q n/:o4iy.ZZo OA 1 n D/io6419.948 E 6 0.021
o4Zj. /zy o/in "3 10o4Z/.3l6 E 12 0.076
6433.j33 O/I i/c Tn6430. Ill E 23 0.179
o43o.jy 1 OAAf\ Anf\o44U.4 /U b 1 >l14 0.063
o443.04y OA An cc 1644/.551 AA 28 0.198
o4o4.4jy O/l/CC ATX64o5.4 / I E 8 0.031
o4oo.U4y 64 /0.Z40 E 30 0.146
o4 /4.43z o/nc '^fv^6475.299 AA 7 0.024
84^3.3o3 6496.109 AA 20 0.200
o4yo.3yo 0 /I nf» TOO6499.268 E 21 0.957
oj3 /.31o QCAf\ /f 1 0o54U.4l6 AA 22 0.377
oj4U. / 13 occn nm E o4 T ^^n2.2 /y
ojy /. 1 Ly QCOO 1 c65^6.015 TTb / U.U2o
OOU3.V33 ooU4.yoo b Q6 U.U31
0<<T <ni Qccn /IT)oOOU.422 A 2U U.3U3
QCCn TOOoOOU. /zZ Q/CAO OTI0006.621 b cc55 1 Q/ICl.o45
60 /4.3 /
1
6675.722 b lU U.U40
8676.771 8677.521 A 6 0.029
8681.722 8683.672 E 14 0.070
8685.172 8686.671 A 11 0.048
8688.472 8690.121 E 12 0.053
8712.771 8713.822 E 8 0.035
8751.322 8752.822 E 11 0.047
Continued, next page.
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Table 19 (continued)
^stait '^end Type Pixels Wa (A)
8754.772 8755.823 A 8 0.031
8804.497 8805.715 E 9 0.037
8822.764 8825.808 E 21 0.117
8837.528 8839.964 E 17 0.097
8869.952 8871.019 A 8 0.032
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